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1. Introduction to NosDB
Welcome to NosDB! NosDB is a schema-less and scalable NOSQL database solution to handle ad-hoc querying on
huge amounts of real-time, unstructured data. As NosDB scales out to accommodate the rapidly increasing volume
of your data, it applies robust data distribution strategies to ensure availability and fault tolerance at all times.
Keeping in mind the suitability of NosDB for Big Data applications, MapReduce and Aggregation support has also
been introduced to dramatically enhance performance due to parallel processing.
NosDB features and tools are designed to be tuned flexibly into applications of any size – from small to enterprisewide global installations.
Support
NosDB provides various sources of technical support. Please refer to Alachisoft’s Support page to select a support
resource you find suitable for your issue.
To request additional features in the future, or if you notice any discrepancy regarding this document, please drop
an email at support@alachisoft.com.
Document Conventions
The following conventions in text have been used throughout this document:
Convention
bold

Description
Specifies terms of importance for the reader.

monospace

Specifies inline code snippets, file, class, interface names.

monospace

Specifies any JSON document examples within the text.

monospace

Specifies any SQL examples within the text.
Specifies additional and vital information for the user.
Specifies any significant step to be taken in your application.
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2. Setting Up Visual Studio Environment
In order to begin development of applications using NosDB features, you need to have Microsoft Visual Studio
and NosDB installed.
The following section has been implemented using Visual Studio 2015 and NosDB version 2.0.



Open File-> New -> Project.



Select Console Application from the range of generic templates.



Specify the Name for the application.



Specify the appropriate Location to save the project.



Click OK to create a new project.
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2.1.

Reference NosDB Assemblies



To this solution, you need to add references to NosDB APIs in order to utilize its features.



In Solution Explorer, right-click on the application name and select Add.



Select Reference.
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Reference Manager Screen appears.



Select Browse from the left panel and click the Browse button to select the reference.



Select the files to reference screen appears.



Browse to [InstallDir]\bin\assembly\



Select the following references from the list of NosDB assemblies:
1.

NosDB.Client.dll

2.

NosDB.Common.dll

3.

NosDB.Core.dll

4.

NosDB.Distributor.dll

5.

NosDB.Serialization.dll
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2.2.


Specify Namespaces
You can now begin creating applications utilizing NosDB’s features, however, you need to specify the
following namespaces to get started:
o
o

o

using NosDB.Common;
using NosDB.Client;
using NosDB.Client.Server.Engine;
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2.3.

Using NosDB NuGet Package

NosDB delivers NuGet packages for all of its editions which provide assemblies used for performing different API
operations on NosDB databases.


Go to Tools -> NuGet Package Manager -> Manage NuGet Packages for Solution.. in Visual Studio.







NuGet Package Manager opens up for the current solution.
In the search box, type NosDB with the Package source set to nuget.org.
NuGet packages for all editions (Enterprise, Professional and OpenSource) are displayed.
Select the package required.
Select the project solution to apply the change to and click Install.



Review Changes window pops up, showing the changes to be made to the solution.
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Click OK.



License Acceptance window appears, requiring acceptance of the license terms for the package.



Click I Accept.
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The Output Window in Visual Studio displays the status of installation of the package.
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3. Database Connection
To utilize the following APIs, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Client;

3.1.

Connect to Database

A NosDB database instance is initiated by connecting it to the configured database, which can be either clustered
or stand-alone. The GetDatabase() method is provided with the connection string (and optional parameters) for
the configured database. A connection string in NosDB requires the following properties:
Property
Data Source
Port
Database
Local Instance

Description
Server name/IP
Configuration server port
Database name
Boolean value to specify clustered database (false) or standalone (true)

User Id

User Id for NosDB Authentication

Password

Password for NosDB Authentication

Connection Timeout

Time value to wait for while establishing connection to the data source

The following examples connect to the database with default Windows Authentication. To pass the credentials
for NosDB Authentication in the connection string, refer to Enabling NosDB Authentication.


Initializing Clustered Database

//connection string
string conn = "Data Source=127.0.0.1; Port=9950; Database=northwind; Local Instance=false;";
//initialize database
Database db = NosDBClient.GetDatabase(conn);



Initializing Standalone Database

A stand-alone database requires the tag Local Instance in the connection string to be set to true:
//connection string
string conn = "Data Source=127.0.0.1; Port=9950; Database=northwind; Local Instance=true;";
//initialize database
Database db = NosDBClient.GetDatabase(conn);
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4. Basic Operations through Document API
In This Chapter:
Primary Keys
Client Operations
Using NosDB Collection
Insert Documents
Get Documents
Replace Documents
Delete Documents
NosDB allows performing basic CRUD operations on the database, for a single document or for bulk documents
to save network trips.
To utilize the following APIs, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Client;

4.1.

Primary Keys

Previously, documents in NosDB were differentiated through a custom field “_key” for which the value was either
specified by the user or auto generated. However, now the user can nominate any fields(s) to be used for unique
identification of the document, as with primary keys in SQL. For example, CustomerID in Customers. This SQL-like
behavior has been introduced in NosDB since the distribution of documents performed by the Distributor is based
on a unique primary key to distinguish each document, and the index maintained for the key allows faster access
during data retrieval.

4.1.1. Composite keys
A composite key comprises of multiple fields. Individually these fields might not be unique, but using them as a
composite key ascertains the uniqueness. For example, as shown in Figure 1, CustomerName and CustomerAddress
are not unique independently. However, once combined, the composite key [CustomerName + CustomerAddress]
acts as a unique identifier and differentiates the documents from each other (see Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Using CustomerName or CustomerAddress as a single primary key does not yield uniqueness.

Figure 2: Using [CustomerName, CustomerAddress] as a composite primary key yields uniqueness.

4.1.2. Primary Key Behavior








The primary field is only assigned at the time of collection creation.
The user can list any single-valued, root-level attribute(s) as the primary key.
The field(s) value must pertain to .NET primitive data types and JSONDocument.
Composite keys are order-sensitive. This means if CustomerName was specified before CustomerAddress,
the same order should be applied if the values are to be copied to another collection.
If the primary key is not defined during collection creation, NosDB automatically adds a default field “_key”
to be used as a PK internally. If during insertion of the data no value is assigned, a GUID value is assigned
to _key automatically.
DocumentKeyException is thrown if the user-defined primary key is not assigned a value. The error code
range for this exception lies between 90000 and 94999.
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4.1.3. Limitations




4.2.

Primary fields are immutable; they cannot be updated or deleted once assigned.
Null primary fields and string.empty are invalid values.
Multi-value fields like arrays and embedded JSON cannot be used as a primary key.

Client Operations

The client is liable to perform both read and write operations on NosDB, which behave accordingly to assist
scalability and fault tolerance. The behaviors exhibited by the client operations as a whole include:
Document-Level Operations
A single operation works on document-level, that is, an operation will be performed on a single document. For
example, an UPDATE query will modify the contents of a single document, inclusive of embedded documents.
Collection-specific Bulks
Though the operations are individually document-level, each bulk is collection-specific. Therefore, all of the cached
operations for a specific collection will be accumulated in a single bulk to be sent to the query distributor for
persistence.
Transparent Distribution
The distributor communicates between the client and the shards, so operations are distributed transparently in a
scaled environment. Hence, any operation will be redirected at the distributor towards the specific shard (containing
the required data) based on its particular distribution strategy.

4.2.1. Write Operations
Write operations essentially add or modify the documents in NosDB. Since write operations are mostly persisted to
storage, it is beneficial to persist them in bulk, preventing network choke. Thus, the write operations in NosDB are
first cached in-memory and then persisted to storage after reaching a specific bulk size. The write operations exhibit
additional behaviors:
Atomicity
Though the write operations are sent in bulk, the operations’ performance is atomic - the operation will either be
performed completely or not at all. This means that if the bulk has some operations that fail, the whole bulk will not
be discarded – instead, the failed operations are simply logged.
Asynchronous Backup
The write operations are received by the Primary node. The replica nodes are read-only, so the operation is destined
towards the Primary node. However, the replica nodes eventually replicate the operations through the Primary’s
Oplog, enabling consistency and back up.
Document-Level Journaling
NosDB offers document-level journaling to prevent data loss in the event of a system crash if there are cached
operations which have not yet been persisted. The modifications to the in-memory data by write operations are
logged in the journal immediately, which are reflected on file storage eventually.
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Critical Care in Indexing
Creating indexes and writing queries involving indexes requires critical dealing. This is because while there is
significant advantage in read operations, write operations take longer to persist as they are performed on each
index.

Figure 3: Write Operations execution path

4.2.2. Write Concern
As persistence of any operation to the file store is asynchronous, the client has the option of specifying the writeconcern of the operation. This means that the client can receive the response after either of the events:
 In-Memory Write Concern
The response is returned as soon as the operation is cached in-memory.
 Journal Write Concern
The response is returned after the operation is persisted in the journal.
By default, the write-concern is set to in-memory, so that the client may carry on with the operations smoothly
without having to wait for each response. However, the option can be changed according to the user’s preference
to journal option which will return the response as required.
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Figure 4: Write Concern configuration

4.2.3. Read Operations
Read operations in NosDB include fetching stored data through API calls and querying. Techniques like Indexing
boost read performance as there is no need to traverse the whole data set.

4.2.4. Read Preference
All nodes allow reading of data but only the primary node can cater write operations. Hence, the client is given the
liberty to specify how the data is read from any node according to the preference. Read-Preference is specified while
fetching items through API or querying with ExecuteReader() statements which require reading from the
database.


Primary Only Read Preference

The read requests are only sent to the primary node when the latest data is required and as the primary nodes
always contain the most updated data.

Figure 5: Primary Read Preference
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Load Balanced Read Preference

The load of requests is balanced using Round Robin strategy, where the read requests are balanced on client side
among primary and replicas accordingly.

Figure 6: Load Balanced Read Preference



Nearest Read Preference

The read request is sent to the node which is “nearest” to the client, irrespective of its status as Primary or Replica.
The “nearness” is determined on the basis of the Round Trip Time (RTT) of each node. Hence, for two nodes with
RTT 2ms and 5ms respectively, the read request will be sent to the node with RTT 2ms.

Figure 7: Nearest Read Preference
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4.3.

Using Database Collection

An instance of NosDB’s DBCollection class is created and initiated through the GetDBCollection() method which
returns the configured collection. All operations performed on this instance will be reflected to the configured
collection. This collection can take in either a JSON document instance or custom .NET objects. Each document and
object has a unique identifier, which acts as a primary key for the collection.

4.3.1. With JSON Documents
//create collection instance of JSONDocument type
DBCollection<JSONDocument> collection = null;
collection = db.GetDBCollection("Products"); //pre-requisite: “Products” exists

4.3.2. With Custom Objects
//create collection instance of Product class type
DBCollection<Products> collection = null;
collection = db.GetDBCollection<Products>("Products"); //pre-requisite: “Products” exists

4.4.

Insert Documents

NosDB supports two types of data objects – JSON Documents and Custom Class Objects.
JSON Documents
NosDB offers the JSONDocument class to create JSON document instances and perform operations like adding and
removing attributes.
//create JSON document
JSONDocument product = new JSONDocument();

Custom Objects
Apart from adding JSON documents, NosDB also allows adding custom .NET objects to the collection. The key for
the custom objects is added as a property with the annotation [JsonProperty] before the attribute you want to
use as a key. In the following example, the value of ProductID will be the value of _key in NosDB. However, if no key
is specified, the _key attribute will be initialized with a default GUID automatically.
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public class Product
{
[JsonProperty(PropertyName = "_key")] //key attribute will have value of ProductID
public string ProductID { get; set; }
public string Name { get; set; }
public double UnitPrice { get; set; }
public short UnitsInStock { get; set; }
public bool Discontinued { get; set; }
}
public class Category
{
public int ID { get; set; }
public string Name { get; set; }
public string Description { get; set; }
}

4.4.1. Single Document
The InsertDocument() method inserts a single document to the database by taking in an instance of the document
along with an optional WriteConcern value. By default, the WriteConcern is set to InMemory.


JSON Document

IJSONDocument category = new JSONDocument();
category.Add("ID", 1);
category.Add("Name", "Beverages");
JSONDocument product = new JSONDocument();
product.Add("ProductID", "12");
product.Add("Name", "Chai");
product.Add("Discontinued", false);
product.Add("UnitPrice", 18.00);
product.Add("UnitsInStock", 38);
product.Add("Category", category);
//with default (InMemory) WriteConcern
collection.InsertDocument(product);
//with Journal WriteConcern
collection.InsertDocument(product, WriteConcern.Journal);



Custom Object
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DBCollection<Product> collection = db.GetDBCollection<Product>("Products"); //pre-requisite:
“Products” exists
Product product = new Product();
product.ProductID = "12";
product.Name = "Chai";
product.Discontinued = false;
product.UnitPrice = 18.00;
product.UnitsInStock = 38;
//embedded attributes in Category class
product.Category = new Category();
product.Category.ID = 1;
product.Category.Name = "Beverages";
collection.InsertDocument(product);

4.4.2. Bulk Documents
The InsertDocuments() method inserts documents in bulk to the database by taking in an ICollection of
documents along with an optional WriteConcern value. By default, the WriteConcern is set to InMemory.


JSON Document

IJSONDocument category = new JSONDocument();
category.Add("ID", 1);
category.Add("Name", "Beverages");
product1.Add("ProductID", "12");
product1.Add("Name", "Chai");
product1.Add("UnitPrice", 18.00);
product1.Add("UnitsInStock", 38);
product1.Add("Category", category);
product2.Add("ProductID", "34");
product2.Add("Name", "Aniseed Syrup");
product2.Add("UnitPrice", 10.00);
product2.Add("UnitsInStock", 13);
List<JSONDocument> docs = new List<JSONDocument>(); // collection of documents
docs.Add(product1);
docs.Add(product2);
List<FailedDocument> failedDocs = collection.InsertDocuments(docs);
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Custom Objects

product1.ProductID = "12";
product1.Name = "Chai";
product1.Discontinued = false;
product1.UnitPrice = 18.00;
product1.UnitsInStock = 38;
product1.Category = new Category();
product1.Category.ID = 1;
product1.Category.Name = "Beverages";
product2.ProductID = "34";
product2.Name = "Aniseed Syrup";
product2.Discontinued = false;
product2.UnitPrice = 10.00;
product2.UnitsInStock = 13;
product2.Category = new Category();
product2.Category.ID = 2;
product2.Category.Name = "Condiments";
List<Product> docs = new List<Product>();
docs.Add(product1);
docs.Add(product2);
List<FailedDocument> failedDocs = collection.InsertDocuments(docs);

4.5.

Get Documents

4.5.1. Single Document
The GetDocument() method fetches the corresponding document from the database by taking in a document key
of type DocumentKey along with an optional ReadPreference value and the option to use caching. The document
is returned to an instance of T, according the object type added. By default, the ReadPreference is set to
PrimaryOnly and caching is enabled. For more detail on Caching, refer to the chapter Using NCache with NosDB.
class DocumentKey can only pertain to primitive data types and JSONDocument.

Note that care should be taken regarding primary key type casting during the Get operations.



JSON Document

public T GetDocument(DocumentKey documentKey, ReadPreference readPreference
ReadPreference.PrimaryOnly, bool useCache = true);
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public IDBCollectionReader GetDocuments(ICollection<DocumentKey> documentKeys,
ReadPreference readPreference = ReadPreference.PrimaryOnly, bool useCache = true);

//with default (PrimaryOnly) ReadPreference and caching enabled
JSONDocument result = collection.GetDocument("key1");
//with LoadBalanced ReadPreference and caching disabled
JSONDocument result = collection.GetDocument("key1", ReadPreference.LoadBalanced, false);
//perform operations



Custom Objects

//with default (PrimaryOnly) ReadPreference and caching enabled
Product result = collection.GetDocument("12");
//perform operations

4.5.2. Bulk Documents
The GetDocuments() method fetches the corresponding documents from the database specified through a
ICollection<DocumentKey> of document keys or a specified criteria along with an optional ReadPreference value
and the option to use caching. The documents are returned to an instance of IDBCollectionReader, which can be
enumerated to read the results. By default, the ReadPreference is set to PrimaryOnly. For more detail on Caching,
please refer to the chapter Using NCache with NosDB.




Caching is enabled by default with documents that are fetched through the document keys.
Caching is disabled by default with documents that are fetched through criteria.

JSON Documents

ICollection<DocumentKey> docKeys = new ICollection<DocumentKey> { "key1", "key2" };
//collection of document keys
//with default (PrimaryOnly) ReadPreference and default (enabled) caching
IDBCollectionReader reader = collection.GetDocuments(docKeys);
//with LoadBalanced ReadPreference and caching disabled
IDBCollectionReader reader = collection.GetDocuments(docKeys, ReadPreference.LoadBalanced,
false);
while (reader.ReadNext())
{
IJSONDocument doc = reader.GetDocument();
//perform operations
}
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string criteria = "((ProductID > 5) OR (UnitsInStock < 20))";
//with default (PrimaryOnly) ReadPreference and default (disabled) caching
IDBCollectionReader reader = collection.GetDocuments(criteria);
//with LoadBalanced ReadPreference and caching enabled
IDBCollectionReader reader = collection.GetDocuments(criteria, ReadPreference.LoadBalanced,
true);
while (reader.ReadNext())
{
IJSONDocument doc = reader.GetDocument();
//perform operations
}



Custom Objects

ICollection<DocumentKey> docKeys = new ICollection<DocumentKey> { "12", "34" }; // document
keys to be fetched
IDBCollectionReader reader = collection.GetDocuments(docKeys);
while (reader.ReadNext())
{
Product result = reader.GetObject<Product>();
//perform operations
}
string criteria = "((ProductID > 5) OR (UnitsInStock < 20))";
IDBCollectionReader reader = collection.GetDocuments(criteria, ReadPreference.LoadBalanced,
true);
while (reader.ReadNext())
{
Product result = reader.GetObject<Product>();
//perform operations
}

4.6.

Update Documents

4.6.1. Single Document
The UpdateDocument() method replaces an existing document by taking in an instance of the updated document
(against the same key) along with an optional WriteConcern value. By default, the WriteConcern is set to InMemory.


JSON Document
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JSONDocument product = new JSONDocument();
product.Add("ProductID", "12");
product.Add("ProductName", "Chai"); //Attribute name changed from Name to ProductName
product.Add("UnitPrice", 19.50); //UnitPrice changed from 18.00 to 19.50
//with default (InMemory) WriteConcern
collection.UpdateDocument(product);



Custom Objects

Product product = new Product();
product.ProductID = "12";
product.Name = "Chai";
product.Discontinued = false;
product.UnitPrice = 19.50; //UnitPrice changed from 18.00 to 19.50
product.UnitsInStock = 38;
product.Category = new Category();//embedded attributes in Category class
product.Category.ID = 1;
product.Category.Name = "Drinks"; //CategoryName changed from Beverages to Drinks
collection.UpdateDocument(product);

4.6.2. Bulk Documents
The UpdateDocuments() method updates a bulk of existing documents, specified by a ICollection<T> of updated
documents (against the unchanged keys) or of a custom object.


JSON Documents

product1.Add("ProductID", "12");
product1.Add("ProductName", "Chai");
product1.Add("UnitPrice", 19.50);
product2.Add("ProductID", "34");
product2.Add("Name", "Aniseed Syrup");
product2.Add("UnitPrice", 10.00);
ICollection<JSONDocument> docs = new List<JSONDocument>(); // collection of documents
docs.Add(product1);
docs.Add(product2);
List<FailedDocument> failedDocs = collection.UpdateDocuments(docs);
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Custom Objects

product1.ProductID = "12";
product1.Name = "Chai";
product1.Discontinued = false;
product1.UnitPrice = 19.50;
product2.ProductID = "34";
product2.Name = "Aniseed Syrup";
product2.UnitsInStock = 04;
ICollection<Product> docs = new List<Product>();
docs.Add(product1);
docs.Add(product2);
List<FailedDocument> failedDocs = collection.UpdateDocuments(docs);

4.7.

Delete Documents

4.7.1. Single Document
The DeleteDocument() method deletes the document specified through a DocumentKey document key along
with an optional WriteConcern value. By default, the WriteConcern is set to InMemory.
//with default (InMemory) WriteConcern
collection.DeleteDocument("key1");

4.7.2. Bulk Documents
The DeleteDocuments() method deletes a bulk of existing documents specified by a ICollection<DocumentKey>
of document keys along with an optional WriteConcern value. By default, the WriteConcern is set to InMemory.
ICollection<DocumentKey> docKeys = new ICollection<DocumentKey> { "key1", "key2" }; //
collection of document keys
List<FailedDocument> failedDocs = collection.DeleteDocuments(docKeys, WriteConcern.Journal);
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5. Asynchronous Operations
In This Chapter:
Asynchronous Operations without Callback
Asynchronous Callback Methods

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

NosDB supports asynchronous operations to utilize notifications that arise as a result of inserting, replacing or
deleting documents against a database.
To utilize the following APIs, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Client.Async;
Need of Asynchronous Operations
Asynchronous operations are used when applications have higher priority tasks to execute right away instead of
blocking updates that are not important. As asynchronous operations cause delayed updates, these delays are
expected.
Performance Improvement
Asynchronous operations increase the performance of the application with enhanced response times. This allows
the client application to regain control while performing long-running tasks in background.
NosDB provides an asynchronous counterpart for almost every synchronous operation. As asynchronous operations
do not notify upon the failure or success of the operations themselves, NosDB provides a Callback feature for
asynchronous operations.
Callback Method
NosDB provides optional Callback Methods for asynchronous operations. Callbacks are responsible for providing
acknowledgment to the client about the operation’s status.
How do Asynchronous Operations Work?
When the client issues a request for adding/replacing data to the database or removing from it with asynchronous
API calls, NosDB uses a thread pool on the server side to facilitate these operations. Whereas in case of any callback
registered with the asynchronous operations, NosDB triggers appropriate events only for interested clients upon
operation completion.
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5.1.

Asynchronous Operations without Callback

5.1.1. Insert Documents Asynchronously
The InsertDocumentsAsync() method inserts an ICollection of documents along with an optional
AsyncOperationCallBack method, object state and WriteConcern value to the database. By default, the callback
and state are set to null and WriteConcern to InMemory.
public void InsertDocumentsAsync(ICollection<T> documents, AsyncOperationCallBack
asyncOperationCallBack = null, object state = null, WriteConcern writeConcern =
WriteConcern.InMemory);

//documents to insert asynchronously
JSONDocument product1 = new JSONDocument();
JSONDocument product2 = new JSONDocument();
product1.Add("ProductName", "Milk");
product1.Add("Category", "Dairy");
product1.Add("UnitsInStock", 13);
product1.Add("UnitsOrdered", 35);
product2.Add("ProductName", "Bread");
product2.Add("Category", "Bakery");
product2.Add("UnitsInStock", 2);
product2.Add("UnitsOrdered", 30);
List<JSONDocument> docs = new List<JSONDocument>();
docs.Add(product1);
docs.Add(product2);
collection.InsertDocumentsAsync(docs, null, null);

5.1.2. Update Documents Asynchronously
The UpdateDocumentsAsync() method replaces an ICollection of existing documents (specified by the
document key) along with an optional AsyncOperationCallBack method, object state and WriteConcern value
to the database. By default, the callback and state are set to null and WriteConcern to InMemory.
public void UpdateDocumentsAsync(ICollection<T> documents, AsyncOperationCallBack
asyncOperationCallBack = null, object state = null, WriteConcern writeConcern =
WriteConcern.InMemory);
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//documents to replace asynchronously
JSONDocument product1 = new JSONDocument();
JSONDocument product2 = new JSONDocument();
product1.Add("ProductName", "Milk");
product1.Add("Category", "Dairy");
product1.Add("UnitsInStock", 10); //modified data
product1.Add("UnitsOrdered", 35);
product2.Add("ProductName", "Bread");
product2.Add("Category", "Baked Goods"); //modified data
product2.Add("UnitsInStock", 2);
product2.Add("UnitsOrdered", 30);
List<JSONDocument> newDocs = new List<JSONDocument>();
docs.Add(product1);
docs.Add(product2);
collection.UpdateDocumentsAsync(newDocs, null, null);

5.1.3. Delete Documents Asynchronously
The DeleteDocumentsAsync() method deletes a bulk of existing documents specified by a
ICollection<DocumentKey> of document keys along with an with an optional AsyncOperationCallBack method,
object state and WriteConcern value. By default, the callback and state are set to null and WriteConcern to
InMemory.
public void DeleteDocumentsAsync(ICollection<DocumentKey> documentKeys, AsyncOperationCallBack
asyncOperationCallBack = null, object state = null, WriteConcern writeConcern =
WriteConcern.InMemory);

//documents to delete asynchronously
ICollection<DocumentKey> docKeys = new List<DocumentKey> {"key1", "key2"};
collection.DeleteDocumentsAsync(docKeys, null, null);
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5.2.

Asynchronous Callback Methods
Consider the following Callback method in the succeeding examples:
private void BasicAsyncOperationCallBack(AsyncEventArgs eventArgs)
{
if (eventArgs.Success)
{
//Successful operation
}
else
{
//Failed operation
}
}

5.2.1. Insert Documents with Registered Callback Method
The InsertDocumentsAsync() method inserts an ICollection of documents along with an optional
AsyncOperationCallBack method, object state and WriteConcern value to the database. By default, the callback
is set to null so an AsyncOperationCallBack method must be specified.
public void InsertDocumentsAsync(ICollection<T> documents, AsyncOperationCallBack
asyncOperationCallBack = null, object state = null, WriteConcern writeConcern =
WriteConcern.InMemory);

//documents to insert asynchronously
JSONDocument product1 = new JSONDocument();
JSONDocument product2 = new JSONDocument();
product1.Add("ProductName", "Milk");
product1.Add("Category", "Dairy");
product1.Add("UnitsInStock", 13);
product1.Add("UnitsOrdered", 35);
product2.Add("ProductName", "Bread");
product2.Add("Category", "Bakery");
product2.Add("UnitsInStock", 2);
product2.Add("UnitsOrdered", 30);
List<JSONDocument> docs = new List<JSONDocument>();
docs.Add(product1);
docs.Add(product2);
//insert documents with default WriteConcern
collection.InsertDocumentsAsync(docs, BasicAsyncOperationCallBack, null);
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5.2.2. Replace Documents with Registered Callback Method
The UpdateDocumentsAsync() method replaces an ICollection of existing documents (specified by the
document key) along with an optional AsyncOperationCallBack method, object state and WriteConcern value
to the database. By default, the callback is set to null so an AsyncOperationCallBack method must be specified.
public void UpdateDocumentsAsync(ICollection<T> documents, AsyncOperationCallBack
asyncOperationCallBack = null, object state = null, WriteConcern writeConcern =
WriteConcern.InMemory);

//documents to replace asynchronously
JSONDocument product1 = new JSONDocument();
JSONDocument product2 = new JSONDocument();
product1.Add("ProductName", "Milk");
product1.Add("Category", "Dairy");
product1.Add("UnitsInStock", 10); //modified data
product1.Add("UnitsOrdered", 35);
product2.Add("ProductName", "Bread");
product2.Add("Category", "Baked Goods"); //modified data
product2.Add("UnitsInStock", 2);
product2.Add("UnitsOrdered", 30);
List<JSONDocument> newDocs = new List<JSONDocument>();
docs.Add(product1);
docs.Add(product2);
//replace documents with default WriteConcern
collection.UpdateDocumentsAsync(newDocs, BasicAsyncOperationCallBack, null);

5.2.3. Delete Documents with Registered Callback Method
The DeleteDocuments() method deletes a bulk of existing documents specified by a ICollection<DocumentKey>
of document keys along with an with an optional AsyncOperationCallBack method, object state and
WriteConcern value. By default, the callback is set to null so an AsyncOperationCallBack method must be
specified.
public void DeleteDocumentsAsync(ICollection<DocumentKey> documentKeys, AsyncOperationCallBack
asyncOperationCallBack = null, object state = null, WriteConcern writeConcern =
WriteConcern.InMemory);

//documents to delete asynchronously
ICollection<DocumentKey> docKeys = new ICollection<DocumentKey> { "key1", "key2" };
//delete documents with default WriteConcern
collection.DeleteDocumentsAsync(docKeys, BasicAsyncOperationCallBack, null);
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6. Querying in NosDB
In This Chapter:
Extended SQL Properties
Data Definition Language (DDL) Support
Data Control Language (DCL) Support
Data Manipulation Language (DML) Support
SQL Reference
Subqueries
Query Execution in NosDB
Since NosDB accommodates unstructured data and supports JSON documents and arrays as field values, the
columns of the database can be multi-valued. Compared to the relational database where a single value is stored
against a single column, NosDB fully supports the embedded data model. Thus, NosDB extends the standard SQL
in order to cater the additional flexibility it provides.

6.1.

Extended SQL Properties

The extended SQL operators have been created while keeping in mind the scalability and structure of NosDB. Thus,
they have the following assisting properties:

6.1.1. Infinite Embedded Support
As NosDB supports embedded JSON documents to an infinite number, it can fetch the attributes from any level of
the embedded document with dot notation, just as it supports indexing on the embedded documents.
For example,
{
“ProductID”: “DA123”,
“ProductName”: “milk”,
“Order”:
{
“OrderDate”: “2016/1/16”,
“OrderID”: 20390,
“Shipment”: “23A”,
“ShippingCompany”:
{
“SCName”: “XYZ Logistics”, “Contact”: “xxx-xxx-xxx-x”
}
}
}
Querying on Products.Order.ShippingCompany.Contact is permissible. However, the greater the level of
embedded documents, the more it will impact performance because of increased complexity. It is advisable if the
level of documents is kept up to 3-4 levels in order to achieve optimum performance.
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6.1.2. Infinite Array Support
Just like embedded documents, each index of an array can further contain arrays up to an infinite level. A simplified
sample document containing arrays within arrays would be as follows:
{
“ProductID”: “DA123”,
“ProductName”: “Milk”,
“PackageSize”: [S, M, L],
“Types”: [“Skimmed”, “Full Fat”],
“TypeBySizeAvailable”: [[12, 5], [4, 17], [21, 21]]
}

6.1.3. Wild Card Searching
Since the fields can also contain string values, NosDB provides the flexibility of indexing fields with specific patterns
on the string itself, i.e., the query includes wildcard searching. A wildcard allows you to search for strings starting
with/ending with/containing a specified pattern of character(s). Wildcard searching is particularly useful in ad-hoc
queries and unstructured data, because the data is not very definitive.
For example, if a social networking site wants to sort the comments on posts of FIFA according to relevance, it can
create a query to return the Comment fields containing the wildcards “%foot%”, “GER%”, “%FA”.
{
“_key”: “Comm_123”, “UserID”: “footie123”,
“CommentSection”:
%foot%”, “GER%”, “%FA
{
“Comment”: “GERMANY ONCE AGAIN!”,
“Time”: “21:09”, “Likes”: 9
}
}
{
“_key”: “Comm_367”, “UserID”: “rayisaac”,
“CommentSection”:
{
“Comment”: “FIFA epidemic breaks out. Hide yo’ wives”,
“Time”: “21:14”, “Likes”: 14
}
}
{
“_key”: “Comm_454”, “UserID”: “imaspammer”,
“CommentSection”:
{
“Comment”: “Meanwhile, a wild rabbit appears. . .”,
“Time”: “22:37”, “Likes”: 0
}
}

6.1.4. Parametrized Queries
In any distributed system, sending queries with attributes and values over the network is risky, as it can be easily
accessed. Thus, the values and attributes are parameterized just like SQL to avoid decryption of values.
Parameterizing also aids in generalizing the stored procedures and user defined functions, as the values are provided
against the parameters on runtime as constant values.
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The parameters are defined in a key-value manner, as @name = ‘Joe’. There is no syntax change in a parametrized
query; except that it contains the placeholder instead of the attribute, “WHERE FirstName = @name” which makes
the query useless lest it is sniffed over the network.

6.2.

Data Definition Language (DDL) Support

NosDB offers DDL support, which allows the user to “define” (create, alter or drop) NosDB resources, and backup
and restore the database. You can either provide the configuration in a string format, or by creating a JSON
document for the configuration.

6.2.1. CREATE Statement
Creates the resources with specific configurations in the form of JSON object key-value pairs.
CREATE <Resource> (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*) [;]
<Resource>


::=

DATABASE | COLLECTION | LOGIN | INDEX | TRIGGER | FUNCTION

CREATE DATABASE

CREATE DATABASE <Database> (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*) [;]
<Database>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [MultiFile : <Boolean>]
| [CacheSize : <Number>]
| [MaxFileSize : <Number>]
| [MaxCollections : <Number>]
| [Journal : <JournalObject>]
| [AttachmentsEnabled : <Boolean>]
| [AttachmentsPath : <String>]
| [ExpirationInterval : <String>]
<JournalObject>

::= [ChecksumEnabled : <Boolean>]
| [CleanupInterval : <Number>]
| [FileSizeLimit : <Number>]

Examples:
o

String configuration
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string dbName = "northwind";
string config = "{\"MultiFile\": false,\"CacheSize\":2117,\"MaxCollections\": 17,
\"Journal\": {\"ChecksumEnabled\":true,\"CleanupInterval\":10}}";
string query = "CREATE DATABASE " + dbName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

o

JSON configuration

string dbName = "northwind";
int cacheSize = 1024;
int max = 7;
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("MultiFile", true);
config.Add("CacheSize", cacheSize);
config.Add("MaxCollections", max);
string query = "CREATE DATABASE " + dbName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



CREATE COLLECTION

CREATE COLLECTION <Collection> (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*)
[;]
<Collection>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [Database : <String>]
| [CollectionType : <CollectionType>]
| [PrimaryKey : <PrimaryKeyObject>]
| [Expiration : <ExpirationObject>]
| [Encryption : <EncryptionObject>]
| [Shard : <String>]
| [MaxDocuments : <Number>]
| [CappedSize : <Number>]
| [EvictionEnabled : <Boolean>]
<DistributionObject>

::= [Strategy : <Strategy> [, Ranges : <Ranges>] ]

<PrimaryKeyObject>

::= [{Field : <String>} {, Field : <String>}* ]

<ExpirationObject>
::= [ExpirationEnabled : <Boolean> | ExpirationField : <String> |
ExpireAfter: <String> ]
<EncryptionObject>

::= [EncryptionEnabled : <Boolean>]

<Strategy>

::= HashBased | RangeBased | NonSharded

<Ranges>

::= [MinRange : <String>,MaxRange : <String>, Shard : <String>]
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<CollectionType>

::= Normal | SingleShard | Capped

Examples:
o

String configuration

1. Creating collection
string collName = "Products";
string config = "{\"Database\": \"northwind\", \"CollectionType\":\"Normal\",
\"Distribution\":{\"Strategy\":\"HashBased\"},\"PrimaryKey\":[{\"Field\":\"ID\"},{\"Field\":\"
Name\"}]}";
string query = "CREATE COLLECTION " + collName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

2. Creating collection with expiration enabled
string collName = "Products";
string config = "{\"Database\": \"northwind\",
\"CollectionType\":\"Normal\",\"PrimaryKey\":[{\"Field\":\"ID\"},{\"Field\":\"Name\"}],\"Expir
ation\":{\"ExpirationEnabled\":true, \"ExpirationField\":\"OrderDate\",
\"ExpireAfter\":\"10min\"}}";
string query = "CREATE COLLECTION " + collName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

3. Creating collection with encryption enabled
Make sure that the MASTER KEY has been created before proceeding to configure and enable
encryption.

string collName = "Products";
string config = "{\"Database\": \"northwind\",
\"CollectionType\":\"Normal\",\"PrimaryKey\":[{\"Field\":\"ID\"},{\"Field\":\"Name\"}],\"Encry
ption\":{\"EncryptionEnabled\":true}}";
string query = "CREATE COLLECTION " + collName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);
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o

JSON configuration

string collName = "Products";
string dbName = "northwind";
JSONDocument distribution = new JSONDocument();
distribution.Add("Strategy", "HashBased");
JSONDocument key1 = new JSONDocument();
par.Add("Field", "ProductID");
JSONDocument key2 = new JSONDocument();
par.Add("Field", "ProductName");
JSONDocument[] primaryKey = new JSONDocument[2];
partitionKey[0] = key1;
partitionKey[1] = key2;
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("Database", dbName);
config.Add("Distribution", distribution);
config.Add("PrimaryKey", primaryKey);
string query = "CREATE COLLECTION " + collName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



CREATE LOGIN

CREATE LOGIN <Login> (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*) [;]
<Login>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [UserType : <UserType>]
| [Password : <String>]
<UserType>

::= Custom | Windows

Examples:
o

String configuration

string loginName = "JohnSmith";
string config = " {\"UserType\":\"Custom\", \"Password\":\"myPassword\"}";
string query = "CREATE LOGIN " + loginName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);
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o

JSON configuration

string loginName = "JohnSmith";
string userType = "Custom";
string password = "myPassword";
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("UserType", userType);
config.Add("Password", password);
string query = "CREATE LOGIN " + loginName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



CREATE INDEX

CREATE INDEX <Index> (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*) [;]
<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [Database : <String>]
| [Collection : <String>]
| [JournalEnabled : <Boolean>]
| [CachePolicy : <String>]
| [Attributes : <AttributeObject>]
<AttributeObject>

::= [Attribute : <String>]
| [SortOrder : ASC | DESC]

Examples:
o

String configuration

string indexID = "ProductIndex";
string query = "CREATE INDEX " + indexID + "
"{\"Database\":\"northwind\",\"Collection\":\"products\",\"Attributes\":[{\"Attribute\":\"Prod
uctID\",\"SortOrder\":\"ASC\"},
{\"Attribute\":\"ProductName\",\"SortOrder\":\"ASC\"}],\"JournalEnabled\":true,
\"CachePolicy\":\"None\"}";
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

o

JSON configuration
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string collName = "Products";
string dbName = "northwind";
string cachePolicy = "None";
JSONDocument att = new JSONDocument();
att.Add("Attribute", "Category");
att.Add("SortOrder", "ASC");
JSONDocument[] attributes = new JSONDocument[1];
attributes[0] = att;
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("Database", dbName);
config.Add("Collection", collName);
config.Add("Attributes", attributes);
config.Add("JournalEnabled", true);
config.Add("CachePolicy", cachePolicy);
string indexID = "Category";
string query = "CREATE INDEX " + indexID + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



CREATE USER DEFINED FUNCTION

CREATE FUNCTION <Function> (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*) [;]

<Function>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [Database : <String>]
| [Collection : <String>]
| [AssemblyName : <String>]
| [ClassName : <String>]
Examples:
o

String configuration

string funcName = "CalculateChurn";
string assemblyPath = "F:\\Projects\\UserDefinedFunction\\myUDF\\bin\\Debug\\myUDF.dll";
string className = "myUDF.UserDefinedFunc";
string config = "{\"Database\":\"northwind\",\"DeploymentID\":\"myUDF\",\"AssemblyFile\":\""
+ assemblyPath + "\",\"ClassName\":\"" + className + "\"}";
string query = "CREATE FUNCTION " + funcName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);
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o

JSON configuration

string funcName = "CalculateChurn";
string
string
string
string

dbName = "northwind";
deploymentID = "myUDF";
assemblyPath = "F:\\Projects\\UserDefinedFunction\\myUDF\\bin\\Debug\\myUDF.dll";
className = "myUDF.UserDefinedFunc";

JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("Database", dbName);
config.Add("DeploymentID", deploymentID);
config.Add("AssemblyFile", assemblyPath);
config.Add("ClassName", className);
string query = "CREATE FUNCTION " + funcName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



CREATE TRIGGER

CREATE TRIGGER (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*) [;]

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [Database : <String>]
| [Collection : <String>]
| [AssemblyName : <String>]
| [ClassName : <String>]
| [TriggerActions : <TriggerAction> [,<TriggerAction>]*]

<TriggerAction>

::= preupdate | predelete | preinsert
| postinsert | postdelete | postupdate

Examples:
o

String configuration

string assemblyPath = "F:\\myTrigger\\myTrigger\\bin\\Debug\\myTrigger.dll";
string className = "myTrigger.Trigger";
string config =
"{\"Database\":\"northwind\",\"Collection\":\"products\",\"DeploymentID\":\"myTrigger\",\"As
semblyFile\":\"" + assemblyPath + "\",\"ClassName\":\"" + className + "\",
\"TriggerActions\":[\"preinsert\"]}";
string query = "CREATE TRIGGER

" + config;

db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);
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o

JSON configuration

string dbName = "northwind";
string collName = "Products";
string deploymentID = "myTrigger";
string assemblyPath = "F:\\myTrigger\\myTrigger\\bin\\Debug\\myTrigger.dll";
string className = "myTrigger.Trigger";
string[] triggerActions = new string[2];
triggerActions[0] = "preinsert";
triggerActions[1] = "postinsert";
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("Database", dbName);
config.Add("Collection", collName);
config.Add("DeploymentID", deploymentID);
config.Add("AssemblyFile", assemblyPath);
config.Add("ClassName", className);
config.Add("TriggerActions", triggerActions);
string query = "CREATE TRIGGER

" + config;

db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

6.2.2. ALTER Statement
Alters existing objects with specific configurations in the form of JSON object key-value pairs.
Note that ALTER does not allow modifying indices as indices can only be updated by dropping and
creating new indices.

ALTER <Resource> <ResourceName> (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*) [;]
<Resource>


::=

DATABASE | COLLECTION | TRIGGER | LOGIN

ALTER DATABASE

ALTER DATABASE <Database> (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*) [;]

<Database>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [Journal : <JournalObject>]
| [AttachmentsEnabled : <Boolean>]
| [AttachmentsPath : <String>]
| [Encryption : <EncryptionObject>]
<EncryptionObject>

::= [EncryptionEnabled : <Boolean>]

<JournalObject>

::= [ChecksumEnabled : <Boolean>]
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| [CleanupInterval : <Number>]
| [FileSizeLimit : <Number>]

Examples:
o

String configuration

1.

Journal Settings

string dbName = "northwind";
string config = "{\"Journal\":
{\"ChecksumEnabled\":true,\"CleanupInterval\":45,\"FileSizeLimit\":10}}";
string query = "ALTER DATABASE " + dbName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

2.

Configuring encryption and enabling attachments

string dbName = "northwind";
string config = "{\"Encryption\": {\"Encryptionprovider\":\"AES_128\"},
\"AttachmentsEnabled\":true, \"AttachmentsPath\":\"E:\\Attachments\"}";
string query = "ALTER DATABASE " + dbName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

o

JSON configuration

string dbName = "northwind";
IJSONDocument journal= new JSONDocument();
journal.Add("ChecksumEnabled", false);
journal.Add("CleanupInterval", 20);
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("Database", dbName);
config.Add("Journal", journal);
config.Add("AttachmentsEnabled", true);
config.Add("AttachmentsPath", "E:\\Attachments");
string query = "ALTER DATABASE " + dbName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



ALTER COLLECTION

ALTER COLLECTION <Collection> (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*)
[;]
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<Collection>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [Database : <String>]
| [CappedSize : <Number>]
| [MaxDocuments : <Number>]
| [Expiration : <ExpirationObject>]
| [Encryption : <EncryptionObject>]
<ExpirationObject>
::= [ExpirationEnabled : <Boolean> | ExpirationField : <String> |
ExpireAfter: <String> ]
<EncryptionObject>

::= [EncryptionEnabled : <Boolean>]

Examples:
o
1.

String configuration
Enable expiration

string collName = "Products";
string config = "{\"Database\": \"northwind\",\"Expiration\":{\"ExpirationEnabled\":true,
\"ExpirationField\":\"OrderDate\", \"ExpireAfter\":\"10min\"}}";
string query = "ALTER COLLECTION " + collName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

2.

Enable encryption

string collName = "Products";
string config = "{\"Database\":
\"northwind\",\"Encryption\":{\"EncryptionEnabled\":true}}";
string query = "ALTER COLLECTION " + collName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

3.

Alter Capped Size and MaxCapDocs

string collName = "Products";
string config = "{\"Database\":\"northwind\",\"CappedSize\":525,\"MaxCapDocs\":1211}";
string query = "ALTER COLLECTION " + collName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

o

JSON configuration
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string dbName = "northwind";
string collName = "Products";
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("Database", dbName);
config.Add("CappedSize", 525);
config.Add("MaxDocuments", 1211);
string query = "ALTER COLLECTION " + collName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



ALTER TRIGGER

ALTER TRIGGER (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*) [;]

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [Database : <String>]
| [Collection : <Number>]
| [TriggerActions : <TriggerAction> [,<TriggerAction>]*]
<TriggerAction>

::= preupdate | predelete | preinsert
| postinsert | postdelete | postupdate

Examples:
o

String configuration

string config =
"{\"Database\":\"northwind\",\"Collection\":\"Products\",\"TriggerActions\":[\"postinsert\"
,\"postupdate\"]}";
string query = "ALTER TRIGGER "+ config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

o

JSON configuration

string[] triggerActions = new string[2];
triggerActions[0] = "preinsert";
triggerActions[1] = "postinsert";
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("Database", "northwind");
config.Add("Collection", "products");
config.Add("TriggerActions", triggerActions);
string query = "ALTER TRIGGER

" + config;

db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



ALTER LOGIN
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This statement will only work in cases where userType has been set to ‘Custom’

ALTER LOGIN <Login> (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*) [;]

<Login>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [OldPassword : <String>]
| [NewPassword : <String>]
Examples:
o

String configuration

string login = "JohnDoe";
string config = "{\"OldPassword\":\"oldPassword\", \"NewPassword\":\"newPassword\"}";
string query = "ALTER LOGIN " + login + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

o

JSON configuration

string login = "JohnDoe";
string oldPassword = "oldPassword";
string newPassword = "newPassword";
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("OldPassword", oldPassword);
config.Add("NewPassword", newPassword);
string query = "ALTER LOGIN " + login + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);
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6.2.3. DROP Statement
Drops the existing database or collection with the pre-specified configurations.
DROP <Resource> (<JSONConfigurationPair> [, <JSONConfigurationPair>]*)> [;]
<Resource>


::=

DATABASE | COLLECTION | LOGIN | INDEX | TRIGGER | FUNCTION

DROP DATABASE

DROP DATABASE <Database> [;]
<Database>

::= <String>

string dbName = "northwind";
string query = "DROP DATABASE " + dbName;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



DROP COLLECTION

DROP COLLECTION <Collection> <JSONConfigurationPair> [;]

<Collection>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [Database : <String>]
Examples:
o

String configuration

string collName = "Products";
string query = "DROP COLLECTION " + collName + "{\"Database\":\"northwind\"}";
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

o

JSON configuration

string collName = "Products";
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("Database", "northwind");
string query = "DROP COLLECTION " + collName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);
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DROP INDEX

DROP INDEX <Index> <JSONConfigurationPair> [;]
<Index>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [Database : <String> , Collection : <String>]
Examples:
o

String configuration

string indexID = "ProductIndex";
string config = "{\"Database\":\"northwind\",\"Collection\":\"Products\"}";
string query = "DROP INDEX " + indexID + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

o

JSON configuration

string indexID = "ProductIndex";
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("Database", "northwind");
config.Add("Collection", "Products");
string query = "DROP INDEX " + indexID + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



DROP TRIGGER

DROP TRIGGER <JSONConfigurationPair> [;]
<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [Database : <String> , Collection : <String>]
Examples:
o

String configuration

string config = "{\"Database\":\"northwind\",\"Collection\":\"Products\"}";
string query = "DROP TRIGGER " + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

o

JSON configuration
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JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("Database", dbName);
config.Add("Collection", collName);
string query = "DROP TRIGGER " + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



DROP USER DEFINED FUNCTION

DROP FUNCTION <Function> <JSONConfigurationPair> [;]
<Function>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [Database : <String>]
Examples:
o

String configuration

string funcID = "CalculateChurn";
string config = "{\"Database\":\"northwind\"}";
string query = "DROP FUNCTION " + funcID + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

o

JSON configuration

string funcID = "CalculateChurn";
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("Database", dbName);
string query = "DROP FUNCTION " + funcID + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



DROP LOGIN

DROP LOGIN <Login> <JSONConfigurationPair> [;]
<Login>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair> ::= [Password : <String>]
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Examples:
o

String configuration

string loginName = "JohnSmith";
string query = "DROP LOGIN " + loginName + " {\"Password\":\"myPassword\"}"
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

o

JSON configuration

string loginName = "JohnSmith";
string password = "myPassword";
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("Password", password);
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
string query = "DROP LOGIN " + loginName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

6.2.4. BACKUP Statement
Creates a backup of database, configuration metadata and Oplog that can be used to restore and recover the data
after a failure. Backups of a database can also be used to restore a copy of the database to a new location.
BACKUP DATABASE <Database> <JSONConfigurationPair> [;]
<Database>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair>

::= [BackupType : <BackupObject>]
| [Path : <String>]
| [UserName : <String>]
| [Password : <String>]

<BackupObject>

::= Full | Differential

Examples:
o

String configuration

string pathForBackup = "\\server1\\Backup";
string dbName = "northwind";
string userName = "domain1\\john";
string config = "{\"BackupType\":\"Full\", \"Path\":\"" + pathForBackup + "\",
\"UserName\":\"" + userName + "\", \"Password\":\"nosAdmin123\"}";
string query = "BACKUP DATABASE " + dbName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);
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o

JSON configuration

string pathForBackup = "\\server1\\Backup";
string dbName = "northwind";
string userName = "domain1\\john";
JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("BackupType", "Full");
config.Add("Path", pathForBackup);
config.Add("UserName", userName);
config.Add("Password", "nosAdmin123");
string query = "BACKUP DATABASE " + dbName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

There is no tag BackupType in the Open Source Edition as the BackupType is Full by default.

6.2.5. RESTORE Statement
Recreates the database, Oplog and configuration metadata against a database from the provided backup.
RESTORE DATABASE <Database> <JSONConfigurationPair> [;]
<Database>

::= <String>

<JSONConfigurationPair>

::= RestoreType: <RestoreType>
| Path : <String>
| SourceDatabase : <String>
| [UserName : <String>]
| [Password : <String>]

<RestoreType>

::= Full | Differential

Examples:
o

String configuration

string
string
string
string

pathOfBackup = "\\server1\\Backup\\northwind-20160621161706536-completed";
srcDB = "northwind";
dbName = "northwind_restored";
userName = "domain1\\john";

string config = "{\"RestoreType\":\"Full\",\"Path\":\"" + pathOfBackup + "\",
\"UserName\":\"" + userName + "\", \"Password\":\"nosAdmin123\", \"SourceDatabase\":\"" +
srcDB + "\"}";
string query = "RESTORE DATABASE " + dbName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);
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o

JSON configuration

string
string
string
string

pathOfBackup = "\\server1\\Backup\\northwind-20160621161706536-completed";
srcDB = "northwind";
dbName = "northwind_restored";
userName = "domain1\\john";

JSONDocument config = new JSONDocument();
config.Add("RestoreType", "Full");
config.Add("SourceDatabase", srcDB);
config.Add("Path", pathOfBackup);
config.Add("UserName", userName);
config.Add("Password", "nosAdmin123");
string query = "RESTORE DATABASE " + dbName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

There is no tag RestoreType in the Open Source Edition as the RestoreType is Full by default.

6.3.

Data Control Language (DCL) Support

NosDB offers DCL support to enhance data access control with varying permissions granted to or revoked from the
users. See Security for more details on user roles and permissions.
NosDB provides two categories of roles:
Database Roles

Cluster Roles

db_owner

clusteradmin

db_admin

clustermanager

db_user

dbcreator

db_datawriter
db_datareader

6.3.1. GRANT Statement
GRANT provides the user with the permissions of a specific role.
GRANT <Role> ON <Resource> TO <Login>

<Role>

::= <String>

<Resource>

::= <String>

<Login>

::= <String>
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Cluster Role

Cluster roles grant cluster wide security privileges to a user.
string role = "clusteradmin";
string resource = "cluster";
string login = "'JohnDoe'";
string query = "GRANT " + role + " ON " + resource + " TO " + login;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



Database Role

Database roles grant database wide security privileges to a user.
string role = "db_admin";
string resource = "cluster.northwind";
string login = "'JohnDoe'";
string query = "GRANT " + role + " ON " + resource + " TO " + login;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



Standalone Database

string role = "db_admin";
string resource = "local";
string login = "'JohnDoe'";
string query = "GRANT " + role + " ON " + resource + " TO " + login;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);
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6.3.2. REVOKE Statement
REVOKE nullifies the granted permissions of a specific role.
REVOKE <Role> ON <Resource> FROM <Login>

<Role>

::= <String>

<Resource>

::= <String>

<Login>

::= <String>



Cluster Role

string role = "clusteradmin";
string resource = "cluster";
string login = "'JohnDoe'";
string query = "REVOKE " + role + " ON " + resource + " FROM " + login;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



Database Role

string role = "db_admin";
string resource = "cluster.northwind";
string login = "'JohnDoe'";
string query = "REVOKE " + role + " ON " + resource + " FROM " + login;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);



Standalone Database

string role = "db_admin";
string resource = "local";
string login = "'JohnDoe'";
string query = "REVOKE " + role + " ON " + resource + " FROM " + login;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);
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Data Manipulation Language (DML) Support

6.4.

NosDB supports DML to exploit the data for CRUD operations like SELECT, DELETE, INSERT and UPDATE.
The following convention has been used for query notation:
monospace

Querying keywords

[ ]

Clauses within “[ ]” are optional; e.g. ‘[WHERE <Predicate>]’.

[ ]*

Arguments in '[ ]*' can be repeated for 0 or more number of times; e.g. '[,
<BinaryExpression>]*'.

|

Represents a choice between arguments of a query; e.g. ‘[ASC | DESC]’.

Universal Syntax:
<BinaryExpression> = [<JSONValue> | <Attribute> | <Function> | '(' <BinaryExpression>
')'] [[+|-|*|%] [<JSONValue> | <Attribute> | <Function> | '(' <BinaryExpression> ')']]*
<Identifier> = Identifier rule
<JSONValue> = JSON Value
<Attribute> = Document attribute
<Function> = Query specifiable function
<Predicate> = Filtration predicate

Consider the following sample documents for collections Products and Orders in all succeeding examples:
Products
{

Orders
{

“ProductID”: 10,
“Name”: “Chai”,
“UnitPrice”: “18.00”,
“UnitsInStock”: 23,
“Discontinued”: “False”,
“Category”:
{
“ID”: 1,
“Name”: “Beverages”,
“Description”: “Soft drinks,
coffees, teas, beers and ale”
}
}
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“OrderID”: 10248,
“CustomerID”: “VINET”,
“OrderDate”: “2015-07-04”,
“Freight”: 32.38,
“ShipName”: “Vins et alcools Chevalier”
“OrderDetails”:
[{
“ProductID”: “1”,
“UnitPrice”: 14.0,
“Quantity”: 12,
“Discount”: 0.05
}]
}
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6.4.1. SELECT Statement
Selects JSON document(s) from a particular collection. Optional clauses can be used to filter the results, along with
aliasing and specific querying using UDFs and stored procedures.
SELECT
[DISTINCT]
[TOP <IntegerValue> | TOP (<IntegerValue>)]
([[<BinaryExpression> [AS <Identifier>]]|'*'] [,[<BinaryExpression> [AS
<Identifier>]]|'*']*)
FROM <Identifier>
[[INNER] | LEFT | RIGHT] JOIN <Identifier> ON <JoinExpression>]*
[WHERE <Predicate>]
[ORDER BY (<BinaryExpression> [ASC|DESC][, <BinaryExpression> [ASC|DESC]]* )]
[GROUP BY (<BinaryExpression> [ASC|DESC][, <BinaryExpression> [ASC|DESC]]* )]
[OFFSET <IntegerValue> ROWS | OFFSET <IntegerValue> ROWS FETCH NEXT <IntegerValue> ROWS
ONLY] [ ; ]
Examples:


Normalized Data Model

"SELECT ProductID, UnitPrice AS Price FROM Products"
"SELECT * FROM Orders OFFSET 20 ROWS FETCH NEXT 50 ROWS ONLY"
"SELECT SUM(UnitsInStock) FROM Products WHERE Discontinued = 'false'"
"SELECT CustomerID, OrderDate FROM Orders GROUP BY OrderDate"
"SELECT * FROM Customers cust JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID"


Embedded Data Model

"SELECT Name AS ProductName, Category.Name AS Category FROM Products"
"SELECT Category.Name, Category.Description FROM Products WHERE Name = 'Chai'"
"SELECT Category.Name, COUNT(UnitsInStock) FROM Products GROUP BY Category.Name ORDER BY
Category.Name DESC"
"SELECT OrderDetails.ProductID, OrderDetails.Quantity FROM Orders
"SELECT ID, OrderDetails.OrderID AS OtherOrderID FROM Orders WHERE ID < 5 AND
OrderDetails.Quantity > 1000"
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"SELECT OrderDate, OrderDetails[0].OrderID AS FirstOrderID FROM Orders WHERE
OrderDetails.Discount > 0"
"SELECT ord.OrderID, prod.ProductName, ord.OrderDetails.Discount FROM Orders ord LEFT JOIN
Products prod ON prod.ProductID IN (ord.OrderDetails.ProductID)"

6.4.2. INSERT Statement
Inserts the specified document into a collection. As the collections in NosDB are schema-less, any number of
attributes provided in the values sections will be part of the document being inserted into the collection. The
document to insert is of JSON format. All the attributes will be translated as specified into NosDB documents. The
attributes can be parameterized. In case of embedded documents, sub-attributes can be specified.
INSERT INTO <Collection> (<Attribute> [, <Attribute>]*)
VALUES (<ConstantBinaryExpression> [, <ConstantBinaryExpression>]*)
[;]
<ConstantBinaryExpression> = The binary expression which involves constants only.
Examples:


Normalized Data Model

"INSERT INTO Products (ProductName, UnitsInStock, UnitPrice, Discontinued) VALUES ('Eggs',
23, 10.50, 'True')"
“INSERT INTO Orders (OrderID, CustomerID, OrderDate) VALUES (10248, @customer, '2015-07-04
00:00:00.000')”



Embedded Data Model

"INSERT INTO Products (ProductID, ProductName, Category) VALUES
{'Name':'Beverages', 'Description':'Soft Drinks')"

('key1', 'Chai',

INSERT INTO Orders (OrderID, CustomerID, OrderDate, Freight, OrderDetails) VALUES
('10248','VINET', '1996-07-04 00:00:00.000', 32.38,[{"ProductID": 11,"UnitPrice": 14.0,
"Quantity": 12,"Discount": "0"}])
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6.4.3. UPDATE Statement
Updates those specific attribute(s) of (a) document(s) provided in the JSON format which meet the conditions
provided in the WHERE clause. Attributes of arbitrary depths can also be updated by specifying them through the
dot notation. In case the attribute does not exist, it will be added to the collection as a new attribute where the
conditions of the WHERE clause are satisfied.
UPDATE <Collection> SET [‘(’<Attribute> = <BinaryExpression> [, <Attribute> =
<BinaryExpression>]* ‘)’]
[WHERE <Predicate>]
[;]
Examples:


Normalized Data Model

"UPDATE Products SET (UnitPrice = 19.50) WHERE UnitPrice = 18.00"
“UPDATE Orders SET OrderDate = DateTime('2016-03-03') WHERE OrderDate = DateTime('200001-01')”
"UPDATE Orders SET CustomerID = @customer, ShipName = 'Hanari Carnes' WHERE ID = 10248"



Embedded Data Model

"UPDATE Products SET (Category.Name = 'Farm Fresh') WHERE Category.Name = 'Drinks'"
"UPDATE Orders SET $Order$.OrderDetails[0] = @orderdetails WHERE $Order$.OrderDetails ARRAY
SIZE 2"

"UPDATE Orders SET Order.OrderDetails.Discount = 0.75 WHERE
$Order$.OrderDetails.Quantity > 100"
"UPDATE Products SET Category.Name = 'Drinks', UnitPrice = 99 WHERE Discontinued =
'False' AND Category.Name='Beverages'"
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6.4.4. DELETE Statement
Deletes document(s) from a particular collection. The WHERE clause can be used to specify condition of
deletion(s).
DELETE
FROM <Collection>
[WHERE <Predicate>]
[;]
Examples:


Normalized Data Model

"DELETE FROM Orders"
"DELETE FROM Products WHERE ProductID < 500"
"DELETE FROM Products WHERE ProductID IN (10, 20, 30)"
"DELETE FROM attachments"


Embedded Data Model

"DELETE FROM Products WHERE Category.Name = 'Beverages'"
"DELETE FROM Orders WHERE $Order$.OrderDetails.Discount = 0"
"DELETE FROM Orders WHERE $Order$.OrderDetails[0].Quantity = 100"
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6.5.

SQL Reference
Consider the following sample document of collection Products in the following examples:

{
“ProductID”: 10,
“ProductName”: “milk”,
“Category”: “Dairy”,
“UnitsInStock”: 23,
“PackageSize”: [‘S’, ‘M’, ‘L’],
“Types”: [“Skimmed”, “Full Fat”],
“TypeBySizeAvailable”: [[12, 5], [4, 17], [21, 21]],
“Orders”:
{
“OrderDate”: “2016/1/16”,
“OrderID”: 20390,
“OrderSize”: [“S”, “L”]
}
}

6.5.1. Reserved Keywords
NosDB has the following reserved keywords which are not to be specified as identifiers – as variable or method
names. However, they can be specified using the delimited identifiers ‘""’ (double quotes) or ‘$’ (Dollar sign).
NULL

ANY

INSERT

BY

GRANT

INDEX

EXECUTE

TRUE

CONTAINS

REPLACE

ORDER

ON

COLLECTION

EXEC

FALSE

ARRAY

REMOVE

HAVING

REVOKE

NEXT

SELECT

ASC

SIZE

RENAME

TOP

DATABASE

INTO

DELETE

DESC

IN

FROM

ADD

AS

VALUES

DROP

WHERE

BETWEEN

GROUP

FUNCTION

ROLE

SET

TRIGGER

OR

EXISTS

LOGIN

ALTER

CREATE

DISTINCT

MASTER

AND

IS

KEY

LIKE

TRUNCATE

TO

USER

NOT

ROWS

OFFSET

FETCH

ONLY

NosDB caters using reserved keywords in queries as identifiers with the delimited identifiers:
SELECT "Order" FROM Products WHERE "Order".OrderDate == DateTime("2016, 1, 20")

SELECT $Order$ FROM Products WHERE $Order$.OrderDate == DateTime("2016, 1, 20")
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6.5.2. Binary Operators
NosDB supports unary as well as binary expressions:
Operator
+

Use (Example)
10 + 2
'App'+'le' (string concatenation)

-

10 - 2

*

10 * 2

/

10 / 2

%

10 % 2

6.5.3. Logical Query Operators
NosDB provides support for the standard logical operators – AND, OR, NOT.
Operator

Description

Use (Example)

AND

Retrieves merged result
set for two or more
conditions.

OR

Retrieves result set which "SELECT * FROM Products WHERE ProductName LIKE
fulfills any one condition. '%m' OR Category LIKE '%D'"

NOT

Retrieves result set which
"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE Category NOT LIKE
doesn't match the given
'%D'"
criteria.

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE ProductName LIKE
'%m' AND Category LIKE '%D'"

Note that NosDB resolves the query according to precedence. For example, the query A AND (B OR C)
will first execute (B OR C) and then apply the AND operation on the resulting data set.

6.5.4. Basic Query Operators
The basic query operators are used for comparison in a query. Apart from the operators provided by SQL, NosDB
offers additional operators which have been marked with an asterisk (*) in the following table:
Operator
= or ==
!=

Description

Use (Example)

Equals to

"SELECT ProductName FROM Products WHERE ProductID
== 10"

Not equals to

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE ProductID != 10"
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<

Less than

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE Orders.OrderID <
20100"

>

Greater than

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE Orders.OrderID >
20100"

<=

Less than equal to

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE Orders.OrderID <=
20100"

>=

Greater than equal to

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE Orders.OrderID >=
20100"

IN

Exists within the specified "SELECT * FROM Products WHERE UnitsInStock IN
(20,15,25)"
values.

NOT IN

Not within the specified
values.

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE UnitsInStock NOT IN
(20,15,25)”

BETWEEN

Lies within the specified
range.

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE UnitsInStock BETWEEN
0 AND 10"

NOT BETWEEN

Not within the specified
range.

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE UnitsInStock NOT
BETWEEN 20 AND 50"

LIKE

Pattern like.
"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE ProductName LIKE
Mostly used for wild card
'%m' AND Category LIKE '%D'"
base searching.

NOT LIKE

Not like pattern.

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE ProductName NOT LIKE
'%m'"

EXISTS*

Checks if the attribute
exists in the document
(schema-less).

"SELECT ProductName FROM Products WHERE
$OrderDetails$ EXISTS"

NOT EXISTS*

Checks if the attribute
does not exist in the
document.

"SELECT ProductName FROM Products WHERE $Order$
NOT EXISTS"

IS NULL*

Checks if the value against "SELECT ProductID FROM Products WHERE ProductName
IS NULL"
the attribute is null.

IS NOT NULL*

Checks if the value against "SELECT ProductID FROM Products WHERE ProductName
IS NOT NULL"
the attribute is not null.
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6.5.5. Aggregate Functions
Aggregate functions return an aggregated single result after executing the query on the filtered data set.
Operator

Description

Use (Example)

SUM

Calculates sum of result
set of specified criteria.

"SELECT SUM(UnitsInStock) FROM Products WHERE
ProductID <= 10"

COUNT

Calculates count of the
result set for a specified
criteria.

"SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Products WHERE ProductID <
10"

AVG

Calculates average of the
"SELECT AVG(UnitsInStock) FROM Products WHERE
result set for specified
Category = 'Dairy'"
criteria.

MIN

Returns minimum of the
result set for specified
criteria.

"SELECT MIN(UnitsInStock) FROM Products WHERE
Category = 'Dairy'"

MAX

Returns maximum of the
result set for specified
criteria.

"SELECT MAX(UnitsInStock) FROM Products WHERE
Category = 'Dairy'"

6.5.6. Scalar Functions
Scalar functions return a single value calculated against each record.
Operator

Description

Use (Example)

UCASE

Converts the attribute
value to upper case
characters.

"SELECT ProductID FROM Products WHERE
UCASE(Category) = 'DAIRY'"

LCASE

Converts the specified
attribute to lower case.

"SELECT ProductID FROM Products WHERE
LCASE(Category) = 'meat'"

Returns length/character
count of the attribute
value.

"SELECT ProductID
LEN(Category) > 5"

Rounds the attribute’s
value to the specified
precision.

"SELECT ProductID FROM Products WHERE
ROUND(Price,0) < 5"

LEN

ROUND

MID

FROM Products WHERE

Returns a substring from
the attribute’s value
containing specified
"SELECT ProductID, MID(ProductName,2,2) FROM
Products"
number of characters
starting from the specified
position of the string.
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FORMAT

Formats the attribute’s
value according to the
format string provided.

"SELECT ProductID, FORMAT(NOW(),'YYYY-MM-DD')
FROM Products"

6.5.7. Special Operators for Arrays
Due to its schema-less nature and support for arrays and JSON documents, NosDB also offers a set of extended
operators to accommodate querying on multivalve fields (arrays), which have SQL-like format. Apart from the
operators provided by SQL, NosDB offers additional operators which have been marked with an asterisk (*) in the
following table:
1. Querying Arrays
Operator

Description

Use (Example)

Checks if the array
contains any of the
specified values.

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE PackageSize
CONTAINS ANY ('S', 'M')"

Checks if the array does
not contain any of the
specified values.

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE PackageSize NOT
CONTAINS ANY ('S', 'M')"

Checks if the array
contains all of the
specified values.

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE PackageSize
CONTAINS ALL ('S', 'M')"

NOT CONTAINS ALL

Checks if the array does
not contain all of the
specified values.

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE PackageSize NOT
CONTAINS ALL ('S', 'M')"

ARRAY SIZE*

Returns records
containing the array of
the specified size.

"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE PackageSize ARRAY
SIZE 3"

CONTAINS ANY*

NOT CONTAINS ANY

CONTAINS ALL*

NOT ARRAY SIZE

Returns records which do
"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE PackageSize NOT
not contain the array of
ARRAY SIZE 3"
the specified size.

IN

Exists within the specified "SELECT * FROM Products WHERE PackageSize IN
(['S', 'M'], ['L', 'XL'])"
values.

NOT IN

Not within the specified
values.

SLICE*

Returns a subarray (slice)
of the array with specified
"SELECT (PackageSize) SLICE(1,2) FROM Products"
start and end values for
the slice.

SLICE MATCH*

Returns records with
arrays which match the
values for the slice.
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"SELECT * FROM Products WHERE PackageSize NOT IN
(['S', 'M'])"

"SELECT (PackageSize) SLICE MATCH ('S' , 'L')
FROM Products"
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2. Updating Arrays
NosDB provides extended support for updating arrays. Note that the value against the attribute must exist and be
of JSON array type, else the selected document will not be updated.
Consider “PackageSize”: [‘S’, ‘M’, ‘L’] in the following examples:
Operator
ADD

INSERT

REPLACE

REMOVE

Description

Use (Example)

Appends the specified
values to the array.

"UPDATE Products SET PackageSize ADD (‘XL’)"

Checks if the array does
not contain any of the
specified values.

"UPDATE Products SET PackageSize INSERT (‘S’, ‘M’,
‘XL’)"

Replaces existing value
with the specified value.

"UPDATE Products SET PackageSize REPLACE
(‘S’=‘Small’, ‘L’=‘Large’)"

Removes attribute from
array if it exists.

"UPDATE Products SET PackageSize REMOVE ('S')"

Result: { PackageSize: [‘S’, ‘M’, ‘L’, ‘XL’] }

Result: { PackageSize: [‘S’, ‘M’, ‘L’, ‘XL’] }

Result: { PackageSize: [‘Small’, ‘M’, ‘Large’] }

Result: { PackageSize: [‘M’,’L’] }

6.5.8. Miscellaneous
Operator

Description

Use (Example)

GROUP BY

Groups data based on an "SELECT Category, COUNT(*) FROM Products WHERE
ProductID > 10 GROUP BY Category"
aggregate function.

ORDER BY

Sorts the result set based
on criteria in descending
or ascending order. In
"SELECT Product FROM Products WHERE Category =
case the query is applied
10 ORDER BY Category"
on a non-existent
attribute, it will return an
empty result.
Returns the current
DateTime.

Retrieves result set with
DateTime (“any date
respect to specified date
time compatible string”)
time.

TOP

"SELECT ProductName FROM Products WHERE
Orders.OrderDate = NOW()"
"SELECT Order FROM Products WHERE
Orders.OrderDate = DateTime('2017-1-20')"

Returns the first specified
number of records and
"SELECT TOP 10 ProductName FROM Products WHERE
ProductID = 10"
executes query on the
specified records.
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OFFSET

OFFSET FETCH

Skips the specified
number of resultant
records.

"SELECT ProductName FROM Products WHERE
ProductID = 10 OFFSET 10 ROWS"

An extension of the
OFFSET keyword, skips the
"SELECT ProductName FROM Products WHERE
specified rows and fetches
ProductID = 10 OFFSET 20 ROWS FETCH NEXT 500
a limited number of
ROWS ONLY"
records from the result
set.

DISTINCT

Returns only the distinct
values in the result set.

"SELECT DISTINCT ProductName FROM Products"

RENAME TO

Renames the attribute.

"UPDATE Products SET RENAME PackageSize TO
‘PackagingSize’"

6.5.9. Special Considerations for WHERE Clause
NosDB’s schema-less nature accommodates arrays and JSON documents which can be embedded; for example, an
array of JSON documents, or JSON documents containing arrays.
The WHERE clause can be used in the following ways to access these arrays and documents:


WHERE Products.PackageSize[0] = 'S'



WHERE Products.TypeBySizeAvailable[0][1] < 15



WHERE Products.$Order$.OrderID > 25000



WHERE Products."Order".OrderSize[0] = 'S'

6.6.

Subqueries

NosDB now supports subqueries, which allow great versatility to query the language and decreases complexity of
filtering data to be fetched. As with traditional SQL, NosDB supports subqueries by embedding them within the
WHERE clause, which returns a single expression.

6.6.1. Current Limitations






Subqueries are only supported in SELECT queries.
Cross collection references and attribute comparisons are not supported.
Grouping and aggregation on the subquery attribute are not supported in parent query.
A subquery is not supported in the FROM clause.
Only one level of subquery is supported.

The syntax of comparison expression in WHERE clause supports subquery as follows:
<CompareExpression>::= <BinaryExpression> <LogicalOperator> <BinaryExpression>
| <BinaryExpression> IN <BinaryExprList>
| '(' <SelectQuery> ')'
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Following example fetches Customers living in New York City with pending Orders using a subquery. Note that while
aliasing is optional in queries, it is mandatory while using subqueries since it is internally performed through joins.
SELECT * FROM Customers cust
WHERE cust.City = 'NY' AND cust.CustomerID
IN (
SELECT ord.CustomerID FROM Orders ord WHERE ord.Status = 'Pending'
)

6.7.

Query Execution in NosDB

A query executed against a set of documents in NosDB passes through the following components to reach the
client:

Parser
Optimizer
Executor

Result Manager
Distributor
Figure 1: Query Execution Path

1. Parser


Parses the query and verifies whether the grammar and syntax of the query is correct or not. For example,
the query “SELECT ProductName WHERE UnitsInStock < 10 FROM Products” will be marked as incorrect
because it does not follow the standard pattern, and the client will be notified accordingly.



Extracts the meaningful objects from the query - both the objects to project and filter. For example, in the
query “SELECT ProductName FROM Products WHERE UnitsInStock < 10”, the objects ProductName,
Products, and UnitsInStock < 10will be extracted to be searched in storage or indices.

2. Optimizer
Selects the most optimized execution path for the query by applying cost-based techniques on the WHERE clause.
This cost is determined by the number of I/O operations required in each path. It also transforms the query in some
cases in order to yield more optimization.
For example, the query “SELECT ProductName FROM Products WHERE UnitsInStock < 10 AND CATEGORY =
'Dairy'” can follow various paths, like scanning the whole dataset or searching single-attribute indexes like
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Category or UnitsInStock, or a compound index [Category + UnitsInStock]. The most optimized path for
this query will be the compound index. Please refer to Query Optimization for in-depth detail about optimization in
NosDB.

3. Executor
Executes the query according to the optimized path selected by the optimizer. Continuing with the aforementioned
example in optimizer, the executor will access the [Category + UnitsInStock] index and extract the product
names from the documents against each matching key. The results will be sent to the result manager for managing
query execution efficiently.

4. Result Manager
The result manager is located at the database level and acts as a bookkeeper for the queries and their respective
result sets. Each query is assigned a unique reader ID, which is sent along with its corresponding query result set to
the result manager. This helps in keeping track of query execution and provides fault tolerance in case
communication between the client and distributor breaks.

5. Distributor
The distributor acts accordingly for each query type.
I.
Scalar Queries
Since scalar queries return a single result against each document, the result set can be considerably large which is
not feasible to send over the network. Hence, the result is sent in chunks to the distributor, through which the client
reads the items transparently. This reduces the network burden and grants faster response time to the client.
Once the number of items fetched by client reaches a certain threshold, the distributor requests for more chunks
from the result manager after checking availability of chunks at the shard. This request contains the reader ID of the
query and the last chunk ID, so the next chunks are sent through the reader ID’s corresponding result set at the
result manager. Hence, it is ensured that the distributor does not exhaust its items and data transfer to the client
remains smooth.
For example, after the query “SELECT ProductName FROM Products WHERE Category = 'Dairy'” is executed,
Shard A has 500 results and Shard B has 400 results. However, the result manager will send chunks of let’s suppose,
100 results each to the distributor, so the distributor would have 200 result items. The client will iteratively fetch the
result from among these 200 results. The shards then send chunks of additional 100 items each upon the
distributor’s request when the chunk is about to exhaust.
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Figure 2: Scalar query execution

II.
Aggregate Queries
All aggregate functions are combined at the distributor, because the environment is distributed and the client
requires a single result.
For example, the MAX() function is individually executed on each shard of the server, which returns its respective
maximum values to the distributor. The distributor then applies MAX()over the values received from the particular
shards and finally sends the maximum among these values to the client.

Figure 3: Aggregate query execution
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6.7.1. Query Optimization in NosDB
For a database with humungous volume of unstructured data, it is necessary that the queries which access/modify
data are exceptionally optimized for high performance. Hence, NosDB determines an efficient execution method
for each query, such that network overhead, I/O, storage are all taken into account. The optimizer also contains
statistics like required resources, number of records to be returned, and indexing information. These statistics aid in
calculating the I/O rate.
The optimizer undertakes the cost-based technique for optimization. In relational databases, the cost is usually
defined by the number of bytes to skip in order to reach the specified element in storage. However, since NosDB
integrates LMDB in its storage module, the number of bytes reserved for each item are not disclosed. Therefore,
NosDB also considers cost as the number of I/O operations required to access the item.
Thus, the optimizer generates all possible optimal query plans and selects the one with lowest cost (IOs) based on
the resources and statistics available in the environment.
The following activities are considered as I/O operations:
 Reading from file store
 Accessing an index

6.7.2. Factors Affecting Optimization


Statistics

The optimizer keeps track of various statistics to calculate cost upon which the optimization decision relies:
1.

Indexing statistics
o Total keys
o Unique keys
o Minimum key (numeric)
o Maximum key (numeric)
o Depth of the index (B+ Tree)

2.

Storage statistics
o Total number of documents
o Expected number of I/O operations
o Expected number of records to be returned

3.

System statistics
o Resources
o Performance


Indexing

Indexing the items boosts query performance as a whole. Since the query optimizer checks for indices built on the
required field, it is efficient if frequently used queries have the indexes built beforehand. This saves cost as accessing
an index also accounts for an I/O operation.
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There are two type of queries on indices:
I.

Equality comparisons

Equality comparisons (=,!=, <>) on indices will return with accurate cardinalities regardless of the type of the values
stored in an index.
II.

Inequality comparisons

Inequalities (<, >, <=, >=…) will return accurate cardinalities only if the queried value’s data type is numeric.
The predicates which have no indices to entertain their variables assume selection cardinality as all the
docs in the collection.
For example, consider the query “SELECT * FROM Customers WHERE Age > 20 AND State = 'TX'” on a database
with the following statistics:



Criteria
State = ‘TX’

Selection Cardinality

Age > 20

120,000

Age > 20 AND State = ‘TX’

250

70,000

In case of no index, the query is executed against the whole data set:
o
o
o

Search for all documents with State = TX (70,000 records returned)
Search for all documents with Age > 20 (120,000 records returned)
Apply the AND operation over these records (250 records returned)

Hence, it proves as a complete waste of performance and cost, enhancing the need to build indexes for this
frequently used query.



In case of an index built on either of the fields, the cost of traversing the whole data set is reduced as the
location of the required records is known through the index in one hop.



In case of a compound index on [Age, State], the exact records (250) of the query are retrieved and
there is no need to apply the AND operation over thousands of records.
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Transformation Rules

NosDB’s optimizer transforms the query wherever the attributes of a query can be accommodated by existing
compound indices. Transformation refers to simplification of the predicate into various combinations by
incorporating the standard relational algebra rules.
The cost incurred on each transformed query is then calculated before selecting the least cost (most optimal) path.
One of the most simplistic transformations take place by applying the distributive law over the predicate for cost
efficiency. For example, a predicate A AND (B OR C) is transformed into (A AND B) OR (A AND C), if the indices
[A AND B] and [A AND C] exist.
Invalid ranges in queries:
 ID < 2 and ID < 3
 ID < 1 and ID > 3
 ID < 2 and ID < “John”
 1 = 1
Invalid predicates return an empty value and no transformation takes place because zero records are returned.
However, in case of ID < 2 and ID < 3, the records with ID < 3 will be considered.

6.7.3. Optimization Process
After the query is parsed, the optimizer:
1.

Checks for any relevant compound indices that could entertain the attributes for projection or the WHERE
predicates. Compound indices dramatically decrease cost as compared to accessing single-attribute indices
and then merging their results.
There can be multiple indices built with various combinations that could fit the predicates.

In case any suitable compound index exists, the optimizer tries to fit the predicates in an indexedexecution-predicate with the index as its data-source.
2.

Transforms the query according to transformation rules to accommodate the predicates within the indices
and make the search limited.

3.

Calculates selection cardinalities against each transformed option available. Selection cardinality of a
predicate is accurately calculated only if an index could feed its attribute(s). Similarly, selection cardinality
of multiple predicates can be calculated by means of single compound index, if it exists.

4.

Calculates cost (I/O operations required) for each index of the predicates based on the indexing statistics
and selection cardinality.

5. Selects the least cost execution path from among all expected query execution paths.
The executor will execute all future queries of a similar pattern based on this optimized path, where the compound
indexes will be accessed directly. In case the collection changes, the execution path is regenerated.
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7. Joins Support in NosDB
In This Chapter:
Joins Architecture in NosDB
Join Behavior in NosDB
Supported Join Types

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

NosDB offers Joins in NoSQL, which are implemented using MapReduce framework on the base of 1-Bucket Theta
Join algorithm.
SELECT cust.ContactName, cust.Phone, ord.OrderDate, ord.ShippedDate, ord.Freight
FROM Customers cust
JOIN Orders ord
ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID
WHERE cust.City = "NY"
AND ord.Status = "Pending"

7.1.

Join Architecture in NosDB

7.1.1. Map Phase






Each mapper runs per node and contains the Reducer matrix. For the collections Customers containing Cm
documents, and Orders containing On documents, a Reducer matrix has the dimensions (Cm x On).
Based on the cardinality of both collections, NosDB computes the number of reducers internally.
The mapping begins with the Mapper iterating over the Customers collection, and assigning a random row
number of the reducer matrix to each document.
Similarly, it iterates over the Orders collection, and assigns a row number of the reducer matrix to the
document.
Using the row number and reducer matrix, the mapper emits multiple key-value pairs for a single document
where every key is sent to its assigned reducer.

7.1.2. Reduce Phase






The reducers receive their respective documents for Customers and Orders.
Each reducer performs the join over the documents based on the joining criteria.
The primary keys of all documents being joined are sent as the output of the reducer to a Join Query Store,
which contains a union of the outputs of all reducers.
The Join matrix contains keys of the Customers and Orders documents which had successful join results.
Projection occurs when a chunk of data is fetched through the reader.

Figure 1 illustrates the concept:
1. The Map phase shows a record is assigned a row and each cell of the row refers to a reducer.
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2.
3.
4.

For simplicity, we depict two of the records from the Reducer matrix. (C1, O1) points to reducer 1, while (C1,
O3) points to reducer 2.
In the Reduce phase, the corresponding Customers and Orders documents are joined based on the joining
criteria.
The primary keys of all document pairs which have a true output for the join query are sent to the Join
Query Store in the form of a join matrix.

Figure 1: Joins Architecture

7.2.

Join Behavior in NosDB

Presently, NosDB supports maximum 2 collections in a single Join query.

7.2.1. Correlation Names
Correlation names must exist in the Join queries. This helps in distinguishing collections and attributes as the same
attribute can exist in multiple collections. For example, CustomerID can exist in Customers and Orders.

7.2.2. Projection
When using “SELECT *” in a join query, there is a chance that both collections contain the same attribute, hence
the projection after the Join would result in duplicate attributes. Since JSON does not allow duplicate attributes,
NosDB internally appends the correlation with the attribute name to differentiate the attributes. For example,
ord_CustomerID and cust_CustomerID.

7.2.3. Nulls
For Outer Joins, the Joiner is not filtered so the resultant can contain null data. For example,
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SELECT * FROM Customers cust LEFT JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;
There can be customers who have not placed any orders, thus the joining matrix contains all matched records of
the Customers and Orders where the joining attribute is true, and since it is an outer left join, all unmatched records
of Customers are also included in the resultant.
ContactName

Address

Phone

CustomerID

ord_CustomerID

ord_OrderID

ord_OrderDate

Andrew
Simon

Obere Str.
57
Avda. de la
Constitución
2222

0300074321

REGGC

REGGC

24453

2016-0708T00:00:00

(5) 5554729

OCEAN

OCEAN

87444

2016-0203T00:00:00

FRANS

98356

2016-0205T00:00:00

Lara Trujillo
Victoria
Ashworth

Fauntleroy
Circus

Diego Roel

Moralzarzal,
86

Howard
Snyder

2732 Baker
Blvd.

(171)
5551212
(91) 555
94 44
(503)
5557555

MAISD
FRANS
GREAL

However, these null Orders records are not made part of the projection; only the Customers documents are projected
to the client side.
Currently, Joins do not cater Aggregation and Grouping in NosDB.

7.3.

Supported Join Types

NosDB offers support for the following join types:




INNER Join
OUTER Joins (LEFT/RIGHT)
SELF Join

These join types can be any of the following:





PK-FK
Non-PK
Equi-joins
Non-Equi Joins

7.3.1. INNER JOIN
Inner join, which is also known as 'Equi-join', returns documents when there is a match against participating
collections. Hence, this returns only those documents which are matched between both collections. The Inner Join
is supported through INNER JOIN and JOIN keywords.
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Examples:


This returns all Customers which have the same CustomerID in the Orders collection.

SELECT *
FROM Customers cust
INNER JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;


The following example returns ContactName and CompanyName from Customers table for all customers
that have placed an order and OrderDate and ShipRegion from Orders table.

SELECT cust.ContactName, cust.CompanyName, ord.OrderDate, ord.ShipRegion
FROM Customers cust
JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;


The following example returns all Customers information, and OrderDate and ShipRegion from Orders table
for all customers that have placed an order (where CustomerID in Customers matches the CustomerID in
Orders).

SELECT cust.*, ord.OrderDate, ord.ShipRegion
FROM Customers cust
INNER JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;


The following example returns all Orders information, and ContactName and CompanyName from
Customers table for all customers that have placed an order (where CustomerID in Customers matches the
CustomerID in Orders).

SELECT cust.ContactName, cust.CompanyName, ord.*
FROM Customers cust
JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;

7.3.2. LEFT JOIN
LEFT JOIN returns all documents from the “left” collection and matching documents which fulfill the joining criteria
and null values for all unmatched documents of the right collection in a query.
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Examples:


This returns all Customers which have the same CustomerID in the Orders collection.

SELECT *
FROM Customers cust
LEFT JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;


The following example returns ContactName and CompanyName from Customers table for all customers
that have placed an order and OrderDate and ShipRegion from Orders table (where CustomerID in Customers
matches the CustomerID in Orders).

SELECT cust.ContactName, cust.Phone, ord.OrderDate, ord.ShipCity, ord.Freight
FROM Customers cust
LEFT JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;


The following example returns all Customers information, and OrderDate and ShipRegion from Orders table
for all customers that have placed an order (where CustomerID in Customers matches the CustomerID in
Orders).

SELECT cust.*, ord.OrderDate, ord.ShipCity, ord.Freight
FROM Customers cust
LEFT JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;


The following example returns all Orders information, and ContactName and CompanyName from
Customers table for all customers that have placed an order (where CustomerID in Customers matches the
CustomerID in Orders).

SELECT cust.ContactName, cust.Phone, ord.*
FROM Customers cust
LEFT JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;

7.3.3. RIGHT JOIN
RIGHT JOIN returns all documents of the right collection, matching documents of the left collection which fulfill the
joining criteria and null values for all unmatched documents.
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This returns all Orders and Customers which have the same CustomerID in the Customer collection. Since
some attributes can contain the same name in both collections, the correlation name is appended to the
attributes.

SELECT *
FROM Customers cust
RIGHT JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;


The following example returns ContactName and CompanyName from Customers table for all customers
that have placed an order and OrderDate and ShipRegion from Orders table (where CustomerID in Customers
matches the CustomerID in Orders).

SELECT cust.ContactName, cust.Phone, ord.OrderDate, ord.ShipCity, ord.Freight
FROM Customers cust
RIGHT JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;


The following example returns all Customers information, and OrderDate and ShipRegion from Orders table
for all customers that have placed an order (where CustomerID in Customers matches the CustomerID in
Orders).

SELECT cust.*, ord.OrderDate, ord.ShipCity, ord.Freight
FROM Customers cust
RIGHT JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;


The following example returns all Orders information, and ContactName and CompanyName from
Customers table for all customers that have placed an order (where CustomerID in Customers matches the
CustomerID in Orders).

SELECT cust.ContactName, cust.Phone, ord.*
FROM Customers cust
RIGHT JOIN Orders ord ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID;

7.3.4. EMBEDDED JOINS
Since embedded documents are considered an array representation of documents, embedded join between
embedded collection and normalized collection is carried out using containment evaluation. It is similar to joining
embedded collection directly with normalized collection without considering parent collection of embedded
documents. This join is executed with MapReduce using 1-bucket theta and cannot be optimized using PK Join.
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The following example returns OrderID from Orders and ProductName from Products, and Discount from
the embedded attribute OrderDetails in Orders. Note that OrderDetails is an array of embedded JSON
documents containing multiple orders.

{"OrderID":10248,
"OrderDate":"1996-07-04T00:00:00",
"CustomerID": "VINET",
"EmployeeID":5,
"OrderDetails":[
{"OrderID":10248,"ProductID":11,"UnitPrice":14.0,"Quantity":12,"Discount":0.0},
{"OrderID":10248,"ProductID":42,"UnitPrice":9.8,"Quantity":10,"Discount":0.0},
{"OrderID":10248,"ProductID":72,"UnitPrice":34.8,"Quantity":5,"Discount":0.0}]}

SELECT ord.OrderID, prod.ProductName, ord.OrderDetails.Discount
FROM Orders ord LEFT JOIN Products prod
ON prod.ProductID IN (ord.OrderDetails.ProductID)


The following example returns CategoryName from Categories and ProductName from Products, where the
joining criteria involves a match on the embedded attribute CategoryID in Products. The source collection
does not contain the embedded attribute in this case, it is contained within the joiner collection as a single
embedded document.

{"ProductID":1,
"ProductName":"Chai",
"QuantityPerUnit":"10 boxes x 20 bags",
"UnitPrice":18.0,"UnitsInStock":39,
"SupplierID":1,
"Category":{"CategoryID":1,"CategoryName":"Beverages"}}

SELECT cat.CategoryName, prod.ProductName
FROM Categories cat
RIGHT JOIN Products prod ON cat.CategoryID = prod.Category.CategoryID

7.3.5. Self JOINS
Self Joins have the same syntax as with a simple JOIN, the only difference being that it involves the same collection.
However, this requires aliases for the attributes to avoid ambiguity. Since NosDB stores schema-less JSON
documents, Joins can be performed over embedded attributes as well. Self joins can be performed either across
collections or with embedded attributes.


Across Collection
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{"EmployeeID":1,
"LastName": "Davolio",
"FirstName": "Nancy",
"Title": "Sales Representative",
"BirthDate": "1948-12-08T00:00:00",
"HireDate": "1992-05-01T00:00:00",
"Address": "507 - 20th Ave. E.\r\nApt. 2A",
"City": "Seattle",
"HomePhone": "(206) 555-9857",
"Extension": "5467",
"ReportsTo": 2}

SELECT emp.ID AS EmployeeID, emp.Name AS EmpName, emp.mgr_ID AS ManagerID, mgr.Name AS
ManagerName
FROM Employee emp JOIN Employee mgr
WHERE emp.ID = mgr.ID;
Embedded Self Joins
NosDB supports embedded self joins up to one level. Execution of embedded self-join does not involve MapReduce
and 1-bucket theta algorithm, as the join is evaluated within the document. In other words, embedded documents
are only evaluated against their parent document.
Joins with embedded documents require correlation names to access the embedded document. Note that
correlation names are optional for the parent document, but mandatory for the embedded document. For example:


No correlation name with parent document, and no correlation in projection.

SELECT Orders.OrderDate, Orders.OrderDetails.ProductID, Orders.OrderDetails.Quantity
FROM Orders JOIN Orders.OrderDetails ord_det
ON Orders.OrderID = ord_det.OrderID


Using correlation with the parent document, along with the respective correlations in projection.

SELECT ord.OrderDate, ord_det.ProductID, ord_det.Quantity
FROM Orders ord JOIN ord.OrderDetails ord_det
ON ord.OrderID = ord_det.OrderID


Using correlation with the parent document, along with only the parent correlation name in projection.

SELECT ord.OrderDate, ord.OrderDetails.ProductID, ord.OrderDetails.Quantity
FROM Orders ord JOIN ord.OrderDetails ord_det
ON ord.OrderID = ord_det.OrderID


No correlation name with parent document, and using only the embedded correlation name in projection.
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SELECT Orders.OrderDate, ord_det.ProductID, ord_det.Quantity
FROM Orders JOIN Orders.OrderDetails ord_det
ON Orders.OrderID = ord_det.OrderID

7.3.6. PK JOIN
NosDB allows Joins on primary key as well as non-primary keys. The PK Joins follow the following conventions:




At least one attribute must be a primary key.
The Joining criteria cannot be a binary expression, i.e., the condition JOIN … ON cust_CustomerID = “20”
is not supported. Both sides of the equation must contain attributes.
PK Joins are Equi-Joins. You can either use the equality “=” or “LIKE” keyword on the joining criteria. For
example:

SELECT cust.ContactName, cust.Phone, ord.OrderDate, ord.ShippedDate, ord.Freight
FROM Customers cust JOIN Orders ord
ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID
SELECT cust.ContactName, cust.Phone, ord.OrderDate, ord.ShippedDate, ord.Freight
FROM Customers cust JOIN Orders ord
ON cust.CustomerID LIKE ord.CustomerID


You can combine two criteria using the AND keyword. However, each criterion must contain a primary key.
For example, Customers has CustomerID as its PK, while Orders has OrderID as a PK. The following query is
valid:

SELECT * FROM Customers cust JOIN Orders ord
ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID AND cust.Address = ord.ShipAddress
Note that if one join criterion contains a PK while the other does not, then query execution cannot be optimized
using PK. For example:
SELECT cust.ContactName, ord.OrderDetails.OrderID, ord.OrderDetails.Discount
FROM Customers cust JOIN Orders ord
ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID AND cust.Address = ord.ShipAddress
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However, you can query based on the condition using the WHERE clause:
SELECT cust.ContactName, ord.OrderDetails.OrderID, ord.OrderDetails.Discount
FROM Customers cust JOIN Orders ord
ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID WHERE cust.Address = ord.ShipAddress
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7.3.7. Composite PK JOIN
Since collections can have composite keys as their primary key, NosDB supports PK Joins on composite keys. While
the Join query can contain one attribute of the composite key, it is preferable to use all attributes of the composite
key to achieve optimization.
Let’s assume the following collections and their respective primary keys, where Customers has a composite key.
Collection Name

Primary Key Attributes

Customers

CustomerID + Address

Orders

OrderID

The following query will yield results but optimization is not achieved as both attributes are not used:
SELECT cust.ContactName AS Name, cust.Phone, ord.OrderDate, ord.ShippedDate, ord.Freight
FROM Customers cust JOIN Orders ord
ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID


Optimized Query

The following query includes both attributes of the composite key as the joining criteria, hence optimizing the query.
SELECT cust.ContactName AS Name, cust.Phone, ord.OrderDate, ord.ShippedDate, ord.Freight
FROM Customers cust JOIN Orders ord
ON cust.CustomerID = ord.CustomerID AND cust.Address = ord.ShipAddress
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8. Basic Operations through SQL API
In This Chapter:
ExecuteReader() Method
ExecuteNonQuery() Method
ExecuteScalar() Method
NosDB’s flagship mechanism of retrieving and modifying data in a scalable environment is through querying. Thus,
it further extends the existing SQL execution methods to query on schema-less JSON documents effectively.
To utilize the following APIs, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Client;

The Database class contains the following methods to allow execution of the query:
long ExecuteNonQuery(string queryText);
long ExecuteNonQuery(string queryText, ICollection<IParameter> parameters);
IDBCollectionReader ExecuteReader(string queryText);
IDBCollectionReader ExecuteReader(string queryText, ICollection<IParameter> parameters,
ReadPreference readPreference = ReadPreference.PrimaryOnly);
object ExecuteScalar(string queryText);
object ExecuteScalar(string queryText, ICollection<IParameter> parameters);

Methods
Name

Return Type

ExecuteReader

IDBCollectionReader

ExecuteNonQuery

long

ExecuteScalar
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object

Description
Returns list of key-value pairs in result set which fulfills
the query criteria. This key value pair has document key
and its respective value. Used in SELECT queries.
Used to execute queries containing DELETE and
INSERT operations. Returns number of affected rows
after query is executed.
Returns a single value against the query. Especially used
for aggregate queries, however, NosDB extends the
functionality to allow fetching the first value of the result
set in scalar queries as well.
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Parameters
Name

Type

query
parameters

string

Text of the query to be executed through either of the
methods.

ICollection<IParameter> Used in case of parametrized queries.

readPreference

8.1.

Description

ReadPreference

Determines the user preference on which node the data
should be read from. Can be PrimaryOnly,
LoadBalanced or Nearest.

ExecuteReader() Method

Used for SELECT queries where the result is returned in a reader to be traversed accordingly. For example, the reader
allows methods like GetDocument() where the documents of the result set are returned to the user.


JSON Document

//precondition: database has been initialized
string query= "SELECT Category.Name, Category.Description FROM Products WHERE Name = 'Chai'";
IDBCollectionReader reader = db.ExecuteReader(query);
while (reader.ReadNext())
{
IJSONDocument data = reader.GetDocument();
//perform operations
}



//return result as JSONDocument

Custom Objects

//precondition: database has been initialized
string query = "SELECT Category.Name, Category.Description FROM Products WHERE Name = 'Chai'";
IDBCollectionReader reader = db.ExecuteReader(query);
while (reader.ReadNext())
{
string categoryName = reader.GetString("Name");
string categoryDescription = reader.GetString("Description");
//perform operations
}
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//precondition: database has been initialized
string query = "SELECT * FROM Products WHERE Name = 'Chai'";
IDBCollectionReader reader = db.ExecuteReader(query);
while (reader.ReadNext())
{
Product product = reader.GetObject<Product>(); //object is deserialized into Product class
//perform operations
}

//precondition: database has been initialized
string query = "SELECT Order.OrderDetails FROM Orders";
IDBCollectionReader reader = db.ExecuteReader(query);
while (reader.ReadNext())
{
OrderDetail[] orderDetails = reader.GetArray<OrderDetail>("OrderDetails");
}

8.2.

ExecuteNonQuery() Method

Used for queries which modify the collection, and do not require any database data in return. These include the
INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE queries and DDL and DCL queries. ExecuteNonQuery() returns the number of rows
affected by the operation, in case the user wishes to track the success of the operation.
1. INSERT Query
string query = "INSERT INTO Products (ProductID, ProductName, Category) VALUES ('key1', 'Chai',
{'Name':'Beverages', 'Description':'Soft Drinks'})";
long rowsAffected = db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

2. DELETE Query
string query = "DELETE FROM Products WHERE Category.Name = 'Beverages'";
long rowsAffected = db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

3. UPDATE Query
string query = "UPDATE Products SET(Category.Name = 'Farm Fresh') WHERE Category.Name =
'Dairy'";
long rowsAffected = db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);
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4. DDL Queries
string pathForBackup = "\\server1\\Backup";
string dbName = "northwind";
string userName = "domain1\\john";
string config = "{\"BackupType\":\"Full\", \"Path\":\"" + pathForBackup + "\", \"UserName\":\""
+ userName + "\", \"Password\":\"nosAdmin123\"}";
string query = "BACKUP DATABASE " + dbName + config;
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

5. DCL Queries
string query = "GRANT db_admin ON cluster.northwind TO JohnDoe";
long rowsAffected = db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);

8.3.

ExecuteScalar() Method

While ExecuteScalar() is used for Aggregate Querying, NosDB also extends the functionality by allowing it for
scalar queries, where only the first record of the result set is required. This helps in avoiding the complexity of
ExecuteReader() all together.
1. Aggregate Querying
This command returns the count of all products which have Category.Name “Beverages”.
string query = "SELECT count(*) FROM Products WHERE Category.Name = 'Beverages'";
object count = db.ExecuteScalar(query);
//perform operations

2. Scalar Querying
This command returns the ProductName of the first result of all products which have Category.Name “Beverages”.
string query = "SELECT ProductName FROM Products WHERE Category.Name = 'Beverages'";
object name = db.ExecuteScalar(query);
//perform operations
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9. Attachments
In This Chapter:
Insert Attachment
Get Attachments
Get Attachment Stream
Delete Attachment
Replace Attachment
Metadata Collection

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

Apart from storing data in the form of JSON documents, NosDB also allows storing BLOBs (images, videos,
documents) and its metadata as attachments. The data is converted into a byte array which is then stored in files.
Moreover, NosDB stores additional system metadata and any user specified metadata about the attachment in
attachment collections. Creating the attachment collection is optional, which is specified during database creation.
Each database contains a single attachment collection, for which a shared path has to be defined so that all shards
have access to it.
The user can enable attachments at run-time, that is, enabling attachments is a hot-applicable configuration. Note
that once the attachments are disabled, the data and user metadata of the attachment is removed. Hence, such an
operation should be performed with caution. For more detail on configuring attachments, refer to Enabling
Attachments in Administrators’ Guide.
NosDB allows you to insert, fetch, replace and delete attachments, along with querying over the collection to retrieve
specific attachments. Note that modifying the contents of the attachments is not possible.
The attachment is sent and received in chunks while travelling to and from the server, and then assembled and
stored as a whole attachment. This prevents overburdening of the network. Since the attachment collection is a
NosDB collection variant, it displays the same properties as other collections: it will be encrypted and can be indexed
over the attachment ID.
Additional Metadata
NosDB also allows storing any additional metadata in JSON format about the attachment, which can also be queried.
For example, the following metadata can be added to attachments containing images of a trending event, like New
Year.
{
“FileType”: “png”,
“Description”: “Images from New Year – 2016 at 12 AM”,
“Tags”: [“New Year”, “2016”, “1 January”, “12 AM”, “New Year Celebrations”]
}
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Note that NosDB also stores its system metadata about the attachment when it is inserted. This includes the
attachment ID and server ID. Thus, the user-specific metadata is added as an embedded document within the system
metadata internally. This increases the domain of querying over the attachments, as the system metadata can also
be queried along with the user-specific metadata.
To utilize the following APIs, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Client.Attachment;

Consider the following instances in the succeeding examples:
string conn = "Data Source=127.0.0.1; Port=9950; Database=northwind; Local Instance=false; ";
Database db = NosDBClient.GetDatabase(conn);
//get instance of AttachmentStore of corresponding database
AttachmentStore store = db.GetAttachmentStore();

9.1.

Insert Attachment

The InsertAttachment() method inserts the attachment into the attachments collection of the specified database.
The parameters for the method include a unique attachment ID, the data stream and metadata about the
attachment.
Providing the chunk size for the stream is optional, as it is set to 4096 by default. The chunk size range lies between
1024 and 1024*50000. If any size lesser than 1024 is specified, NosDB automatically scales it up to 1024. Similarly,
if any size greater than 1024*50000 is specified, NosDB scales it down to the possible maximum limit.
Accessing the AttachmentStore class will throw an exception if the attachment collection has not been
configured.

public void InsertAttachment(string attachmentId, Stream stream, JSONDocument metadata, int
chunkSize = 4096);

string attachmentId = "Image_1";

//ID of file to insert

//metadata for the attachment
JSONDocument metadata = new JSONDocument();
metadata.Add("fileType", "png");
metadata.Add("info", "Images");
FileStream filestream = new FileStream(@"F:\ImageToInsert.png",
FileMode.Open, FileAccess.Read);
store.InsertAttachment(attachmentId, filestream, metadata);
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9.2.

Get Attachments

NosDB allows fetching the attachments in a collection through various overloads of the GetAttachments()
method, which returns a list of the attachments in the collection. However, the list can be filtered by querying on
the attachment metadata and fetching only those attachments which fulfill the query criteria.

9.2.1. Querying on Attachments
public List<Attachment> GetAttachments(string query);

//query string
string query = "SELECT * FROM attachments where UserMetadata.info = 'New Year'";
List<Attachment> attachmentList = new List<Attachment>();
attachmentList = store.GetAttachments(query);
//perform operations

9.2.2. Fetching all Attachments
public List<Attachment> GetAttachments();

List<Attachment> attachmentList = new List<Attachment>();
attachmentList = store.GetAttachments();
//perform operations
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9.3.

Get Attachment Stream

The GetAttachment() method requires the attachment ID to fetch and return an instance of the Attachment class
which is then used to get a byte stream through GetStream() of the AttachmentStream class to read the
attachment.
public Attachment GetAttachment(string attachmentId);

string attachmentId = "Image_1";
Attachment attachment =

//ID of the file to fetch

store.GetAttachment(attachmentId);

//get attachment metadata only
IJSONDocument metadata = attachment.Metadata;
//perform operations
//get attachment stream
AttachmentStream aStream = attachment.GetStream();
byte[] arr = new byte[aStream.Length];
aStream.Read(arr, 0, (int)aStream.Length);
if (File.Exists(@"F:\ReceivedFromServer.png"))
File.Delete(@"F:\ReceivedFromServer.png");
using (FileStream filestream = new FileStream(@"F:\ReceivedFromServer.png",
FileMode.Create, FileAccess.Write))
{
filestream.Write(arr, 0, arr.Length);
}
//close and dispose all streams

9.1.

Update Attachment

The UpdateAttachment() method replaces the attachment of the specified attachment ID. Apart from the
attachment itself, the metadata has to be replaced accordingly. The same chunk size rules apply to
UpdateAttachment() as InsertAttachment().
If metadata for the replaced attachment is not provided, NosDB overwrites the existing metadata to null.

public void UpdateAttachment(string attachmentId, Stream stream, JSONDocument metadata, int
chunkSize = 4096);
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string attachmentId = "Image_1";

//ID of file to replace

//metadata - if not provided, the existing metadata will be updated to null
JSONDocument replacedMetadata = new JSONDocument();
replacedMetadata.Add("fileType", "png");
replacedMetadata.Add("info", "New Year");
//stream of attachment data
FileStream filestream = new FileStream(@"F:\ImageToReplace.png",
FileMode.Open, FileAccess.Read);
store.UpdateAttachment(attachmentId, filestream, replacedMetadata);

9.2.

Delete Attachment

DeleteAttachment() deletes the specified attachment from the collection, with attachment ID as a parameter.
public void DeleteAttachment(string attachmentId);

string attachmentId = "Image_1";

//ID of file to delete

store.DeleteAttachment(attachmentId);

9.3.

Metadata Collection

The GetMetadataCollection() method returns a DBCollection of JSONDocument, which can be used to perform
specific DBCollection operations.
public DBCollection<JSONDocument> GetMetadataCollection();

DBCollection<JSONDocument> metadataCollection = null;
metadataCollection = store.GetMetadataCollection();
//perform collection operations on metadataCollection
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10. NosDB Database Dependency
In This Chapter:
Register Database Dependency in NosDB

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

NosDB provides database dependency support for the purpose of monitoring any changes occurring in certain
sensitive documents within the database. This implies that the client can be notified if the specified documents have
been modified.
NosDB uses its implementation of SqlDependency to register data change notifications with the specified database.
Mirroring almost the same behavior as the SqlDependency provided by .NET framework, a limited set of queries
can be registered with NosDB’s SqlDependency. Database dependency works in the following pattern in NosDB:
 Specify Dependency Query
The client registers the dependency against a specific query result set of the database through an instance of the
QueryCommand class. However, the following limitations must be taken into consideration while creating the query:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The query can only be specified through the SELECT statement.
Specific attributes of the document cannot be projected, i.e. all dependency queries must start with the
keywords 'SELECT *'.
The query must contain a comparison predicate, which signifies the specific result set.
Aggregate queries are not supported.

For example, the client wishes to receive a notification whenever a change occurs in any items with ‘Category.Name
= Dairy’. Thus, the result set to register the dependency against will be specified as:
"SELECT * FROM Products where Category.Name = 'Dairy'"

 Register Event
The client specifies the event handler which will receive the notification in case any change occurs in the database.
This handler is specified against the DependencyChange member of SqlDependency.
 Register Dependency
Once the dependency query and event handler has been created, the query is registered through the Register
method of SqlDependency. NosDB then establishes a link with the database against the documents with
‘Category.Name = Dairy’.
 Receive Notification
If data is updated in the database against the registered query result set, the server fires a notification which is
received by the client event handler. The registered dependency is then unregistered and will have to be registered
again.
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Database dependency is an optimum option while using queries with comparatively less data modifications or when
a large amount of data dependencies are not involved. However, the dependencies should be carefully selected as
database servers need to monitor each dependency separately to track any data changes related to it.

10.1. Register Database Dependency in NosDB
To register database dependency, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Common.SqlNotifications;
using NosDB.Client;
using NosDB.Common.Events;



QueryCommand class
Member



Description

CommandText

Specifies the query in string format.

Parameters

Specifies parameters if the query is parameterized.

SqlDependency class
Member

SqlDependency (string)
SqlDependency (string, DBInitParams)

Description
Overloads which take in a string connection string and
optional parameters to initialize the database.

event DependencyChangeEventHandler
DependencyChange;

Event registered against the query result set which is fired
once a change occurs in the database.

Register(QueryCommand)

Registers the dependency against the result of the query
in the database.

Dispose()
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public void RegisterDependency()
{
//Initialize database
string conn = "Data Source=127.0.0.1; Port=9950; Database=northwind; Local
Instance=False; Connection Timeout=90; ";
Database db = NosDBClient.GetDatabase(conn);
//Create dependency query
string depQuery = "SELECT * FROM Products WHERE Category.Name = 'Dairy'";
QueryCommand cmd = new QueryCommand();
cmd.CommandText = depQuery;
//Register Dependency with Event
SqlDependency sqlDependency = new SqlDependency(conn);
sqlDependency.DependencyChange += OnDependencyChange; //event handler
sqlDependency.Register(cmd);
//Modify result set in database
string query = "UPDATE Products SET(Category.Name = 'Farm Fresh') WHERE Category.Name =
'Dairy'";
db.ExecuteNonQuery(query);
}
//Event Callback
public void OnDependencyChange(object source, DependencyChangeEventArg eventArgs)
{
//handle event
}
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11. Security
In This Chapter:
Enabling Windows Authentication
Enabling NosDB Authentication
NosDB provides two types of authentication mechanisms:
Windows Authentication
This includes a challenge-response based model involving Microsoft Active Directory for the users of a local system,
domain or workgroup. If a user belongs to the domain and a registered login of NosDB, he/she is authenticated to
access NosDB.
NosDB Authentication
This is similar to the SQL Server Authentication in SQL Server, which consists of a custom username-password
authentication model. The credentials for NosDB authentication will be either passed through the connection string,
or as parameters of the API in an encrypted format.
For more detail on roles, logins and security levels in NosDB, please refer to Administrators’ Guide.

11.1. Enabling Windows Authentication
This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

Windows Authentication can be specified by the client through the connection string while initializing the database.
It does not require any username and password to be specified since NosDB automatically detects the login
credentials through which the client is logged into the Windows machine. Windows Authentication is considered
by default.

string conn = "Data Source=127.0.0.1; Port=9950; Database=northwind; Local Instance=false;";
Database db = NosDBClient.GetDatabase(conn);

11.2. Enabling NosDB Authentication
The credentials for NosDB Authentication are passed through the connection string by specifying the username
and password. This establishes a connection with the database, once the credentials are verified.


If the username and password are specified, NosDB Authentication is considered by default.

string conn = "Data Source=127.0.0.1; Port=9950; Database=northwind; Local Instance=false;
User Id=john; password=NosDB123";
Database db = NosDBClient.GetDatabase(conn);
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12. Data Compression
NosDB provides data compression feature to optimize available limited storage by storing more data in compressed
form. Compression is performed at database store level which is hot applicable individually on each database
server.
By default, compression is disabled. To enable it, add the following tag
in NosDB.DatabaseService.exe.config located in [InstallDir]\bin\service:
<add key="CompressionEnabled" value="true"/>

Once data compression is enabled, NosDB uses DeflateStream by Microsoft for compression which reduces the
size of documents by 40%-50%. providing more memory storage and minimizing network traffic.

13. Multiple NIC Support
This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

By using multiple Network Interface Cards (NICs), you can distribute your network load and thus increase bandwidth
throughput. NosDB, being a network intensive solution, allows configuring dual NICs, thereby distributing network
load of communication on two NICs which enhance overall performance.
NosDB involves two kinds of network communication in a database cluster.



Communication between server nodes within a cluster (cluster communication).
Communication between client and server (client-server communication).

Different NIC cards can be configured for each type of network communication in NosDB. One NIC can be dedicated
for cluster communication inside the database cluster, while the other can be reserved only for client-toserver communication. This way, network load for communication is distributed on two NICs and resources will be
utilized more efficiently, increasing overall performance and bandwidth throughput.
NosDB detects all NICs on a server node and allows you to choose any one of them. If you have two NICs available
on a server, it is highly recommended to use both NICs to enhance NosDB communication. NosDB will start utilizing
both NICs on the servers, once dual NIC interface is configured.
By default, both client-server and inter cluster communication take place on the IP that is available as “bindingip”
in the configcluster.config file.
If one node is part of multiple shards, note that any IP changed will be reflected on all shards and the
configuration files will be updated accordingly.

For more detail on configuring Multiple NICs, please refer to NosDB Administrators’ Guide.
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13.1. Configuration Files
Once the NICs have been configured, the changes are replicated in the cluster, database and node configuration
files (located in [InstallDir]\config) before the services (NosConfSvc and NosDBSvc) are restarted.
BindToClusterIP is specified for cluster-wide (server-to-server) communication.
BindToClientServerIP tells NosDB which interface to use for client communication with the server.

13.1.1.


Database Cluster

configcluster.config

The bindingip is the node IP over which the change is being made. By default, cluster communication takes place
on the same IP. If this node belongs to the configuration cluster, the bindingip and BindToClusterIP will be
changed on all nodes of the cluster. If the node does not belong to the configuration cluster, the <nodes> tag would
not exist on that node. The bindingip, however, would be changed accordingly.
<configuration-server name="cluster" UID="8cd72b08-90ed-4069-9201-4304271bffb4" port="9950"
bindingip="127.0.0.1">
<nodes>
<node BindToClusterIP="127.0.0.1" UID="8cd72b08-90ed-4069-9201-4304271bffb4"
BindToClientServerIP="" priority="1"/>
</nodes>
</configuration-server>



dbcluster.config

If ClusterIP is specified, the BindToClusterIP will be changed accordingly. BindToClientServerIP is updated if
ClientServerIP is specified by the user. In case of one NIC or by default, the IP will be same for both. This can be
changed if multiple NICs are configured.
<cluster-config name="cluster" UID="f6d8197c-0dc4-4da5-aa48-5722ab0ae76d">
<deployment heart-beat-interval="10sec">
<shard name="shard1" UID="21b5f7c7-05df-436c-b16d-943e47ba8030" port="8800" node-heartbeat-interval="5 sec">
<servers>
<node BindToClusterIP="20.200.20.69" UID="8cd72b08-90ed-4069-9201-4304271bffb4"
BindToClientServerIP="127.0.0.1" priority="1"/>
</servers>
</shard>
</deployment>
</cluster-config>



node.config

If the node being changed belongs to the configuration cluster, the server name under the <configurationcluster> tag is updated accordingly. Else, there is no change in the server name as the configuration cluster IPs
remain the same.
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<cluster name="cluster" uid="f6d8197c-0dc4-4da5-aa48-5722ab0ae76d">
<configuration-cluster uid="" name="cluster">
<server name="127.0.0.1" port="9950"/>
<server name="20.200.20.69" port="9950"/>
</configuration-cluster>
<shards>
<shard name="shard1" shard-uid="21b5f7c7-05df-436c-b16d-943e47ba8030" serveruid="8cd72b08-90ed-4069-9201-4304271bffb4">
</shard>
</shards>
</cluster>

13.1.2.

Standalone Database

In case of standalone database, the <configuration-cluster> tag does not exist and the changes are made to
the server IP accordingly.


dbcluster.config

If ClusterIP is specified, the BindToClusterIP will be changed accordingly. BindToClientServerIP is updated if
ClientServerIP is specified by the user. In case of one NIC or by default, the IP will be same for both. This can be
changed if multiple NICs are configured.
<cluster-config name="local" UID="a4767163-3219-4fb8-a1e9-828e33bd7f09">
<deployment heart-beat-interval="10sec">
<shard name="local" UID="0cedbc98-1af3-4b9c-a0f3-05084cc0eee0" port="9980" node-heartbeat-interval="0 sec">
<servers>
<node BindToClusterIP="127.0.0.1" UID="6224251a-d575-4f39-85f2-b003d9e43a26"
BindToClientServerIP="127.0.0.1" priority="0"/>
</servers>
</shard>
</deployment>
</cluster-config>



node.config

The server name under the <configuration-cluster> tag remains the same.
<cluster name="local" uid="">
<configuration-cluster uid="" name="local">
<server name="127.0.0.1" port="9950"/>
</configuration-cluster>
<shards>
<shard name="local" shard-uid="0cedbc98-1af3-4b9c-a0f3-05084cc0eee0" serveruid="6224251a-d575-4f39-85f2-b003d9e43a26">
</shard>
</shards>
</cluster>
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14. NosDB Management API
In This Chapter:
ManagementInfo class
NosDBManager class
NosDB Management REST API

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

NosDB Management API and NosDB REST Management API are a set of programmable method calls that enable
performing basic management operations on the cluster, without using either NosDB Management Studio or
PowerShell tools. The NosDBManager and ManagementInfo classes provided by NosDB offer APIs to manage shards
and nodes.
To utilize the following APIs, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Core.Management;

14.1. ManagementInfo class
NosDB provides the ManagementInfo class which is initialized and passed as an object to the NosDBManager class
that is responsible for performing all management tasks. The ManagementInfo class contains the following
members:
Member

Description

Default Value

ServerName

IP of the node

-

ShardName

Shard on which the task is to be
performed

-

ConfigServerIp

IP of the config server

Local machine IP

ConfigServerPort

Port of the config server

Default config server port

DatabaseName
CollectionName
UserName
Password

Database on which the task is to be
performed
Collection on which the task is to
be performed
UserName for NosDB
Authentication
Password for NosDB
Authentication

Windows Authentication considered
Windows Authentication considered

Member behavior:


If UserName and Password are not provided, Windows Authentication will be considered by default. Else,
NosDB Authentication is enabled.
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If ConfigServerIp and ConfigServerPort are not provided, the configuration server will connect with the
local IP and port as default.

14.2. NosDBManager class
14.2.1.

Start Shard

The StartShard() method starts a specified shard on the database cluster. In case of
failure, ManagementException is thrown by the cluster.
ShardName is a compulsory parameter.
//Windows Authentication and Local IP/port for Config Server
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "shard1";
NosDBManager.StartShard(info);
//Windows Authentication and Remote IP/Port for Config Server
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "shard1";
info.ConfigServerIp = "20.200.20.11";
info.ConfigServerPort = 9950;
NosDBManager.StartShard(info);
//NosDB Authentication and Local IP/port for Config Server
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "shard1";
info.UserName = "NosDBUser";
info.Password = "NosDB123";
NosDBManager.StartShard(info);

14.2.2.

Stop Shard

The StopShard() method starts a specified shard on the database cluster. In case of
failure, ManagementException is thrown by the cluster.
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//Windows Authentication and Local IP/port for Config Server
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "shard1";
NosDBManager.StopShard(info);
//Windows Authentication and Remote IP/Port for Config Server
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "shard1";
info.ConfigServerIp = "20.200.20.11";
info.ConfigServerPort = 9950;
NosDBManager.StopShard(info);
//NosDB Authentication and Local IP/port for Config Server
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "shard1";
info.UserName = "NosDBUser";
info.Password = "NosDB123";
NosDBManager.StopShard(info);

14.2.3.

Start Node

The StartNode() method starts a specified shard on the database cluster. In case of
failure, ManagementException is thrown by the cluster.
ShardName and ServerName are compulsory parameters.
//Windows Authentication and Local IP/port for Config Server
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "shard1";
info.ServerName = "127.0.0.1";
NosDBManager.StartNode(info);
//Windows Authentication and Remote IP/Port for Config Server
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "shard1";
info.ServerName = "127.0.0.1";
info.ConfigServerIp = "20.200.20.11";
info.ConfigServerPort = 9950;
NosDBManager.StartNode(info);
//NosDB Authentication and Local IP/port for Config Server
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "shard1";
info.ServerName = "127.0.0.1";
info.UserName = "NosDBUser";
info.Password = "NosDB123";
NosDBManager.StartNode(info);

14.2.4.

Stop Node

The StopNode() method starts a specified shard on the database cluster. In case of
failure, ManagementException is thrown by the cluster.
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//Windows Authentication and Local IP/port for Config Server
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "shard1";
info.ServerName = "127.0.0.1";
NosDBManager.StopNode(info);
//Windows Authentication and Remote IP/Port for Config Server
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "shard1";
info.ServerName = "127.0.0.1";
info.ConfigServerIp = "20.200.20.11";
info.ConfigServerPort = 9950;
NosDBManager.StopNode(info);
//NosDB Authentication and Local IP/port for Config Server
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "shard1";
info.ServerName = "127.0.0.1";
info.UserName = "NosDBUser";
info.Password = "NosDB123";
NosDBManager.StopNode(info);

14.2.5.

Move Collection to another Shard

The MoveCollection() moves a single sharded or capped collection from one shard to another. In case of
failure, ManagementException is thrown by the cluster.
ShardName, DatabaseName, CollectionName are compulsory parameters.

ShardName in this case is the destination shard
ManagementInfo info = new ManagementInfo();
info.ShardName = "DestinationShard";
info.DatabaseName = "northwind";
info.CollectionName = "Products";
NosDBManager.MoveCollection(info);
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14.3. NosDB Management REST API
Management operations can be performed using REST API, where a POST request is sent along with the
parameters in JSON format.

14.3.1.

Start Shard

The startshard context is provided by NosDB to start the shard specified in the body:
URL

localhost/nosdbmgmt/startshard
{
“ShardName”: “shard1”,
“UserName”: “NosDBUser”,
“Password”: “NosDB1234”,
“ConfigServerIp”: “20.200.20.11”,
“ConfigServerPort”: 9950

Body

}

14.3.2.

Stop Shard

The stopshard context is provided by NosDB to stop the shard specified in the body:
URL

localhost/nosdbmgmt/stopshard
{
“ShardName”: “shard1”,
“UserName”: “NosDBUser”,
“Password”: “NosDB1234”,
“ConfigServerIp”: “20.200.20.11”,
“ConfigServerPort”: 9950

Body
}

14.3.3.

Start Node

The startnode context is provided by NosDB to start the node specified in the body:
URL

localhost/nosdbmgmt/startnode
{
“ShardName”: “shard1”,
“ServerName”: “20.200.200.44”
“UserName”: “NosDBUser”,
“Password”: “NosDB1234”,
“ConfigServerIp”: “20.200.20.11”,
“ConfigServerPort”: 9950

Body

}
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14.3.4.

Stop Node

The stopnode context is provided by NosDB to stop the node specified in the body:
URL

localhost/nosdbmgmt/stopnode
{
“ShardName”: “shard1”,
“ServerName”: “20.200.200.44”
“UserName”: “NosDBUser”,
“Password”: “NosDB1234”,
“ConfigServerIp”: “20.200.20.11”,
“ConfigServerPort”: 9950

Body

}

14.3.5.

Move Collection

The movecollection context is provided by NosDB to move a single-sharded or capped collection to another
shard which is specified in the body:

URL

localhost/nosdbmgmt/movecollection
{
“ShardName”: “shard1”,
“DatabaseName”: “northwind”,
“CollectionName”: “Products”

Body
}
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15. MapReduce
In This Chapter:
Conceptual Overview
Implement Interfaces
Initialize MapReduce Parameters
Execute MapReduce Task
Tracking Tasks

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

15.1. Conceptual Overview
The MapReduce framework in NosDB allows robust analytical processing on voluminous data in a scalable
environment. It takes unstructured, large sets of data to process them into a meaningful and concise set of results.
To distribute input data and analyze it simultaneously, MapReduce operates in parallel fashion on all shards in a
cluster of any size.

15.1.1.

MapReduce Architecture

Once the client sends a request to perform a MapReduce task, it first communicates with the configuration server
by requesting for a master shard which could act as a coordinator shard for auto balancing of data and distribution
of tasks over all the connected shards. The client then deploys its MapReduce assemblies to the configuration server
and the MapReduce task is initiated with the deployed assemblies specified.
As soon as the task is submitted via the distributor, the master shard ensures that all shards start the task execution
in parallel. The master shard keeps track of each shard’s task status and reports it to the configuration server in case
the client requests for the status.
MapReduce is executed at collection level, that is, you can perform the MapReduce tasks over multiple collections.
Note that because of its document-oriented nature, the input and final output of MapReduce has to be in JSON
format as it is persisted to a collection. The output can either be persisted to an existing collection, a user-defined
collection, or NosDB’s default output collection.

15.1.2.

How does MapReduce Work?

NosDB MapReduce has three phases: Map, Combine, and Reduce. Only the Mapper is necessary to implement –
the Reducer and Combiner implementation is optional.
The Mapper, Combiner and Reducer are executed simultaneously during a NosDB MapReduce task on the NosDB
cluster. A typical MapReduce task includes the following components:
Mapper: Processes collection-specific (JSON format) input to generate a set of intermediate key-value pairs which
are discretely sent to either Combiner or Reducer for further refining and extraction of the data.
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Combiner Factory: Assigns a unique Combiner to each document provided to it. User can implement it to provide
different combiners for different documents.
Combiner: Works as a local reducer to the node where Mapper’s output is combined to minimize traffic between
Mapper and Reducer. The tasks are processed and stored in bulk before being sent to the Reducer, i.e., the data
from Mapper is processed in chunks - the size of which is configurable. Once the combined results reach the
specified chunk size, the elements are forwarded to the Reducer.
Reducer Factory: Assigns a unique Reducer to each document provided to it. User can implement it to provide
different reducers for different documents.
Reducer: Processes all those intermediate key-value pairs generated by Mapper or combined by Combiner to
aggregate, perform calculations or apply operations to produce the reduced output which can be persisted to a
collection.
Query Filter: Optionally filters collection data based on the query executed by client before being sent to the
Mapper. The Mapper will be executed on the result of this query.
Document Filter: Optionally filters collection data based on the specified document ID before being provided to
the Mapper. If it returns true, the Map will be executed on the specified documents returned.
Tracker Task: Tracks progress of the task and its status as the task is executed. It also lets you fetch the output of
the task and enumerate over it.
Output: The output from Reducer is persisted in a collection in the physical file storage. Hence, it has to be in JSON
format necessarily.

15.1.3.

Example MapReduce Execution

For example, an airline company wishes to analyze the top 3 destinations of flights originating from Seattle.
Considering the humungous amount of data stored for the flight details, querying for the top three destinations at
database level over WAN is extremely expensive and degrades performance significantly. Thus, it is useful if such
heavy analyses are made at the server end, where only the result is sent over the network, preventing any choking.
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Figure 12.1: MapReduce Execution Components

Query Filter: The MapReduce functionality is further made optimal by querying for documents which have the
origin as Seattle. The result set includes all those documents which have the field “Origin: Seattle”.
Mapper: Extracts the destination city from each document and maps it against the “City” field.
Combiner: Counts the occurrence of each city and stores it in a key-value format in a dictionary to send to the
reducer.
Reducer: Combines the values from all Combiners into a sorted dictionary and extracts the top 3 cities to be sent
over the network to the client.
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15.2. Implement MapReduce Interfaces
To implement the following interfaces, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Common.MapReduce;

Mapper
Implement the interface IMapper and provide implementation for Map() method.
Member

Description

Map(JSON, IOutputMap)

This method will contain the logic to map the input from database into more
meaningful and goal specific key-value pairs which can be sent to the Reducer or
optional Combiner. Referring to the workflow diagram, the string input is
transformed by emitting each word with a key-value pair like <“City”, 1> in the
Mapper.

public class Mapper : IMapper
{
public void Map(JSONDocument document, IOutputMap context)
{
if(document["Origin"].ToString() == "STL")
{
context.Emit(document["City"], 1);
}
}
public void Dispose()
{
//provide optional implementation
}
}

Combiner Factory
Implement the interface ICombinerFactory and provide implementation for its Create() method. Providing
Combiner Factory or Combiner is optional.
Member
Create(object)

Description
This method will provide the incoming element with a new instance of the
Combiner so that it merges the intermediate key-value pairs from the Mapper.
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public class CombinerFactory : ICombinerFactory
{
public ICombiner Create(object key)
{
return new Combiner();
}
}

Combiner
Implement the interface ICombiner and provide implementation for the methods:
Member

Description

BeginCombine()

This method will provide the user with a starting point to initialize any parameters
you want to be used before the actual combining of elements begins.

Combine(object)

This method reduces the task result locally in chunks so that the Reducer is not
burdened with excessive processing. If the workflow diagram is referred, it means
that the elements with the same keys are grouped together before being sent to
the Reducer for counting the word occurrence.

FinishChunk()

This method marks the end of the Combiner functionality as when the number of
combined results reaches the specified chunk size, it sends the tasks in the form of
a chunk to the Reducer and resets its internal state for the next chunk.
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public class Combiner : ICombiner
{
Dictionary<string, int> cities = new Dictionary<string, int>();
public void BeginCombine()
{
cities = new Dictionary<string, int>();
}
public void Combine(object value)
{
string[] flightdata = (string[])value;
for (int i = 0; i < flightdata.Length; i++)
{
if (cities.ContainsKey(flightdata[i]))
{
cities[flightdata[i]] += 1;
}
else
{
cities[flightdata[i]] = 1;
}
}
}
public object FinishChunk()
{
return cities;
}
public void Dispose()
{
cities = null;
}
}

Reducer Factory
Implement the interface IReducerFactory and provide implementation for its Create() method. Providing
Reducer Factory or Reducer is optional.
Member
Create(object)

Description
This method will provide the incoming element with a new instance of the
Reducer so that it merges the intermediate key-value pairs from the Combiner.

public class ReducerFactory : IReducerFactory
{
public IReducer Create(object key)
{
return new Reducer(key as string);
}
}
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Reducer
Implement the interface IReducer and provide implementation for the methods:
Member

Description

BeginReduce()

This method will provide the user with a starting point to initialize any parameters
you want to be used before the actual reducing of elements begins.

Reduce(object)

This method will reduce (process) the intermediate key-value pairs into further
meaningful pairs. If the workflow diagram is referred, it means that the values of
the grouped elements from Combiner are summed up to find the actual word
count.

FinishReduce()

This method will provide the task with the final result of the map reduce operation
for specific intermediate key/value pair.
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public class Reducer : IReducer
{
Dictionary<string, int> cities = new Dictionary<string, int>();
public Reducer(string key)
{
cities = new Dictionary<string, int>();
}
public void BeginReduce()
{
//provide optional implementation
}
public void Reduce(object value)
{
Dictionary<string, int> combinedCities = (Dictionary<string, int>)value;
foreach (KeyValuePair<string, int> item in combinedCities)
{
if (cities.ContainsKey(item.Key))
{
cities[item.Key] += item.Value;
}
else
{
cities[item.Key] = item.Value;
}
}
}
public object FinishReduce()
{
var sortedDict = cities.OrderByDescending(entry => entry.Value)
.Take(3)
.ToDictionary(pair => pair.Key, pair => pair.Value);
return new KeyValuePair("Top3Cities",sortedDict);
}
public void Dispose()
{
//provide optional implementation
}
}

Make sure to deploy the libraries after implementing the interfaces as guided in Deploying Providers in
NosDB Management Studio or PowerShell.
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15.3. Initialize MapReduce Parameters
To utilize the following APIs, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Common.MapReduce;

The parameters of the MapReduce task are first initiated using the MapReduceInitParams class provided by
NosDB.
Member
MapReduceInitParams()

Description
Constructor to initialize an instance of the MapReduceInitParams class.
Providing the predefined Mapper implementation and implementation
identifier of the deployed assemblies is compulsory.

OutputOption

Either persists the output of MapReduce task in a collection or stores it inmemory. It takes in an instance of MROutputOption which allows the
following storage options:
 CUSTOM_COLLECTION* (user’s specified collection)
 DEFAULT_COLLECTION (NosDB default collection)
 IN_MEMORY (No persistence)

*CustomCollectionName

In case the OutputOption is CUSTOM_COLLECTION, the collection name is
specified by the user.
Optional Members

DocumentFilter

Filters input data based on the document keys.

Combiner

Specifies predefined implementation of Combiner.

Reducer

Specifies predefined implementation of Reducer.

Mapper

Overrides predefined implementation of Mapper.

ImplementationIdentifier()
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Sample Implementation of Initialization

try
{
//FQN of deployed assemblies
MapReduceInitParams initParams = new MapReduceInitParams("Fully Qualified "+
"Name of Mapper assembly", "DeployedAssembliesDLLName");
//input provider in case of any other storage source
initParams.InputProvider = "myOtherDataSource";
//Output to be persisted in a custom collection
initParams.OutputOption = MROutputOption.CUSTOM_COLLECTION;
//in case of custom collection
initParams.CustomCollectionName = "OutputCollection";
//provide keys for document filter
initParams.DocumentFilter = "Fully Qualified Name of DocumentFilter assembly";
//specify predefined implementation of combiner
initParams.Combiner = "Fully Qualified Name of CombinerFactory assembly";
//specify predefined implementation of reducer
initParams.Reducer = "Fully Qualified Name of ReducerFactory assembly";
//to overwrite predefined implementation of mapper
initParams.Mapper = "Fully Qualified Name of Mapper assembly";
//to overwrite implementation filter
initParams.ImplementationIdentifier = "DeployedAssembliesDLLName";
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
// handle exception
}
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15.4. Execute MapReduce Task
To utilize the following API, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Client;

ExecuteTask() executes the MapReduce task with the following overloads, where the result is returned to an
instance of ITrackableTask for tracking. See Tracking Tasks for more detail.
ITrackableTask ExecuteTask(MapReduceInitParams taskParams, List<string> collections);
ITrackableTask ExecuteTask(MapReduceInitParams taskParams, Query query);

Parameters
Name

Type

taskParams

MapReduceInitParams

collections

List<string>

Description
Instance of MapReduceInitParams which is initialized as
explained in Initializing MapReduce Parameters.
A list of collection names against which the MapReduce task
will be executed.
An instance of the Query class to create query for filtering input
data with the options:

query

Query






Parameters: for parametrized queries
QueryText: string containing the query
Deserialize: to deserialize the result from the query
Serialize: to serialize the query

1. Execute Task on all collections

//List of collections to run the MapReduce task over
List<string> collections = new List<string>(new string[] { "Products", "Orders"});
//Execute task on all collections
ITrackableTask task = db.ExecuteTask(initParams, collections);

2. Execute task on query result set
//Create Query to filter data
Query queryFilter = new Query();
query.QueryText = "SELECT ProductName FROM Products WHERE Category.Name = 'Beverages'";
//Execute task
ITrackableTask task = db.ExecuteTask(initParams, queryFilter);
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15.5. Tracking MapReduce Tasks
To utilize the following APIs, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Common.MapReduce;

The ITrackableTask interface implements the following members, which can be used to track the execution of
the task:
Member

Description

event
MapReduceCallback
OnMapReduceComplete

A callback registered on the MapReduce task that is called when task execution is
completed, failed or cancelled with a parameter response that encapsulates status
of the task and result (if completed).

GetResult()

GetResult(timeout)
TaskID

A blocking call that waits for the callback from the server about the task’s
completion, failure or cancellation in the form of an ITaskResult. The
ITaskResult provides the following:
 GetEnumerator: obtains the result in the form of a
IDBCollectionReader
 TaskStatus: returns either success, failure, cancelled.
 Collection: returns the collection of the result.
If no result is obtained within the specified timeout duration,
OperationFailedException is thrown.
GUID identification ID of the task to mark it as unique.

TaskStatus()

Gets the task’s current status with the following options to monitor the task in
depth:
 Progress
 FailureReason

CancelTask()

Cancels the task in execution.

Note that MapReduceCallback() and GetResult() cannot be executed together because
GetResult() is a blocking call and this combination will throw an exception.

//Get result
ITaskResult result = task.GetResult();
//Obtain enumerator to enumerate over task result
IDBCollectionReader reader = result.GetEnumerator();
while (reader.ReadNext())
{
//perform operations
}
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16. Aggregator
In This Chapter:
Implement Aggregator Interfaces
Initialize Aggregator Parameters
Execute Aggregator
Tracking Aggregator Tasks

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

16.1. Implement Aggregator Interfaces
To implement the following interfaces, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Common.Aggregator;

Make sure to deploy the libraries after implementing the interfaces as guided in Deploying Providers in
NosDB Management Studio or PowerShell.

16.1.1.

IValueExtractor Interface

Implement the interface IValueExtractor and provide the implementation for the Extract() method in
NosDB:
Member
Extract(Object)

Description
This method takes in a JSONDocument and contains the logic to extract meaningful
information/ attributes from the object like the Mapper does in MapReduce. The
returned value may also be null.
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Sample Implementation for IValueExtractor
public class BasicTypeExtractor : IValueExtractor
{
public object Extract(IJSONDocument value)
{
try
{
if (value.GetType() == typeof(int))
{
return 0;
}
if (value.GetType() == typeof(float))
{
return 0.0;
}
}
catch (Exception e)
{
//handle exception
}
return value;
}
}

16.1.2.

IAggregator Interface

Implement the interface IAggregator and provide implementation for the following methods in NosDB:
Member

Description

Aggregate(Object)

This method takes in an Object and contains the logic of applying the aggregation
operation on the same node (locally) as is with Combiner. If you wish to combine the
values using a aggregator before being sent for further processing in the Reducer, you
can use the Aggregate() call.

This method takes in an Object and contains the logic of applying the aggregation
AggregateAll(Object) operation in the Reduce Phase. If you wish to combine the values using an aggregator,
you can use the AggregateAll() call.
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Sample Implementation of IAggregator:
public class IntAggregator : IAggregator
{
string function;
public IntAggregator(string function)
{
this.function = function;
}
public object Aggregate(object value)
{
return calculate(value);
}
public object AggregateAll(object value)
{
return calculate(value);
}
private object calculate(object value)
{
switch (function)
{
case "MIN":
value = int.MinValue;
return value;
case "MAX":
value = int.MaxValue;
return value;
default:
return 0;
}
}
}
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16.2. Initialize Aggregator Parameters
To utilize the following APIs, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Common.Aggregator;

The parameters of the Aggregator are first initiated using the AggregatorInitParams class provided by NosDB.
Member

Description

AggregatorInitParams()

Constructor to initialize an instance of the AggregatorInitParams class.
Providing the predefined IAggregator and IValueExtractor
implementations, and implementation identifier of the deployed assemblies
is compulsory.

DocumentFilter()
Aggregator()
ValueExtractor()
ImplementationIdentifier()

Filters input data based on the document keys.
Specifies predefined implementation of IAggregator.
Specifies predefined implementation of ValueExtractor.
Overrides predefined Implementation Identifier.

Sample Implementation of Initialization
try
{
//FQN of deployed assemblies
AggregatorInitParams initParams = new AggregatorInitParams("Fully Qualified Name of" +
"IAggregator assembly",
"Fully Qualified Name of IValueExtractor assembly",
"DeployedAssembliesDLLName");
//provide keys for document filter
initParams.DocumentFilter = "DocumentKey(s)";
//specify predefined implementation of combiner
initParams.Aggregator = "Fully Qualified Name of IAggregator assembly";
//specify predefined implementation of reducer
initParams.ValueExtractor = "Fully Qualified Name of IValueExtractor assembly";
//to overwrite implementation filter
initParams.ImplementationIdentifier = "DeployedAssembliesDLLName";
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
// handle exception
}
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16.3. Execute Aggregator
To utilize the following API, include the following namespaces in your application:
using NosDB.Client;
using NosDB.Common.Server.Engine.Impl;

ExecuteAggregator() executes the Aggregator task with the following overloads, where the method returns the
resulting value of the Aggregator operation.
ITrackableTask ExecuteAggregator(AggregatorInitParams aggregatorParam, Query query, int
timeout);
ITrackableTask ExecuteAggregator(AggregatorInitParams aggregatorParam, Query query =
null, int timeout = int.MaxValue, List<string> collections = null);
Parameters
Name

Type

aggregatorParam AggregatorInitParams

collections

List<string>

query

Query

timeout

int

Description
Instance of AggregatorInitParams which is initialized as explained
in Initialize Aggregator Parameters.
A list of collections against which the Aggregator will be executed.
An instance of the Query class to create query for filtering input data
with the options:
 Parameters: for parametrized queries
 QueryText: string containing the query
 Deserialize: to deserialize the result from the query
 Serialize: to serialize the query
Timeout value to establish connection with the database.

1. Execute Aggregator on all collections
int timeout = 100;
List<string> collections = new List<string>(new string[] { "products", "customers"});
ITrackableTask result =

(int)db.ExecuteAggregator(initParams, null, timeout, collections);

2. Execute Aggregator on query result set
int timeout = 100;
//Create query to filter data
Query query = new Query();
query.QueryText = "SELECT ProductName FROM products WHERE UnitsInStock <= 20";
ITrackableTask result = (int)db.ExecuteAggregator(initParams, query, timeout);
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16.4. Tracking Aggregator Tasks
To utilize the following APIs, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Common.MapReduce;

The ITrackableTask interface implements the following members, which can be used to track the execution of
the task:
Member
event
MapReduceCallback
OnMapReduceComplete

GetResult()

GetResult(timeout)
TaskID

Description
A callback registered on the task, that is called when task execution is completed,
failed or cancelled with a parameter response that encapsulates status of the task
and result (if completed).
A blocking call that waits for the callback from the server about the task’s
completion, failure or cancellation in the form of an ITaskResult. The ITaskResult
provides the following:
 GetEnumerator: obtains the result in the form of a IDBCollectionReader.
 TaskStatus: returns either success, failure, cancelled.
 Collection: returns the collection of the result.
If no result is obtained within the specified timeout duration,
OperationFailedException is thrown.
GUID identification ID of the task to mark it as unique.

TaskStatus()

Gets the task’s current status with the following options to monitor the task in depth:
 Progress
 FailureReason

CancelTask()

Cancels the task in execution.

//Get result
ITaskResult taskresult = result.GetResult();
//Obtain enumerator to enumerate over task result
IDBCollectionReader reader = taskresult.GetEnumerator();
while (reader.ReadNext())
{
//perform operations
}
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17. CLR Triggers
In This Chapter:
Conceptual Overview
IDatabaseTrigger Interface
Sample Implementation of IDatabaseTrigger Interface
Debugging CLR Triggers in Visual Studio

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.
CLR Triggers are functions registered against a database operation and are executed in response as soon as the
operation is performed, hence “triggering” the function. NosDB supports collection-level triggers to perform clientdefined actions prior to or after an operation has been performed on the collection. Each collection can only have
a single trigger, however the trigger can contain multiple actions.

17.1. Conceptual Overview
Triggers are functions registered against a database operation and are executed in response as soon as the
operation is performed, hence triggering the function. NosDB supports collection-level triggers to perform clientdefined actions prior to or after an operation has been performed on the collection. Each collection can only have
a single trigger; however, the trigger can contain multiple actions.
These actions include the operations which essentially modify the collection content, in other words, triggers can
be registered for any DML (data manipulation language) action through NosDB. The actions for which a trigger can
be fired in NosDB include:
Pre-Operation

Post-Operation

Pre-Insert

Post-Insert

Pre-Update

Post-Update

Pre-Delete

Post-Delete

All Pre triggers are executed before the document is cached. This means that the operation will only be performed
once the trigger returns true. This helps to validate the document before an action, saving precious CPU cycles. Post
triggers are performed once the operation has been journaled.
Triggers are useful for applications which depend on certain data items and their modification needs to be
responded to.
For example, the count of GoldCustomers has to be updated once a customer is added to the CustomerDetails
collection of a banking system. The client can create a trigger on the action PostInsert which will increment the count
– confirming that insertion has taken place.
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Another scenario can include the PreInsert operation where before a customer’s document is inserted, the format
of DateOfBirth is verified to avoid any exception occurring during insertion of the document.
Due to the modifying nature of the actions, the modification to the collection takes place at document level, except
for PreUpdate, where only the attributes to be updated within a document are specified. Apart from PreUpdate,
the rest of the actions are performed against the whole document.
Action

Added to collection

PreInsert

Whole document

PostInsert

Whole document

PreUpdate

The attributes to be updated within the document

PostUpdate

Whole document

PreDelete

Whole document

PostDelete

Whole document

17.1.1. Registering and Configuring Triggers
To configure triggers on NosDB, IDatabaseTrigger interface provided by NosDB needs to be implemented and
then deployed through NosDB Management Studio. NosDB will use that custom provider to register triggers against
the database. Using the interface, the client provides the trigger action and its corresponding JSON document in an
instance of the TriggerContext class to the PreTrigger() or PostTrigger() methods of IDatabaseTrigger.

17.1.2. Trigger Behavior


Failure conditions

Triggers may fail to execute if:
1. An exception is thrown during execution of the client’s implementation against the trigger action.
2. PreTrigger() returns false.
The failed triggers are logged in DatabaseHost.log located at [InstallDir]\logs.


Updating Triggers

1.

Updating trigger implementation

Since the assembly for the implementation is deployed through NosDB Management Studio, changing the
implementation is not possible unless the trigger is dropped and a new trigger is created with the updated
implementation.
2.

Updating enabled actions

Trigger actions can be updated through NosDB Management Studio by checking/unchecking the checkboxes for
the actions. Note that if implementation against an enabled action does not exist, the trigger will not be fired.
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17.2. IDatabaseTrigger Interface
In order to utilize triggers, implement the IDatabaseTrigger interface as a Class Library project (in Visual Studio)
on Debug Mode and deploy the assembly as explained later in the chapter.
Moreover, you can create or drop triggers through Management Studio and DDL Queries.
Member

Description

PreTrigger()

This method will take in an instance of the TriggerContext class and allow the
user to provide implementation for all Pre operations like PreInsert,
PreUpdate, PreDelete.

PostTrigger()

This method will take in an instance of the TriggerContext class and will allow
user to provide implementation for all Post operations like PostInsert,
PostUpdate, PostDelete.

The TriggerContext class contains the following members:
Member

Return Type

TriggerContext()

-

EventDocument

IJSONDocument

Specifies an instance of JSONDocument, upon which the
operation will be performed and the trigger fired.

TriggerAction

An enum which allows you to specify the actions for the
triggers to be fired.
 PreInsert = 0,
 PreUpdate = 1,
 PreDelete = 2,
 PostInsert = 3,
 PostDelete = 4,
 PostUpdate = 5

TriggerAction

Description
Constructor of the TriggerContext class.

17.3. Sample Implementation of IDatabaseTrigger Interface
To utilize the following APIs, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Common.Triggers;
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public class TriggerImplementation : IDatabaseTrigger
{
public void PostTrigger(TriggerContext context)
{
switch (context.TriggerAction)
{
case TriggerAction.PostInsert:
//perform operations
break;
case TriggerAction.PostDelete:
//perform operations
break;
case TriggerAction.PostUpdate:
//perform operations
break;
}
}
public bool PreTrigger(TriggerContext context)
{
switch (context.TriggerAction)
{
case TriggerAction.PreInsert:
//perform operations
break;
case TriggerAction.PreDelete:
//perform operations
break;
case TriggerAction.PreUpdate:
//perform operations
break;
}
return true;
}
}

Make sure to deploy the libraries after implementing the interfaces as guided in Deploying Providers in
NosDB Management Studio or PowerShell. In case the assembly is reloaded, restart NosDB Database
Service (DBSvc) to load the fresh assembly.
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17.4. Debugging CLR Triggers in Visual Studio
In case you wish to debug the class implementing the IDatabaseTrigger interface, you can do so by attaching the
NosDB Database Service to the program. This enables run time debugging through the standard debugging
commands once any operation is performed on the database that fires the trigger.
The class implementing the interface must be built in Debug mode. Debugging will not be enabled for
projects built in Release Configuration.






Go to Debug on Visual Studio toolbar and select Attach to Process.
Attach to Process dialog box appears.
Select NosDB.DatabaseService.exe in Processes.
Click Attach.
Any operation now being performed over NosDB will throw a hit in the debug code, allowing in depth
debugging of the feature.

For more detail on attaching processes with various configurations to debug, please refer to this MSDN help.
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18. CLR User Defined Functions
In This Chapter:
IUserDefinedFunctionProvider interface
Sample Implementation of IUserDefinedFunctionProvider Interface
Sample Implementation of [UserDefinedFunction] Annotation
Debugging CLR Functions in Visual Studio

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.
NosDB provides users with the flexibility to provide their own custom logic to perform calculations which may be
beyond the scope of built-in functions. These user-defined functions (UDFs) are database-level routines which can
be used in SELECT queries just like built-in functions for projection and comparison.
UDFs in NosDB accept multiple parameters. The following types of parameters can be passed to User-defined
functions:
1. Constant
SELECT GoldSubscribedMonths(23143) FROM Customers
This query will iterate through each document in the collection to extract the value of the constant value and pass
it as parameter to GoldSubscribedMonths().
2. JSON document attribute
SELECT CheckIfGoldCustomer(Name) FROM Customers
This query will only iterate the documents containing Name attribute in the collection to extract the value of Name
and pass it as parameter to CheckIfGoldCustomer().
3. JSON document instance
SELECT CheckIfGoldCustomer(customerDocument) FROM Customers
4. Nested UDF
If the company wishes to calculate churn of only the customers who have subscribed to the Gold package, nested
UDFs can be defined:
SELECT GoldSubscribedMonths(GetGoldCustomerID(CustomerDocument)) FROM Customers

NosDB provides two methods of implementing User-defined functions - through
[UserDefinedFunction] or by implementing the IUserDefinedFunctionProvider interface.
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Apart from the vast range of built-in functions, users are also provided with the flexibility to provide their own
custom logic to perform calculations which may be beyond the scope of built-in functions. These user-defined
functions(UDFs) are collection-level routines which can be used in SELECT queries just like built-in functions, and
are particularly useful in cases where a certain calculation is frequently required to be performed.

18.1. Supported Query Types
The UDFs can be used in two scenarios for querying – projection and comparison.
Consider the following sample of the collection Customers:
{
“_key”: “Cust_123”,
“CustomerID”: 1234,
“Name”: “Mary Evans”,
“Address”: {“Street”: “999 St”, “State”: “TX”}
}
4. Projection
For example, if a firm needs to analyze the churn rate of its customers of Texas to predict the performance of the
company, calculateChurn() can be defined which performs the calculations according to the formula after
filtering the customers of Texas. Thus, the resulting query will be executed using calculateChurn():
SELECT calculateChurn(CustomerDocument) FROM Customers WHERE Address.State == 'TX'
5. Comparison
For example, a company may like to send out a token of gratitude to the customers who have been subscribed to
a certain service for more than 40 months. GoldSubscribedMonths() can be defined to calculate the duration
through the current month and date of subscription. Thus, the resulting query will be executed by comparing the
result of GoldSubscribedMonths() against 40.
SELECTName, AddressFROM Customers WHERE GoldSubscribedMonths(CustomerID) >= 40

18.2. IUserDefinedFunctionProvider Interface
In order to utilize UDFs in queries, implement the IUserDefinedFunctionProvider interface as a Class Library
project (in Visual Studio) on Debug Mode so that it can be deployed as explained later in the chapter.
Member
GetUdfInfo()

Execute(string)

Description
Returns a list of the UDFs provided within the class implementing the
IUserDefinedFunctionProvider interface.
Takes in a function name and returns the result of the function after execution. In case
of multiple UDFs, the Execute() method can switch between the UDFs based on the
function name.
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18.3. Sample Implementation of IUserDefinedFunctionProvider Interface
To utilize the following interface, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Common.Queries.UserDefinedFunction;

public class UDFWithInterface : IUserDefinedFunctionProvider
{
public string[] GetUdfInfo()
{
return new string[2] { "CalculateChurn", "GoldSubscribedMonths" };
}
//Provide User-Defined Functions
public double CalculateChurn(IJSONDocument customer)
{
//perform calculations
}
public int GoldSubscribedMonths(int customerID)
{
//perform calculations
}
public object Execute(string functionName, object[] parameters)
{
switch (functionName)
{
case "CalculateChurn":
return CalculateChurn((IJSONDocument)parameters[0]);
case "GoldSubscribedMonths":
return GoldSubscribedMonths((int)parameters[0]);
}
return null;
}
}

Make sure to deploy the libraries after implementing the interfaces as guided in Deploying Providers in
NosDB Management Studio or PowerShell. In case the assembly is reloaded, restart NosDB Database
Service (DBSvc) to load the fresh assembly.

18.4. Sample Implementation of [UserDefinedFunction] Annotation
To utilize the following tag, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Common.Queries.UserDefinedFunction;

In order to use UDFs in queries, implement the [UserDefinedFunction] annotation.
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public class UDFWithTags
{
[UserDefinedFunction("CalculateChurn")]
public static IJSONDocument CalculateChurn(IJSONDocument customer)
{
//perform calculations
}
[UserDefinedFunction("GoldSubscribedMonths")]
public static int GoldSubscribedMonths(int customerID)
{
//perform calculations
}
[UserDefinedFunction("GetGoldCustomerID")]
public static int GetGoldCustomerID(IJSONDocument customerID)
{
//perform calculations
}
}

18.5. Debugging CLR Functions in Visual Studio
In case you wish to debug the class implementing the IUserDefinedFunctionProvider interface, you can do so
by attaching the NosDB Database Service to the program. This enables run time debugging through the standard
debugging commands once any operation is performed on the database that using the UDF.
The class implementing the interface must be built in Debug mode. Debugging will not be enabled for
projects built in Release Configuration.





Go to Debug on Visual Studio toolbar and select Attach to Process.
Attach to Process dialog box appears. Select DatabaseService.exe in Processes.
Click Attach.
Any operation now being performed over NosDB will throw a hit in the debug code, allowing in depth
debugging of the feature.

For more detail on attaching processes with various configurations to debug, please refer to this MSDN help.
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19. REST Based APIs
In This Chapter:
Status Codes for REST
CRUD Operations
Querying in REST
Dynamic Schema Generation in NosDB
Integrating REST in Your Application

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

NosDB supports REST for network-based applications which are platform and language independent. This allows
client-server communication based on the HTTP protocol, where the standard GET, POST, PUT and DELETE requests
perform CRUD operations on collection level and queries.
Prerequisites
The following must exist in order to enable use of REST API with NosDB:


Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 or higher, configured according to the chapter Configuring IIS for
REST API in Administrators’ Guide.



Microsoft Web Deploy 3.5 or higher



Database (NosDB)

NosDB’s RESTful APIs have been developed using Open Data Protocol (OData), which means that any application
built on OData can fully utilize NosDB’s functionality without any code changes. One interactive tool particularly
used for big data analysis is Power BI from Microsoft, which uses OData to connect to the underlying databases.
Thus, you can analyze your distributed NosDB data in Power BI to predict and depict trends and data behavior. For
more details on using Power BI, refer to Using Power BI in Administrator’s Guide.
Making requests in REST is as simple as sending the request to the server via a dedicated URL. This implies that each
collection has a dedicated URL to differentiate it. The URL contains the database type (clustered or standalone),
database name and collection name:


Clustered Database

localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products


Standalone Database

localhost/nosdbdata/standalone/northwind/products
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Every time a database is created, its respective connection string is stored under the <nos-rest-configurationsection> tag in Web.config in [InstallDir]\REST\nosdbdata\.
The tag also contains the security credentials of the admin account provided during installation of NosDB, which
are automatically appended against the connection string once a connection to the database is attempted. In case
a database has been created with Windows Authentication, the user can manually modify the User ID and
Password tags to provide the Windows credentials.
<nos-rest-configuration-section user="admin" password="nosAdmin123">
<connection-string name="cluster-northwind" value="Data Source=127.0.0.1; Port=9950;
Database=northwind; Local Instance=False; User ID=admin; Password= nosAdmin123;" />
<connection-string name="cluster-database1" value="Data Source=127.0.0.1; Port=9950;
Database=database1; Local Instance=False; User ID=admin; Password= nosAdmin123;" />
</nos-rest-configuration-section>

Member
user

Description
User ID for the administrative account of NosDB.

password

Password for the administrative account of NosDB.

name

Unique identifying name for the connection string.

value

The actual connection string.

19.1. Status Codes for REST
NosDB will display a status code to indicate any error occurring while using REST. Please refer to the following
chart in case you encounter any status code during execution of your REST application.
Status Code

Description

400

BadRequest

No content-type provided in the header

204

NoContent

No content provided in the body

500

InternalServerError

404

NotFound

Specified key does not exist in the database.

409

Conflict

Specified key already exists in the database.
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19.2. CRUD Operations
19.2.1.

CREATE (POST)

The POST request inserts a new document into the collection in the form a JSON document. The request is sent
against the URL of the collection, with the following JSON format values:
POST does not support inserting documents in bulk – each POST equals one document update.

Header

Content-Type: application/json
{
“_key”: “DA123”,
“ProductID”: 10, “Name”: “Chai”,
“UnitPrice”: “18.00”,
“UnitsInStock”: 23,
“Category”:
{
“ID”: 1, “Name”: “Beverages”,
“Description”: “Soft drinks, coffees, teas, beers and ale”
}

Body

}

19.2.2.

READ (GET)

The GET request fetches the data from the collection based on the URL. The response is generated in the form of
JSON, where apart from the data, additional information is included in the header like NEXTLINK, which contains
the URL of the next entity to fetch.
Consider the collection Products in northwind in the following scenarios:
Fetch whole collection
localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products

Fetch document of specific Product
Any document can be fetched according to the attribute values provided in string format. Any other format apart
from string is not supported as the document key is in string format.
localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products(‘key1’)
Note that NosDB response also includes embedded documents so there is no need to navigate through the URL
any further. The base collection name will return all embedded documents in the response, if any.
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19.2.3.

UPDATE (PUT)

The PUT request replaces a document of the collection in the form a JSON document. Thus, the key of the document
to be replaced is sent along with the URL in the following format:
localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products(‘key1’)

PUT does not support updating documents in bulk – each PUT equals one document update.

Header

Content-Type: application/json
{
“_key”: “DA123”,
“ProductID”: 10, “Name”: “Chai”,
“UnitPrice”: “18.00”,
“UnitsInStock”: 23,
“Category”:
{
“ID”: 1, “Name”: “Beverages”,
“Description”: “Soft drinks, coffees, teas, beers and ale”
}

Body

}

19.2.4.

DELETE (DELETE)

The DELETE command deletes the document from the collection based on the key specified within the URL of the
collection. Note that since it is a delete call, there is no body with the request.
localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products(‘key1’)
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19.3. Querying in REST
Since the GET request works on a collection level, they are limited in terms of filtering data flexibly. Thus NosDB’s
REST based APIs allow querying on the database through two methods: simply through the URL with operators
attached, or by sending the actual query through POST requests with NosDB’s extended content types.
Querying using REST in NosDB works by calling the ExecuteReader() method, so the client can obtain the reader
to enumerate over the results in their application.

19.3.1.

Querying through URLs

Data can be fetched by specifying the query within the URL, using the following operators as provided by OData:
Operator
$filter

Example URL
localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products?$filter=_key eq ‘key1’

$filter
(advanced)

localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products?$filter=contains(‘UnitPrice’,
’20.00’)

$orderby

localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products?$orderby=UnitsInStock asc

$top

localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products?$top=5

$skip

localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products?$skip=3

NosDB does support OData’s $expand operator, but there is not any need to use it as embedded
documents are already contained within the response.

19.3.2.

Querying through POST

NosDB allows querying data by sending the query within a POST request. This requires specifying NosDB’s extended
content types for the POST request, to differentiate between the types of requests being made. The query is passed
through a POST request, in the following steps:
Step 1: Query Execution
The query is first executed against the URL of the collection in JSON format, where the body contains the query and
its parameters. The response is displayed to the user in chunks of 100 documents each, so the header of the response
contains information regarding the succeeding chunks.
The nosquery content-type determines that the POST request being made is to resolve the query.
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1. POST REQUEST
Header

Content-Type: application/nosquery
{
“Query”: “SELECT * FROM Products WHERE Category.Name = @Category”,
"Parameters":[{"Name":"Category","Value":"Beverages"}]

Body
}

2. POST REPONSE

Header

“ChunkID”: 1,
“ReaderID”: 4568,
“IsLastChunk”: “true”
{
“_key”: “DA123”,
“ProductID”: 10, “Name”: “Chai”, “UnitPrice”: “18.00”,
“UnitsInStock”: 23,
“Category”:
{
“ID”: 1, “Name”: “Beverages”,
“Description”: “Soft drinks, coffees, teas, beers and ale”
}

Body

}
{
“_key”: “DA123”,
“ProductID”: 43, “Name”: “Ginger Ale”, “UnitPrice”: “22.50”,
“UnitsInStock”: 12,
“Category”:
{
“ID”: 1, “Name”: “Beverages”,
“Description”: “Soft drinks, coffees, teas, beers and ale”
}
}
.
.
.

Step 2: Get Next Chunk
As the response of the data is returned in chunks, the client enumerates over the result through a reader. The client
can request for the next chunk through getchunk content-type by sending the ReaderID and ChunkID of the
previous chunk. This returns the next data chunk in the response along with the respective headers.
The getchunk call has to be made within 30 seconds of the response, else the reader is disposed.
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Header

Content-Type: application/getchunk
{
“ReaderID”: 4568,
“LastChunkID”: 1

Body
}

Step 3: Dispose Reader
The client can request to dispose the reader at any given time, not necessarily after all chunks have been returned.
The disposereader content-type allows disposing off the reader, with just the ReaderID as its body.
Header

Content-Type: application/disposereader
{

Body

“ReaderID”: “4568”
}

19.4. Dynamic Schema Generation in NosDB
Since NosDB is a schema-less database, and OData requires a schema along with the respective URL, the need to
create schemas of the collections arises. OData requires a schema beforehand as it has to serialize and deserialize
the objects accordingly. Hence, NosDB REST caters this problem by dynamically generating schemas against each
collection, which change when the collection content changes.
Initially, the REST API communicates with the configuration server to fetch the information about all DDL events
(create database/collection, drop database/collection), databases, and collections within the databases.
Once a request is made through the URL, REST checks for any corresponding schema against the collection to send
to OData. There can be two cases:
1. Data exists in the collection
If the collection contains data, it fetches a document from the collection and creates a JSON file containing the
attributes of the collection and their data types as the values.
NosDB REST then generates a JSON file using this document in the location [InstallDir]\ REST\generated
schema\con1\northwind\ to store the attributes of the collection against their respective data types. This
means one JSON file is created against one collection.
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NosDB then generates a schema class using these attribute names and data types, and stores its DLL in the location:
[InstallDir]\REST API\Generated DLLs\%ConnectionName%\Products. This DLL is sent to OData
along with a query based on the URL of Products.

Note that in case of embedded documents, a JSON file will be created for each embedded document
with a reference to the base class. The DLL generated will contain all these schemas.
2. Data does not exist in the collection
In case of an empty collection, NosDB will attempt to generate the schema depending on the scenario:
 REST Service Startup
On REST service startup, there is no document to create the schema so NosDB provides OData with a default schema
in order to start the request. The default schema contains just one attribute that is the mandatory attribute of all
JSON documents in NosDB – the “_key” attribute. The schema is then modified according to any future requests or
by the user’s own edit to the JSON document.
 GET request
Once a GET request is made, it first checks if the schema against the collection exists. In case a default schema is
found, it further checks if the collection contains any data that may have been added without the schema being
updated. It then returns an empty response against the GET request.
 POST/PUT requests
In case a POST or PUT request is made, it will check for the schema’s existence. In case of a default schema, the
schema will be regenerated using the document contained in the body of the request.
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19.4.1.

Editing Schema Dynamically

The JSON document created for the schema is editable:
1) Stop the IIS Worker Process to unload the previous DLL. This is where REST is running.
2) Edit the JSON document: add/replace/delete attributes and values.
3) Delete the previous DLL in [InstallDir]\REST API\Generated
DLLs\%ConnectionName%\%DatabaseName%.
4) Recycle the NosDBRESTAPIPool to generate and load the new DLL.
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19.5. Integrating REST in your application
NosDB’s REST API can be integrated with any client application, irrespective of the language. The following
examples demonstrate the use of NosDB REST in PHP:

19.5.1.


CRUD Operations

GET

header('Content-Type: application/json', 'method: GET');
$url = "http://localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products";
$response = file_get_contents($url);
$data = json_decode($response);
//perform operations


POST
$url = "http://localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products";
$postData = array(
'_key' => 'key77',
'ProductName' => 'Jam',
'UnitsInStock' => '23',
'Category' => 'Breakfast',
'UnitsOrdered' => '35'
);
// Create the context for the request
$context = stream_context_create(array(
'http' => array(
'method' => 'POST',
'header' => "Content-Type: application/json\r\n",
'content' => json_encode($postData)
)
));
// Send the request
$response = file_get_contents($url, FALSE, $context);
// Check for errors
if($response === FALSE){
die('Error');
}
// Decode the response
$responseData = json_decode($response, TRUE);
// Perform operations
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PUT
$key = 'key2';
$url = "http://localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products('".$key."')";
$data = array(
//'_key' => 'key2',
'ProductName' => 'Bread',
'UnitsInStock' => '2',
'Category' => 'Bakery',
'UnitsOrdered' => '35'
);
$putData = json_encode($data);
// Create the context for the request
$context = stream_context_create(array(
'http' => array(
'method' => 'PUT',
'header' => array(
'Content-Type: application/json',
'Content-Length: ' . strlen($putData)),
'content' => json_encode($putData)
)
));
// Send the request
$response = file_get_contents($url, FALSE, $context);
// Check for errors
if($response === FALSE){
//handle error
}
// Decode the response
$responseData = json_decode($response, TRUE);
// Perform operations



DELETE
$key = 'key1';
$url = "http://localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products('".$key."')";
// Create the context for the request
$context = stream_context_create(array(
'http' => array(
'method' => 'DELETE', 'header' => "Content-Type: application/json"
)
));
// Send the request
$response = file_get_contents($url, FALSE, $context);
// Check for errors
if($response === FALSE){
//handle error
}
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19.5.2.


Querying

Execute Query

static public void ExecuteQuery(string queryText, List<IParameter> parameter)
{
//Create request
WebRequest request=
WebRequest.Create("http://localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products");
request.Method = "POST";
request.ContentType = "application/nosquery"; //Specify content type
request.ContentLength = byteArray.Length;
//Create Query using NosDB's Query class
Query query = new Query();
query.QueryText = queryText;
query.Parameters = parameter;
//Serialize query
JsonSerializer<Query> jsonSerializer = new JsonSerializer<Query>();
JSONDocument jsonDocument = jsonSerializer.Serialize(query);
//Serialize request
string postData = jsonDocument.ToString();
byte[] byteArray = Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes(postData);
//Stream request
Stream dataStream = request.GetRequestStream();
dataStream.Write(byteArray, 0, byteArray.Length);
//Get response
WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
dataStream = response.GetResponseStream();
//Stream response
StreamReader reader = new StreamReader(dataStream);
string responseFromServer = reader.ReadToEnd();
//Convert string response into JSON document
JSONDocument responseDocument = JSONDocument.Parse(responseFromServer) as JSONDocument;
if (responseDocument != null)
{
//Deserialize response
string responseString = responseDocument.GetString("value");
object responseData = JsonConvert.DeserializeObject(responseString);
}
reader.Close();
dataStream.Close();
//Check if it is the last chunk. If not, request for next chunk
if(response.Headers.Get("IsLastChunk").Equals("False", StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase))
{
GetChunk(response.Headers.Get("ReaderId"),Convert.ToInt32(response.Headers.Get("ChunkId")));
}
response.Close();
}
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Get Next Chunk

static public void GetChunk(string readerId, int lastChunkId)
{
//Create request
WebRequest request =
WebRequest.Create("http://localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products");
request.Method = "POST";
request.ContentType = "application/getchunk"; //Specify Content Type
request.ContentLength = byteArray.Length;
//Create body of request with last ChunkID and reader ID
JSONDocument jsonDocument = new JSONDocument();
jsonDocument.Add("ReaderId", readerId);
jsonDocument.Add("LastChunkId", lastChunkId);
//Serialize request
string postData = jsonDocument.ToString();
byte[] byteArray = Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes(postData);
//Stream request
Stream dataStream = request.GetRequestStream();
dataStream.Write(byteArray, 0, byteArray.Length);
dataStream.Close();
//Get response
WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
dataStream = response.GetResponseStream();
//Stream response
StreamReader reader = new StreamReader(dataStream);
string responseFromServer = reader.ReadToEnd();
//Convert JSON string into JSON document
JSONDocument responseDocument = JSONDocument.Parse(responseFromServer) as JSONDocument;
if (responseDocument != null)
{
//Get response value
string responseString = responseDocument.GetString("value");
//Deserialize response
object responseData = JsonConvert.DeserializeObject(responseString);
//perform operations
}
reader.Close();
dataStream.Close();
//Check if it is the last chunk to request for more chunks, else dispose reader
if (response.Headers.Get("IsLastChunk").Equals("False", StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase))
{
GetChunk(response.Headers.Get("ReaderId"), Convert.ToInt32(response.Headers.Get("ChunkId")));
}
else if (response.Headers.Get("IsLastChunk").Equals("True", StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase))
{
DisposeReader(response.Headers.Get("ReaderId"));
}
response.Close();
}
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Dispose Reader

static public void DisposeReader(string readerId)
{
//Create request
WebRequest request =
WebRequest.Create("http://localhost/nosdbdata/clustered/northwind/products");
request.Method = "POST";
request.ContentType = "application/disposereader"; //Specify content type
request.ContentLength = byteArray.Length;
//Send reader ID in body of request
JSONDocument jsonDocument = new JSONDocument();
jsonDocument.Add("ReaderId", readerId);
//Serialize request
string postData = jsonDocument.ToString();
byte[] byteArray = Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes(postData);
//Stream Request
Stream dataStream = request.GetRequestStream();
dataStream.Write(byteArray, 0, byteArray.Length);
dataStream.Close();
//Get response
WebResponse response = request.GetResponse();
//Optional: view status of response
//Close stream
response.Close();
}
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20. Using NCache with NosDB
In This Chapter:
NCache Supported Features
Integrating NCache Provider
Cache Queries Using Configured NCache Provider

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

NCache by Alachisoft is a flexible and feature rich .NET caching solution that provides high performance and
scalability to handle any transaction load. NCache features and APIs are designed to cache data for applications of
any size – from small to enterprise-wide global installations.
NCache is a trusted clustered caching solution that makes sharing and managing data in a cluster as simple as on a
single server. It accomplishes this by coordinating updates to the data using cluster wide concurrency control and
replicating and distributing data modifications across the cluster using the highest performing clustered protocol
available. The primary purpose of NCache is to help improve performance of .NET applications that would otherwise
make expensive trips across the network.
For more detail about NCache, please refer to its online documentation.
NosDB supports integration of NCache into client applications where frequently used data is cached along with
being persisted to the file storage.


Installation
NCache for local caching is bundled with NosDB for free. In case you wish to use clustered caching, you
need to purchase NCache or use its trial version.

Before installing NCache Client, make sure that NosDB has already been installed. The installation steps for NCache
are documented here.
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20.1. NCache Supported Features


Caching

The NCache client can be used as either a local in-proc (in-process) or local out-proc (out-of-process) cache, which
means that the cache resides on a single node. Caching is disabled by default. It will be enabled through
configurations as explained later in the chapter. Documents are inserted/fetched to/from the cache with atomic and
bulk APIs and querying if caching is enabled.


NosDB Database Dependency

The user can enable database dependency on the documents being cached to NCache through configurations
explained later in the chapter. Documents are cached with database dependency - any change in the database store
will remove the document from the cache. Once an item is added to the database, it checks if the SQLDependency
flag is enabled or not. If the flag was set to true, and the item has been added to NosDB database successfully, the
item is added to the cache as well. NCache then handles registering database dependency with NosDB without any
user intervention, where the item is added internally with an object of SQLDependency to the cache.
In case any change is made to the data in the database with dependency registered, the corresponding item in the
cache will be invalidated and removed. This ensures consistency of data in cache and database. The next time a
client tries to access that item from the cache, it will not find any item with that key in the cache and consequently
fetch it from the database. This way the most updated item will be stored in the local cache.


Expiration

NCache supports time-based data expiration with user-specified time interval to expire the data from the cache.
Expiration is used if changes to the data occur in a deterministic time fashion or frequency. For example, customer
information or region information may not be frequently updated, so expiration can be used to invalidate such data.
The query result set can be added to the cache with expiration, which can also be specified by the API. There are
two expiration strategies: Sliding and Absolute. If the expiration type is not specified, NosDB will add the item with
Absolute expiration of 5 minutes by default.


Querying

A specific query result set from NosDB will be cached in NCache based on the optional API parameter with
ExecuteReader() API. The result set will be cached as a single item in the cache, with the query as its key.
Any change in the result set, either through querying or APIs, will not affect the items in the cache. The item will
only be removed from the cache once expiration takes place. Refer to Cache Queries to programmatically cache
queries in NCache.
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20.2. Integrating NCache Provider
NosDB’s custom NCache provider can be integrated in the application without any code changes. All it requires is
a modification in the App.config or Web.config file of your application, along with a reference to the provider
assembly.
Prerequisites
The following prerequisites will enable integration of NCache Provider in your application:


Any .NET (4.0/4.5/4.6) application with reference to the provider assembly in:
[InstallDir]\integrations\NCache Provider



You can also use the sample application for using NCache located in:
[InstallDir]\samples\applications\CachingQueries



Microsoft Visual Studio (any version)



Database (NosDB)

Modifying App.config or Web.config
You can specify the cache information and enable SQLDependency and expiration through App.config or
Web.config of your application. Add the following configuration tags within the <configuration> tag in the file:
<configuration>
.
.
.
<configSections>
<section
name="cacheConfig"
type="NosDB.Common.Caching.CacheConfigSection,NosDB.Common, Version=2.0.0.0,
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=8a1e00327893b9ef"
allowLocation="true"
allowDefinition="Everywhere"
/>
</configSections>
<cacheConfig>
<cache cache-id="demoCache" cache-behavior="cache-all | cache-none | cache-doc [default] |
cache-query" expiration-type="absolute" expiration-interval="10sec" enablesqldependency="true">
<collections>
<collection name="products" cache-behavior="cache-all | cache-none | cache-doc |
cache-query" expiration-type="absolute" expiration-interval="10sec" enablesqldependency="true"/>
<collection name="customers" cache-behavior="cache-all | cache-none | cache-doc |
cache-query" expiration-type="absolute" expiration-interval="10sec" enablesqldependency="true"/>
</collections>
</cache>
</cacheConfig>
</configuration>
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<configSections>

Member

Description

name

The human-understandable name of the connection string which will be passed
through the application while connecting to the database.

type

The fully qualified name of the class which implements the cacheConfig section.

<cacheConfig>

Member

Description

cache-id

The name for the local cache configured in NCache. The entry for the same cache
should exist in client.ncconf of the client machine.

cache-behavior

Specifies what should be cached:
 cache-none: data will not be cached.
 cache-doc: caches only the documents that are fetched or inserted from
Document API.
 cache-query: caches the result sets generated in response to SELECT
statements executed on ExecuteReader API.
 cache-all: cache both documents and result set.

expiration-type

The type of expiration of data from the cache, which can be Absolute or Sliding. By
default, Absolute Expiration is considered.

expiration-interval

Time in seconds after which the item is expired from cache.

enable-sqldependency

Boolean value to enable/disable SQLDependency of cache with NosDB.

name

Name of the collection being cached.
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20.3. Using Configured NCache Provider
To utilize NosDB’s NCache Provider, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Client;
using NosDB.Common.Server.Engine.Impl;

20.3.1.

Cache Properties

The DBCollection<T> class contains the following properties which can be assigned to the collection to configure
caching:
Name

Type

Description

CachingBehavior

CachingBehavior

Enum to determine what should be cached in NCache:
 CacheNone: The result is not cached.
 CacheDocuments: Caches only the documents fetched or
inserted.
 CacheQueries: Caches only the query result set.
 CacheAll: Caches both the query result and documents.

ExpirationType

ExpirationType

The type of expiration of data from the cache, which can be
AbsoluteExpiration or SlidingExpiration. By default,
AbsoluteExpiration is considered.

ExpirationInterval

long

The time duration for expiration in seconds.

DBCollection<JSONDocument> collection = null;
collection.CachingBehavior = CachingBehavior.CacheQueries;
collection.ExpirationType = ExpirationType.AbsoluteExpiration;
collection.ExpirationInterval = 10;
//perform operations

20.3.2.

Caching Queries

Once NCache Provider has been integrated, the query result from NosDB can be cached into the local cache instance
configured in NCache. The ExecuteReader method contains overloads that allow specifying whether the result
should be cached into NCache or not, along with providing the expiration specifications.
IDBCollectionReader ExecuteReader(string queryText, ICollection<IParameter> parameters,
ReadPreference readPreference, CacheOptions cacheResult);
IDBCollectionReader ExecuteReader(string queryText, ICollection<IParameter> parameters,
ReadPreference readPreference = ReadPreference.PrimaryOnly, CacheOptions cacheResult =
CacheOptions.DontCache, ExpirationType cacheExpiration = ExpirationType.AbsoluteExpiration,
TimeSpan expiryTime = default(TimeSpan));
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Parameters
Name
queryText
parameters

Type
string

Description
Text of the query to be executed and cached.

ICollection<IParameter> Used in case of parametrized queries.
ReadPreference

Determines the user preference on which node the data
should be read from. Can be PrimaryOnly, LoadBalanced
or Nearest.

cacheResult

CacheOptions

Enum to determine what should be cached in NCache:
 Cache: Caches the query result in the configured cache.
 DontCache: The result is not cached.
 ReadConfig: The settings specified in config file are
applied.

cacheExpiration

ExpirationType

readPreference

expiryTime



TimeSpan

The type of expiration of data from the cache, which can be
Absolute or Sliding. By default, Absolute Expiration is
considered.
The time duration for expiration. In Absolute, the item will be
cached after the expiryTime is reached. In Sliding, the time
will be extended if the item is accessed in the cache before
the expiryTime is over.

Sample Implementation of Caching Query without Expiration

string query= "SELECT Category.Name, Category.Description FROM Products WHERE Name = @name";
IList<IParameter> param = new List<IParameter>();
param.Add(new Parameter("name", "Chai"));
//Cache the result set into NCache's configured cache
IDBCollectionReader reader = db.ExecuteReader(query, param, ReadPreference.PrimaryOnly, true);



Sample Implementation of Caching Query with Sliding Expiration

string query= "SELECT Category.Name, Category.Description FROM Products WHERE Name = @name";
IList<IParameter> param = new List<IParameter>();
param.Add(new Parameter("name", "Chai"));
//Cache the result set into NCache's configured cache with Sliding Expiration of 5 minutes
IDBCollectionReader reader = db.ExecuteReader(query, param, ReadPreference.PrimaryOnly, true,
ExpirationType.SlidingExpiration, new TimeSpan(0, 5, 0));
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20.4. Caching Behaviors
There are multiple scenarios where documents and query results are either inserted, fetched or deleted from
NCache.

20.4.1.

Cache Fetches

Documents and query results are first searched for in the cache and then served by the database in case no result
is found. The data is fetched from the cache in the following scenarios:
1.
2.

3.

When the GetDocument() method is called with value of ‘useCache = true’, the required document is first
looked up in cache.
When either of the overloaded methods for GetDocuments() are called with value of ‘useCache = true’,
a bulk GET request on cache is called for all the required documents. Only the documents that are not found
in the cache are then called on the database.
When a SELECT statement is executed on ExecuteReader API, the complete result set is first looked up in
the cache. If found, it is served as IDBCollectionReader, otherwise, it is served from the database.

20.4.2.

Cache Inserts

Documents and query results are inserted into the cache in the following scenarios:
1.

When a document is inserted into the database through Document API.

2.

When document is inserted into the database through SQL interface.

3.

When a document is fetched from the database through Document API. This is a cache miss scenario.

4.

When multiple documents are inserted into the database through Document API, each document is
individually inserted into the cache.

5.

When multiple documents are fetched from the database through Document API, each document is
individually inserted into the cache. This is a cache miss scenario.

6.

When a ‘SELECT *‘ statement with search criteria on PK only is executed on database which is expected to
return at most one document, the document from result set is cached in form of complete document instead
of the result set.

7.

When a SELECT statement is executed and the Data Reader is exhausted by client API, a complete result set
is inserted into the cache as a single object.

20.4.3.

Cache Deletes

The specified keys are deleted from the cache in the following scenarios:
1.
2.
3.

4.

When the expiry time for cached item is reached.
When the cache is full, cached items are removed from the cache based on configured cache eviction policy.
When following methods are called, the specified keys are removed from cache:
o DeleteDocument()
o DeleteDocuments()
o DeleteDocumentsAsync()
If a document or result set is inserted into the cache with NosDB’s SQLDependency, the item is removed
when the corresponding data is modified/removed in database.
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21. Using ADO.NET with NosDB
In This Chapter:
Setup Visual Studio Environment
Connect to Database
Basic Operations through SQL API
Binding UI Controls with NosDB through ADO.NET

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

NosDB also extends its accessibility through ADO.NET, which requires no code changes. Any distributed Windows
or Web application can now easily utilize ADO.NET services with NosDB, as it allows querying and CRUD operations
over your live data.
ADO.NET is a framework introduced by Microsoft to separate the data access layer from the logical layer. This means
NosDB’s provider for ADO.NET can be used to establish connections with NosDB and perform querying over the
data.
NosDB implements the following ADO.NET abstract classes which aid Windows and Web applications in establishing
a connection with NosDB:
 DbProviderFactory
The DBProviderFactory is the main class which is provided to the application’s configuration (App.config). The
provider factory provides instances of all the classes implemented by NosDB’s ADO provider which includes creating
connections and providing the connection string so that it is not added through the application every time. This
connection string specifies the database in the cluster that will be considered the data source.
Moreover, the security credentials can be provided within the connection string as well, so data will travel over the
network securely.
For more detail about the methods provided through DBProviderFactory, please refer to this MSDN
page.
 DbConnection
The DBConnection class initiates the connection with the database. It takes in the connection string specified in
App.config, which provides the IP, port, cluster and database information for opening the accurate connection.

For more detail about the methods provided through DBConnection, please refer to this MSDN page.


DbCommand
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The DbCommand class initiates all querying operations against the database, i.e., executing query with functions like
ExecuteNonQuery, ExecuteReader and ExecuteScalar.
Note that for SELECT statements, SELECT * is not possible because NosDB is schema-less. This means that the
results may miss some columns while enumerating over the results because of the varying number of columns in
the documents. To select all columns, specify all the column names in the query.

For more detail about the methods provided through DbCommand, please refer to this MSDN page.
 DbDataReader
The results of the ExecuteReader method from DbCommand is returned to an instance of IDataReader, which allows
you to enumerate over the result.

For more detail about the methods provided through DbDataReader, please refer to this MSDN page.
 DbDataAdapter
The DbDataAdapter is used to store the data in the form of a DataSet or DataGrid for any GUI based applications.
It contains the reference to the DbCommand class so all querying operations can take place on the data stored within
the DbDataAdapter. The DbDataAdapter also contains a DBConnection instance so that it connects to the
database transparently without user intervention and reads/writes to it.
In other words, it acts as a local database with tables as it dynamically accommodates the incoming data from
NosDB by creating tables according to the fields contained within the JSON documents.

For more detail about the methods provided through DbDataAdapter, please refer to this MSDN page.
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Figure 1: NosDB ADO.NET Model
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21.1. Setup Visual Studio Environment
NosDB’s custom ADO.NET provider can be integrated into your .NET application in Visual Studio without any code
changes. All it requires is a modification in the App.config of your application where the NosDB provider is
specified.

21.1.1.

Reference NosDB ADO.NET Provider

To this solution, you need to add a reference to NosDB ADO.NET Provider in order to utilize its features.


In Solution Explorer, right-click on the application name and select Add.



Select Reference.



Reference Manager Screen appears.



Select Browse from the left panel and click the Browse button to select the reference.



Select the files to reference screen appears.



Browse to [InstallDir]\integrations\ADO.NET Data Provider\



Select NosDB.ADO.NETProvider.dll



Click Add.

21.1.2.

Specify ADO.NET Namespaces

To utilize NosDB ADO.NET Provider, include the following namespace in your application:





using System.Data.Common;
using System.Data;
using System.Configuration;

21.1.3.

Setup App.config for ADO.NET

You can specify the database, connection string and provider factory information through the App.config of your
application. Add the following configuration tags within the <configuration> tag in App.config:
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<configuration>
.
.
.
<connectionStrings>
<add name="NosDBConnection"
connectionString="Data Source=127.0.0.1; Port=9950; Database=northwind;"
providerName="NosDB.ADO.NETProvider" />
</connectionStrings>
<system.data>
<DbProviderFactories>
<add invariant="NosDB.ADO.NETProvider" name="ADOProvider for .NET"
description="ADO.NET Provider for .Net"
type="NosDB.ADO.NETProvider.NosProviderFactory, NosDB.ADO.NETProvider,
Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=8a1e00327893b9ef" />
</DbProviderFactories>
</system.data>
</configuration>



<connectionStrings>

Member

Description

name

The human-understandable name of the connection string which will be
passed through the application while connecting to the database.

connectionString

The actual connection string containing the IP, port, cluster and database
name to which the application will connect.

providerName



The fully qualified name of NosDB’s implementation of ADO.NET’s
DBProviderFactory, which is the main class through which the
connection is created in an application.

<DbProviderFactories>

Member
invariant
name
description
type

Description
The Assembly name of NosDB’s implementation of ADO.NET’s
DBProviderFactory.
The human-understandable name of the provider.
The human-understandable description of the provider.
The fully qualified name of the class which implements the ADO.NET
Provider factory.
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21.2. Connect to Database
Connect to the database using ADO.NET’s abstract classes and connection string specified in App.config.
//Obtain connection string from App.config
ConnectionStringSettings connectionSettings =
ConfigurationManager.ConnectionStrings["NosDBConnection"];
//Load provider factory
DbProviderFactory factory = DbProviderFactories.GetFactory(connectionSettings.ProviderName);
//Create and open connection
DbConnection connection = factory.CreateConnection();
connection.ConnectionString = connectionSettings.ConnectionString;
connection.Open();

21.3. Basic Operations through SQL API
21.3.1.

Using ExecuteReader() Method

using (DbCommand command = factory.CreateCommand())
{
//Provide query to execute
command.CommandText = "SELECT UnitPrice, UnitsInStock FROM Products WHERE Name = 'Chai'";
//Provide connection to command
command.Connection = connection;
//Execute query and read data into DbDataReader
IDataReader reader = command.ExecuteReader();
while (reader.Read())
{
IJSONDocument data = reader.GetDocument();
//perform operations
}

//return result as JSONDocument

}
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21.3.2.

Using ExecuteNonQuery() Method
1. INSERT Query

// It is recommended to use the USING block
using (DbCommand command = factory.CreateCommand())
{
command.CommandText = "INSERT INTO Products(ID, Name, QuantityPerUnit, UnitPrice, " +
"UnitsInStock, UnitsOnOrder, ReorderLevel, Discontinued) " +
"VALUES(10011, 'Mashed Potatoes', '56', 45, 13, 3, 8, true)";
command.Connection = connection;
// Insert records into database
int rowsAffected = command.ExecuteNonQuery();
}

2. UPDATE Query
using (DbCommand command = factory.CreateCommand())
{
command.CommandText = "UPDATE Products SET(UnitsInStock = 45, UnitPrice = 125.0) WHERE
ProductName = 'Chai'";
command.Connection = connection;
// Update existing records
int rowsAffected = command.ExecuteNonQuery();
}

3. DELETE Query
using (DbCommand command = factory.CreateCommand())
{
command.CommandText = "DELETE FROM Products WHERE ProductName = 'Chai'";
command.Connection = connection;
// Delete existing records
int rowsAffected = command.ExecuteNonQuery();
}

21.3.3.

Using ExecuteScalar() Method

using (DbCommand command = factory.CreateCommand())
{
//Provide query to execute
command.CommandText = "SELECT count(*) FROM Products";
//Provide connection to command
command.Connection = connection;
object count = command.ExecuteScalar();
}
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21.4. Binding UI Controls with NosDB through ADO.NET
Data binding is the process of establishing a connection between the application UI and business logic. Traditionally,
data binding refers to the synchronization of the data source and the application UI. This implies that when data
changes in data source, it is reflected in the application UI.
NosDB supports data binding with UI controls using ADO.NET Data Provider implementation.

21.4.1.



Using WinForms
Drag and drop a DataGridView from the toolbar to the Controls container in Visual Studio.
Open the code view of the Form Control and write the following code in OnLoad() method.

It is recommended to use the connection in the using block, because it will dispose the connection while leaving
the using block.
using (DbConnection connection = factory.CreateConnection())
{
connection.ConnectionString = connectionSettings.ConnectionString;
DbDataAdapter adapter = factory.CreateDataAdapter();
adapter.SelectCommand = factory.CreateCommand();
adapter.SelectCommand.Connection = connection;
adapter.SelectCommand.CommandText = queryText;
DataSet ds = new DataSet();
ds.Tables.Add("data");
int ret = adapter.Fill(ds.Tables["data"]);
if (ds.Tables.Count > 0)
{
this.dataGridView1.DataSource = ds.Tables["data"];
}
}
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21.4.2.



Using ASP.NET WebForms

Drag and drop a GridView from the toolbar to the Web Controls container in Visual Studio.
Open the Code Behind file of the page and write the following code in Page_Load() method:

It is recommended to use the connection in the using block, because it will dispose the connection while leaving
the using block.
using (DbConnection connection = factory.CreateConnection())
{
connection.ConnectionString = connectionSettings.ConnectionString;
DbDataAdapter adapter = factory.CreateDataAdapter();
adapter.SelectCommand = factory.CreateCommand();
adapter.SelectCommand.Connection = connection;
adapter.SelectCommand.CommandText = queryText;
DataSet ds = new DataSet();
ds.Tables.Add("data");
int ret = adapter.Fill(ds.Tables["data"]);
if (ds.Tables.Count > 0)
{
this.GridView1.DataSource = ds.Tables["data"];
}
}
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22. Using Language Integrated Query (LINQ) with NosDB
In This Chapter:
Retrieving data in LINQ
LINQ Supported Operators
NosDB LINQ Extension

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.
Language Integrated Query (LINQ) is a generic query language in C# for various data sources like relational
databases, XML, ADO.NET DataSet and so on. Since each type of data source requires its own query language,
adopting various data sources in a .NET application would require implementing the various languages to
communicate with the data source. Hence, LINQ sets a common standard through which data can be accessed, as
it simply joins the application's object layer to data layer. Since LINQ has the same syntax for all data source types,
there is no change required in the retrieval format of code if you change the type of data source in your application.
NosDB allows using LINQ with the underlying database to improve the application’s performance without changing
the LINQ object model. The database handle should be provided to the NosDB LINQ provider after creating its
instance. NosDB LINQ provider converts LINQ related query into NosDB’s extended SQL format and returns the
result accordingly after transforming it in LINQ format.
Since LINQ only supports data retrieval operations, NosDB extends the functionality of LINQ by providing data
manipulation operations as well like Insert, Update and Delete.

22.1. Retrieving data in LINQ
LINQ allows retrieval of data in two ways; querying and Lambda expressions. In the following samples, all those
documents which have ProductID greater than 10 will be fetched from the Products collection. The query format is
the same as when normal LINQ is used without NosDB LINQ provider.


Lambda expressions

Sample query using lambda expressions in LINQ:
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DBCollection<Product> productCollection = null;
productCollection = db.GetDBCollection<Product>(typeof(Product).Name.ToLower());
IQueryable<Product> products = productCollection.AsQueryable();
var results = products.Where(p => p.ProductID > 10).Select(p => p).ToList();
foreach (var result in results)
{
//perform operations
}



Querying

Sample query in LINQ:
var result = from product in Products
where product.ProductID > 10
select product;
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22.2. LINQ Supported Operators
To utilize NosDB ADO.NET Provider, include the following namespace in your application:
using System.Linq;
Since NosDB offers two types of operators, Queryable (standard) and Updateable (extended), the collection has to
be specified according to the type of querying.
LINQ is integrated with NosDB after the collection is converted into an instance of the IQueryable interface.
IQueryable<Customer> customers = CustomerCollection.AsQueryable();

NosDB LINQ Provider supports the following LINQ operators:

22.2.1.

Restriction Operators

Operator(s)
Where

22.2.2.

Example
var result = customers.Where(x => x.City == "London");

Projection Operators

Operator(s)

var result = customers.Where(x => x.City.StartsWith("Mad"))
.Select(x => x.ContactName);

Select

22.2.3.

Example

Ordering Operators

Operator(s)

Example

OrderBy

var result = customers.OrderBy(c => c.UniqueNumber)
.Select(c => c.ContactName);

ThenBy

var result = customers.OrderBy(c => c.City)
.ThenBy(c => c.UniqueNumber);

OrderByDescending
Reverse

var result = customers.OrderByDescending(c => c.UniqueNumber)
.Select(c => c.City);
var result = customers.OrderBy(c => c.ContactName)
.Reverse();
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22.2.4.

Conversion Operators

Operator(s)

Example

OfType

var result = customers.Select(p => new { p.City, p.UniqueNumber })
.OfType<string>();

ToArray

var result = customers.Select(p => new { p.City, p.UniqueNumber })
.OfType<string>()
.ToArray();

ToList

var result = customers.Where(x => x.City == "London")
.ToList();

ToDictionary

var result = (from Customer c in customers
select (new KeyValuePair<string, string>(c.City, c.Country)))
.ToDictionary(p=> p.Key, p=> p.Value);

ToLookup

var result = customers.Select(p => new { p.City, p.Country })
.ToLookup(x=> x.City, x=> x.Country);

22.2.5.

ExecuteAggregator Operators

Operator(s)

Example

Count

var result = customers.Where(x => x.City == "London")
.Select(x=> x.UniqueNumber)
.Count();

Max

var result = customers.Where(x => x.City == "London")
.Max(x => x.UniqueNumber);

Min

var result = customers.Where(x => x.City == "London")
.Min(x => x.UniqueNumber);

Average

var result = customers.Where(x => x.City == "London")
.Average(x => x.UniqueNumber);

Sum

var result = customers.Where(x => x.City == "London")
.Sum(x => x.UniqueNumber);
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22.2.6.

Quantifier Operators

Operator(s)

Example

Any

string[] names = new[] { "John", "Mary", "Bob" };
var result = customers.Where(c => names.Any(id => c.CompanyName == id));

All

string[] names = new[] { "John", "Mary", "Bob" };
var result = customers.Where(c => names.All(id => c.CompanyName == id));

22.2.7.

Partitioning Operators

Operator(s)

Example

Take

var result = customers.Take(5);

Skip

var result = customers.Skip(5);

22.2.8.

Element Operators

Operator(s)

Example

First

var result = customers.OrderBy(c => c.ContactName)
.First();

FirstOrDefault

var result = customers.OrderBy(c => c.ContactName)
.FirstOrDefault(c => c.City == "London");

Last

var result = customers.OrderBy(c => c.ContactName)
.Last(c => c.City == "London");

LastOrDefault

var result = customers.OrderBy(c => c.ContactName)
.LastOrDefault();

22.2.9.

Set Operators

Operator(s)
Distinct

Example
var result = customers.Select(c => c.City)
.Distinct();
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22.3. NosDB LINQ Extension
To utilize NosDB ADO.NET Provider, include the following namespace in your application:
using NosDB.Client.Linq;

Since LINQ only supports data retrieval operations, NosDB extends the functionality of LINQ by providing data
manipulation operations as well like Insert, Update and Delete. LINQ is integrated with NosDB after the collection
is converted into an instance of the DBUpdatable interface.
DBUpdatable<Customer> updateableCustomers = collection.AsUpdateable();

22.3.1.


INSERT

Insert single instance
public long Insert(T instance, WriteConcern concern);

The Insert() method takes in an instance of the document to insert along with an optional WriteConcern value.
By default, the WriteConcern is set to InMemory.
DBUpdatable<Customer> updateableCustomers;
//Create customer instance to insert
var customer = new Customer
{
UniqueNumber = 216,
City = "London",
CompanyName = "Company1",
ContactName = "Jess Dave",
Country = "UK",
Phone = "(5) 555-4729",
Order = new Order { UniqueNumber = 212, OrderDate = DateTime.Now, OrderID = 233 },
};
//insert new customer in instance of DBUpdatable with default WriteConcern
var result = updateableCustomers.Insert(customer);
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22.3.2.


UPDATE

Update single instance
public long Update(T instance, WriteConcern concern);

This overload of the Update() method takes in an instance of the updated document along with an optional
WriteConcern value. By default, the WriteConcern is set to InMemory.
DBUpdatable<Customer> updateableCustomers;
//Create instance of customer
var customer = new Customer
{
Country = "Brazil",
City = "Sao Paulo",
Order = new Order { UniqueNumber = 212, OrderDate = DateTime.Now, OrderID = 233 },
};
var result = updateableCustomers.Update(customer);



Update all documents
public long Update(DBUpdateBuilder update, WriteConcern concern);

To update specific attributes of all documents with certain values, this overloaded Update() method takes an
instance of the DBUpdateBuilder class, along with an optional WriteConcern value. By default, the WriteConcern
is set to InMemory.
DBUpdateBuilder customer = new DBUpdateBuilder();
//Specify values to update
customer.Set("Country", "Brazil")
.Set("City", "Sao Paulo")
//Update all documents
var result = updateableCustomers.Update(customer);



Update documents according to criteria
public long Update(DBUpdateBuilder update, Expression<Func<T, bool>> updateCheck,
WriteConcern concern);

In order to update all those documents which fall within the given criteria, this overload of the Update()
method takes in an instance of the DBUpdateBuilder class containing the values to update, a Lambda expression
specifying the criteria and an optional WriteConcern value. By default, the WriteConcern is set to InMemory.
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DBUpdateBuilder customer = new DBUpdateBuilder();
//Specify values to update
customer.Set("Country", "Brazil")
.Set("City", "Sao Paulo")
//Update only those documents which have UniqueNumber > 750
var result = updateableCustomers.Update(customer, d => d.UniqueNumber > 750);

22.3.3.


DELETE

Delete single instance

public long Delete(T instance, WriteConcern concern);

This overload of the Delete() method takes in the document instance to be deleted, along with an optional
WriteConcern value. By default, the WriteConcern is set to InMemory.
//pre-requisite: “customer” instance exists
var result = updateableCustomers.Delete(customer);



Delete documents according to criteria

public long Delete(Expression<Func<T, bool>> deleteCheck, WriteConcern concern);

This overload of the Delete() method deletes all documents falling under the given criteria. It takes in a Lambda
expression and an optional WriteConcern value. By default, the WriteConcern is set to InMemory.
var result = updateableCustomers.Delete(c => c.City.StartsWith("Lon"));
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23. Using NosDB within Visual Studio
In This Chapter:
Installing NosDB Explorer for Visual Studio
Manually Registering Components
Using NosDB Explorer for Visual Studio

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

NosDB Management Studio can also be used from within Visual Studio, where you are developing your application.
This section guides you to configure and utilize features of NosDB like starting, creating and stopping shards in
Visual Studio.
NosDB Management Studio for Visual Studio will only work with versions 2010 onwards of Visual Studio
and its editions which support extensions.

23.1. Installing NosDB Explorer for Visual Studio
In order to fully exploit the features provided by NosDB Management Studio within Visual Studio, you need to install
an extension of the Manager inside Visual Studio.
You can install NosDB Explorer for Visual Studio in the following ways:
1.

NosDB Explorer for Visual Studio comes along with the NCache Server type installation
of Enterprise edition of NosDB. The setup installer will automatically try to install the Visual Studio
extension on all of the edition(s) installed of Visual Studio starting from edition 2010 on the system.

2.

NosDB Explorer for Visual Studio can be downloaded (.VSIX file) from Visual Studio Gallery (link through
Alachisoft website) and can be installed in any version/edition of Visual Studio of the user’s choice.
Note that if NosDB Explorer for Visual Studio is installed on a machine where NosDB is not installed, the
required components must be manually registered.

23.2. Manually Registering Components
In cases where NosDB Explorer is installed on a machine which has no core installation of NosDB, the required
components to utilize NosDB Explorer functionality are registered by executing the register.bat file found at:
C:\Users\$user_name$\AppData\Local\Microsoft\VisualStudio\11.0\Extensions\gxlt5g35.
nuw\Components\.
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The folder names within Extensions\ are auto-generated so you will have to look for the folder which contains
the assemblies by Alachisoft ©, for example, NosDB.Client.dll.

23.3. Using NosDB Explorer for Visual Studio
To utilize NosDB Management Studio's features from within Visual Studio, you can simply access the NosDB Explorer
window in Visual Studio after the NosDB Explorer for Visual Studio extension has been installed successfully.
To view NosDB Explorer, select VIEW -> Other Windows -> NosDB Explorer from the Visual Studio’s menu bar.

This will open the NosDB Explorer tool window, which can be tabbed, docked or closed just like any common tool
window of Visual Studio. Similarly, its state will be preserved even when Visual Studio is closed.
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The window contains a toolbar which will have listed available operations and a tree-like hierarchical structure to
show shards, databases and all related information similar to NosDB Management Studio. The toolbar’s operations
are updated according to selected item in the tree. Moreover, operations can also be performed from the right-click
menu of any item in the tree.
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24. Entity Framework Integration
In This Chapter:
Prerequisites
Database First Approach
Code First Approach
Basic Operations using NosDB Entity Framework
Querying with NosDB Entity Framework

This feature is only available in NosDB Enterprise Edition.

Entity Framework by Microsoft takes the strain away from creating the data-access code for classes representing
the database schema, or creating databases from existing code. NosDB integrates Entity Framework to allow
generating code from existing NosDB schema or creating databases and collections via your application code.

24.1. Prerequisites




Supported .NET Framework: 4.5.1 and above.
Visual Studio Version 2015 Update 3
Install the following NuGet packages (bundled with NosDB) into your application:
1. EntityFrameworkCore.NosDB
2.

Microsoft.EntityFrameworkCore.Tools (version supported: 1.0.0-preview2-final)

In App.config of your application, the NuGet package adds the following:
<configSections>
<sectionGroup name="databaseFirstApproachGroup">
<section name="dbFirstSection"
type="NosDB.Common.SchemaGeneration.Utils.DatabaseFirstApproachSection, NosDB.Common"
allowLocation="true" allowDefinition="Everywhere" />
</sectionGroup>
</configSections>
<databaseFirstApproachGroup>
<dbFirstSection xmlPath="E:\NorthwindSchema.xml" numberOfDocuments="10" />
</databaseFirstApproachGroup>

You can alter the xmlPath and numberOfDocuments according to your preference. However, numberOfDocuments
has the following options as well:
Value
10
-1
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24.2. Database First Approach
The Database First approach refers to the case where a database exists and a model is generated such that each
entity class represents a collection of the database. Moreover, a database context class is created along with the
entity classes, which contains information about the database as a whole, and the collections contained within it.
For example, if we have a Northwind database, Entity Framework integration using the Database First approach
prevents writing excess code for the data-access layer. Entity Framework creates the data model for Northwind
which includes the entity classes for each collection in Northwind along with the attributes and its getters and setters.
While Entity Framework has been integrated as it is, there are some exceptions since NoSQL databases are schemaless. NosDB divides the Database First approach into two steps:

24.2.1.

Create metadata of schema

This involves an intermediary step that generates an XML file containing the “schema” for the database - all
collections, indexes, attributes and their relations. NosDB determines the schema through the data available in the
database, by fetching the first 10 rows and extracting the required information. This file is editable; in case you want
to add an attribute to the database, the file can be modified to reflect the changes into the database itself.
For this purpose, NosDB offers the tool Get-DatabaseSchema to generate the XML. Note that NosDB also provides
support to create schema from your existing SQL Server databases.


NosDB

Get-DatabaseSchema -Path "E:\NorthwindSchema.xml" -DataSource nosdb -ConnectionString "Data
Source=127.0.0.1; Database=northwind;"
The following is a snippet from the generated XML file for NosDB, where the :
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<database-mapping xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<source-info connection-string="Data Source=127.0.0.1; Database=Northwind; User ID= admin;
Password=mypassword;" />
<destination-info connection-string="" />
<entity collection-name="orders">
<column-mapping>
<json-field name="OrderID" is-primary="true" is-identity="false" data-type="int"
combining-delimiter="" not-null="true" />
<json-field name="OrderDate" is-primary="false" is-identity="false" datatype="datetime" combining-delimiter="" not-null="false" />
</column-mapping>
</entity>
<entity collection-name="OrderDetails">
<column-mapping>
<json-field name="OrderID" is-primary="true" is-identity="false" data-type="int"
combining-delimiter="" not-null="true" />
</column-mapping>
</entity>
</entity-mapping>
<relationship-mapping>
<relationship name="FK_OrderDetails_orders_OrderID" entity="orders" field="OrderID"
type="1:n">
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<related-entity name="OrderDetails" related-field="OrderID" />
<embed-details embeded-field-name="OrderID" embed-reference-field="false" />
</relationship>
</relationship-mapping>
</database-mapping>



SQL Server

Note that the schema is read from SQL Server’s sysdb, so there is no need to modify the xml.
Get-DatabaseSchema -Path "E:\NorthwindSchema.xml" -DataSource sqlserver -ConnectionString
"Data Source=127.0.0.1; Database=Northwind; User ID= admin; Password=mypassword;"
The following snippet shows the schema created from SQL Server, with entities, their attributes, indices and relation
between the entities.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<database-mapping xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<source-info connection-string="Data Source=127.0.0.1; Database=Northwind; User ID= admin;
Password=mypassword;" />
<destination-info connection-string="" />
<entity-mapping>
<entity collection-name="Customers" table-name="Customers">
<column-mapping>
<json-field name="CustomerID" is-primary="true" is-identity="false" datatype="String" combining-delimiter="" not-null="true">
<mapped-column name="CustomerID" data-type="nchar(5)" is-primary="true" />
</json-field>
<json-field name="City" is-primary="false" is-identity="false" data-type="String"
combining-delimiter="" not-null="false">
<mapped-column name="City" data-type="nvarchar(15)" is-primary="false" />
</json-field>
</json-field>
</column-mapping>
<indices>
<index name="City">
<field name="City" sort-order="ASC" />
</index>
<index name="PK_Customers">
<field name="CustomerID" sort-order="ASC" />
</index>
</indices>
</entity>
<entity collection-name="Orders" table-name="Orders">
<column-mapping>
<json-field name="OrderDate" is-primary="false" is-identity="false" datatype="DateTime" combining-delimiter="" not-null="false">
<mapped-column name="OrderDate" data-type="datetime" is-primary="false" />
</json-field>
<json-field name="OrderID" is-primary="true" is-identity="true" data-type="Number"
combining-delimiter="" not-null="true">
<mapped-column name="OrderID" data-type="int" is-primary="true" />
</json-field>
</column-mapping>
<indices>
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<index name="OrderDate">
<field name="OrderDate" sort-order="ASC" />
</index>
<index name="PK_Orders">
<field name="OrderID" sort-order="ASC" />
</index>
</indices>
</entity>
</entity-mapping>
<relationship-mapping>
<relationship name="FK_Orders_Customers" entity="Customers" field="CustomerID"
type="1:n">
<related-entity name="Orders" related-field="CustomerID" />
</relationship>
</relationship-mapping>
</database-mapping>

24.2.2.

Create schema

Based on the metadata of the schema, the data model is created using the Scaffold-DbContext command
provided by Entity Framework.


NosDB

Scaffold-DbContext -Connection "Data Source=127.0.0.1; Database=Northwind; User Id=admin;
Password=myPassword" -Provider EntityFrameworkCore.NosDB -OutputDir Models


SQL Server

Scaffold-DbContext -Connection "Data Source=127.0.0.1; Database=Northwind; User Id=admin;
Password=myPassword" -Provider Microsoft.EntityFrameworkCore.sqlserver -OutputDir Models

24.2.3.

Generated Data Models

The data model generated will now contain the entity classes corresponding to the collections, and the database
context containing information of the database. The data model, however, exhibits the following behaviors in
different cases:


No data available in existing collection

If no data is available in an existing collection, empty entity classes will be created with just the primary key attribute.
public class Product
{
public string ProductID { get; set; }
}



Flat (non-embedded) model

In case of flat collections, attributes are generated but no relations among classes will be created.
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public class Product
{
public string ProductID { get; set; }
public string Name { get; set; }
public double UnitPrice { get; set; }
public short UnitsInStock { get; set; }
public bool Discontinued { get; set; }
}

Embedded model



For embedded collections, entity classes with relations are generated.
public partial class Order
{
public Order()
{
OrderDetails = new HashSet<OrderDetails>();
}
public
public
public
public
public
public

int? OrderId { get; set; }
int CustomerId { get; set; }
int EmployeeId { get; set; }
DateTime? OrderDate { get; set; }
virtual Customer Customer { get; set; }
virtual ICollection<OrderDetails> OrderDetails { get; set; }

}

24.3. Code First Approach
The code first approach, as the name implies, works in reverse of the Database First approach. This means that the
user provides the entity classes and database context to Entity Framework, which then builds a database in NosDB
based on it.
Let’s suppose we provide the following class:
public class Product
{
public string ProductID { get; set; }
public string ProductName { get; set; }
}

The DbContext class for the Northwind database defines the Primary key (productID) and attribute productName.
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public partial class NorthwindContext : DbContext
{
protected override void OnConfiguring(DbContextOptionsBuilder optionsBuilder)
{
optionsBuilder.UseNosDB(@"Data Source=127.0.0.1; Database=northwind; User ID= admin;
Password=mypassword;");
}
protected override void OnModelCreating(ModelBuilder modelBuilder)
{
modelBuilder.Entity<Products>(entity =>
{
entity.HasKey(e => e.ProductId)
.HasName("PK_products");
entity.ToTable("products");
entity.Property(e => e.ProductId)
.HasColumnName("ProductID")
.ValueGeneratedNever();
entity.Property(e => e.ProductName).HasColumnType("nvarchar(max)");
});
}
public virtual DbSet<Products> Products { get; set; }
}

24.3.1.

Create database

The following default Entity Framework commands are executed to perform the database creation and alteration:
1. Add-Migration
Add-Migration creates a file containing commands to be performed on the database. These commands are
generated based on the user behavior. For example, for the initial most migration, the user only provides the schema
and any optional custom configurations like distribution strategy in the database context.
The first migration created would contain commands to create the collections in NosDB.
Add-Migration -Name Migration1 -OutputDir Migrations -Context NorthwindContext –Project
EFIntegration
This command triggers the following changes:
1.

Creates a folder Migrations in the application, containing a file titled timestamp_Migration1. This file
contains the commands that would aid in building the database.
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public partial class Migration1 : Migration
{
protected override void Up(MigrationBuilder migrationBuilder)
{
migrationBuilder.CreateTable(
name: "Products",
columns: table => new
{
ProductID = table.Column<int>(nullable: false)
ProductName = table.Column<string>(type: "nvarchar(max)", nullable: true),
},
constraints: table =>
{
table.PrimaryKey("PK_Products", x => x.ProductID);
});
migrationBuilder.CreateIndex(
name: "IX_Product_ProductID",
table: "Products",
column: "ProductID",
unique: true);
}
protected override void Down(MigrationBuilder migrationBuilder)
{
migrationBuilder.DropTable(
name: "Products");
migrationBuilder.DropTable(
name: "Orders");
}
}

Contains two methods Up() and Down().
1.
2.

2.

The Up() method will be used for all operations to build the database like create table or add attributes.
Down() will contain the commands that revert the migration, like drop table, or remove attributes. This
is used during the Remove-Migration command.

Creates a collection __efmigrationhistory in the database that keeps track of all applied migration histories
to prevent repetition of the commands being performed. This collection can be viewed in NosDB
Management Studio as well. __efmigrationhistory contains documents containing the Migration ID and
Project Version.

3. Remove-Migration
Remove-Migration reverts the migration that has been applied. The Down() method in the migration file created
after Add-Migration contains the “reverse” of the commands in the Up() method. For example, the Up() method
contains a command CreateTable, the Down() method contains its complimentary command of DropTable.
Remove-Migration –Context NorthwindContext –Project EFIntegration
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4. Update-Database
Update-Database performs the actual mapping of the migration commands onto the database. This means that
every time the schema is modified, Update-Database command is responsible for comparing the previous and
current migrations to determine what changes are to be made.
For the initial migration, it simply creates the tables from the commands in the Up() method.
Update-Database -Migration Migration1 -Context NorthwindContext

Once the Update-Database command is executed, comparison is made through the document maintaining
migration history in __efmigrationhistory.
Note that some operations will not affect the schema such as adding a column (attribute) as NosDB is
schema-less. Moreover, renamePK() provided by Entity Framework is not possible on NosDB as PKs
cannot be modified once created.

24.3.2.
1.

Modifying Schema

Modify Schema

Let’s suppose that the schema is now modified to add a new collection Orders into the database.
public class Orders
{
public int OrderID { get; set; }
public string CustomerID { get; set; }
public DateTime OrderDate { get; set; }
}

2.

Add New Migration

In order for the changes to scaffold, we need to add a new migration that generates the commands to be applied
to the database.
Add-Migration -Name Migration2 -OutputDir Migrations -Context NorthwindContext

This creates a file containing the additional command for CreateTable “Orders”.
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public partial class Migration2 : Migration
{
protected override void Up(MigrationBuilder migrationBuilder)
{
migrationBuilder.CreateTable(
name: "Orders",
columns: table => new
{
OrderID = table.Column<int>(nullable: false)
CustomerID = table.Column<string>(type: "nvarchar(max)", nullable: true),
OrderDate = table.Column<DateTime>(nullable: false),
},
constraints: table =>
{
table.PrimaryKey("PK_Orders", x => x.OrderID);
});
migrationBuilder.CreateTable(
name: "Products",
columns: table => new
{
ProductID = table.Column<int>(nullable: false)
ProductName = table.Column<string>(type: "nvarchar(max)", nullable: true),
},
constraints: table =>
{
table.PrimaryKey("PK_Products", x => x.ProductID);
});
migrationBuilder.CreateIndex(
name: "IX_Product_ProductID",
table: "Products",
column: "ProductID",
unique: true);
}
protected override void Down(MigrationBuilder migrationBuilder)
{
migrationBuilder.DropTable(
name: "Products");
migrationBuilder.DropTable(
name: "Orders");
}
}

3.

Update Database

Update-Database -Migration Migration2 -Context NorthwindContext

The Update-Database command triggers the following behavior:
a. Compares the changes in Migration1 and Migration2 in __efmigrationhistory.
b. Detects the additional command CreateTable in Migration2.
c. Applies the command over the database by creating a collection Orders with OrderID as the
primary key.
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24.3.3.

Code First Data Annotations

Entity Framework Core allows data annotation to customize the way data model is created.

5. [KEY]
It is mandatory to define a primary key in this approach. [Key]is added to specify the custom primary key if any.
By default, Entity Framework considers any field “ID” or “<ClassName>ID” as the primary key. This means that
ProductID would be considered the primary key by default, unless [Key] is specified on another field like
ProductTracker.
public class Product
{
[Key]
public string ProductTracker {
public string ProductID { get;
public string Name { get; set;
public double UnitPrice { get;
}

get; set; }
set; }
}
set; }

Composite Keys
Note that Entity Framework restricts creation of composite keys through annotations. However, NosDB allows you
to define composite keys as with Entity Framework in the DBContext class.
public partial class NorthwindContext : DbContext
{
protected override void OnConfiguring(DbContextOptionsBuilder optionsBuilder)
{
optionsBuilder.UseNosDB(@"Data Source=127.0.0.1; Database=northwind; User ID= admin;
Password=mypassword;");
}
protected override void OnModelCreating(ModelBuilder modelBuilder)
{
modelBuilder.Entity<Customer>(entity =>
{
entity.HasKey(e => new { e.CustomerId, e.CustomerAddress }) //define
CustomerId+CustomerAddress as composite key
.HasName("PK_Customer");
entity.Property(e => e.CustomerId)
.HasColumnName("CustomerID").HasColumnType("nchar(5)");
entity.Property(e => e.CustomerAddress)
.HasColumnName("CustomerAddress").HasColumnType("nchar(10)");
entity.HasOne(d => d.CustomerAddress)
.WithMany(p => p.Customer)
.HasForeignKey(d => d.CustomerId)
.OnDelete(DeleteBehavior.Restrict);
});
}
}
}
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6. [TABLE]
[Table] is used to specify any custom configurations to the collection. By default, Normal collection is created with
Hash Based Distribution Strategy. The configuration is provided as string JSON before the class declaration.


Capped Collections

[Table("Product", Schema = "{\"CollectionType\":
\"Capped\",\"CappedSize\":1000,\"MaxDocuments\":987,\"Shard\":\"shard1\"}")]
public partial class Product
{. . .}



Range Based Distribution Strategy

[Table("Product", Schema = "{\"CollectionType\":\"Normal\",\"Distribution\": {\"Strategy\" :
\"RangeBased\",\"Ranges\":[{ \"MinRange\":\"1\", \"MaxRange\":\"1000\",
\"Shard\":\"Shard1\"},{ \"MinRange\":\"1000\", \"MaxRange\":\"10000\",
\"Shard\":\"Shard2\"}]}}")]
public partial class Product
{. . .}



Single Sharded Collection

[Table("Product", Schema = "{\"CollectionType\": \"SingleShard\", \"Shard\":\"shard1\"}")]
public partial class Product
{. . .}



Enabling Expiration

[Table("Product", Schema =
"{\"Expiration\":{\"ExpirationEnabled\":true,\"ExpirationField\":\"Date1\",\"ExpireAfter\":\"1
20min\"}}")]
public partial class Product
{. . .}



Enabling Encryption

[Table("Product", Schema = "{\"database\":\"northwind\",\"Encryption\":{\"Enabled\":true}}")]
public partial class Product
{. . .}

Refer to the Microsoft documentation for more supported annotations.
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24.4. Basic Operations using Entity Framework
NosDB allows performing CRUD operations using the Entity Framework. Note that for reading from the database,
queries are supported and explained in detail in the next section.

24.4.1.

Add Document

The Add() method provided by Entity Framework adds the entity to the collection.
using (var db = new NorthwindContext())
{
var prod = new Product();
prod.ProductID = "1";
prod.Name = "Chai";
db.Product.Add(prod);
}

24.4.2.

Remove Document

The Remove() method removes the entity from the collection.
using (var db = new NorthwindContext())
{
var prod = new Product();
prod.ProductID = "1";
prod.Name = "Chai";
db.Product.Remove(prod);
}

24.4.3.

Save/Update Changes to Database

Any changes made to the collection in the database (like adding or removing a field) are applied to the database
once the SaveChanges() method is called from the context. Similarly, in order for an update to be made to the
database, the change can be updated using SaveChanges().
using (var db = new NorthwindContext())
{
//perform Add() or Remove()
var count = db.SaveChanges();
}

24.5. Querying with NosDB Entity Framework
NosDB supports querying on the database to retrieve data using the instances of entity classes. Two types of
retrieval methods are supported:

24.5.1.

LINQ Support

By default, Entity Framework queries on the database using LINQ. LINQ is a generic query language that can be
adopted with any underlying data source like NosDB. NosDB provides support for all of LINQ’s operators, as
explained in the chapter Using LINQ with NosDB.


Comparison operators
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var results = from product in dbContext.Product
where product.ProductId < 800 && product.Category.Equals("Beverages")
select product;
var list = results.ToList();



OrderBy clause

var results = from product in dbContext.Product
orderby product.ProductId ascending
select product;
var list = results.ToList();



Select embedded document

var results = (from details in dbContext.OrderDetails
where details.OrderId == 1
select details).ToList();
var list = results.ToList();

Aggregate Functions


COUNT

var result = (from product in dbContext.Product
where product.ProductId < 10
select product).Count();
var list = results.ToList();



SUM

var result = (from product in dbContext.Product
where product.ProductId < 10
select product).Sum();
var list = results.ToList();



MIN

var result = (from product in dbContext.Product
select product.Category).Min();
var list = results.ToList();
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MAX

var result = (from product in dbContext.Product
select product.Category).Max();
var list = results.ToList();



AVG

var result = (from product in dbContext.Product
select product.Category).Avg();
var list = results.ToList();

JOINS and Subqueries


JOIN

var results = (from customers in dbContext.Customer
join order in dbContext.Order on customers.CustomerId equals order.CustomerId
into temp
from suborder in temp.DefaultIfEmpty()
select new { customers.ContactName, OrderID = suborder.OrderId }).ToList();
var list = results.ToList();



INNER JOIN on Customers and Orders

var resultscustomers = from customers in dbContext.Customer
select customers;
var resultsdbContext = from order in dbContext.Order
join customer in resultscustomers on order.CustomerId equals
customer.CustomerId
select order;
var result = resultsdbContext.ToList();



INNER JOIN on Embedded documents

var resultsorder = from order in dbContext.Order
select order;
var resultsdetails = from details in dbContext.OrderDetails
join order in resultsorder on details.OrderId equals order.OrderId
select order;
var result = resultsdetails.ToList();



FULL (cross) JOIN on Customer and Order
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var crossjoin = from c in dbContext.Customer
from o in dbContext.Order
select new { c, o };
var result = crossjoin.ToList();



LEFT JOIN

var results = (from details in dbContext.OrderDetails
join order in dbContext.Order on details.OrderId equals order.OrderId
into temp from suborder in temp.DefaultIfEmpty()
select new { details.OrderId, OrderOrderId = suborder.OrderId
}).ToList();



Using Subqueries

var innerQuery = from order in dbContext.Order where order.OrderId == 1 select
order.CustomerId;
var result = from customer in dbContext.Customer where
innerQuery.Contains(customer.CustomerId) select customer;
var results = result.ToList();



Using INNER JOIN on Embedded documents

var resultsorder = from order in dbContext.Order
select order;
var resultsdetails = from details in dbContext.OrderDetails
join order in resultsorder on details.OrderId equals order.OrderId
select order;
var result = resultsdetails.ToList();

24.5.2.

String-based FromSql support

FromSql allows performing raw SQL queries within the Entity Framework. This means that more specific queries
can be performed which are not possible through LINQ.
Any Entity Framework limitations for FromSQL are applicable in NosDB as well.



SELECT statement on single collection
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var result = db.Products.FromSql("SELECT * FROM $Products$ prod");
var list = result.ToList();



SELECT statement with WHERE clause on single collection

var result = dbContext.Product.FromSql("SELECT * FROM $Product$ where ProductID==1");
var list = result.ToList();



SELECT statement with WHERE clause on embedded collection

var result = dbContext.Order.FromSql("SELECT o.OrderID, o.CustomerID, o.EmployeeID,
o.OrderDate, o.OrderDetails FROM $Order$ o");
var list = result.ToList();



JOIN statement with WHERE clause on two collections

var result = dbContext.Customer.FromSql("SELECT c.CustomerID, c.CompanyName, c.ContactName,
c.Country, o.OrderID FROM $customer$ c JOIN $order$ o ON $o$.$CustomerID$=$c$.$CustomerID$
where $o$.$OrderID$=1");
var list = result.ToList();



JOIN statement with WHERE clause on embedded collections

var result = dbContext.Order.FromSql("SELECT * FROM $order$ o JOIN $o$.$OrderDetails$ c ON
$o$.$OrderID$=$c$.$OrderID$ where $o$.$OrderID$==2");
var list = result.ToList();



SELECT statement with WHERE clause and INCLUDE embedded document

var result = dbContext.Order.FromSql("SELECT * FROM $Order$ where $OrderID$=1").Include(o =>
o.OrderDetails);
var list = result.ToList();

The schema configuration file needs to be referred to in the application while executing the queries or
API.
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